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O f Two Things at My Door this Morning
one is a newspaper
rolled up to about the fist-thick obduracy
of the clubs I see they’re using, when I unroll the news,
on a small bent road in another country.
A woman’s been dropped in the road
like a basket of filthy laundry; a boy I imagine
is her boy stands a few feet off, with laughter
on his face—-so goofy, so enormously goofy, you see
his second of understanding has given way to a saving
incomprehension. That’s all: the boy, his mother,
and the handiwork of five crack guardsmen
showing up as a dampness crusting between her shoulders.
Here's what she did: nothing. They needed some
practice. The clubs just begged to be used. She’s lucky
the boy wasn’t butt-raped, left
beside her to mingle the small leak of his anus-blood
with her more major pour. Because it happens, you know.
When God looks away. Or maybe, worse,
looks hard at it, allows it, enjoys. If God exists
in a world where this happens. Here, if He does, He’s
somewhere in the dots that mean the sky
in a newspaper photograph. Or in
between the dots. The dots are like the atoms of whatever
substance God lives in, if ’’lives’’ is the word,
if anyone cares after even one morning of headlines.
The other thing at my door is
this lady, in white so absolute
she’s like a bottle of cream a deliveryman from an earlier time
might leave. In back, a hum mingbird
bobbins through 8 a.m. light and crepe myrtle.
The whole day’s shaking off sleep, its first words
not invented yet. She’s knocking to ask if the Lord
has entered my life, and if not will I speak with her
a moment because the Lord is Eternal Joy.
She believes this. She doesn’t want money.
She hands me my paper. Her whole planet beams.
I think of science fiction—somehow
there’s room for her in the universe, too.

A lb e rt G oldbarth
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Powers
Whizzer, The Top, Phantasmo . . . They come back sometimes,
now that my father comes back
sometimes. With their lightningbolts sewn
the size of dinner utensils across their chests, with their capes
rayed out. with their blue lame boots. And he. . .? It's
hazy, usually; he's a part of that haze. It talcs
his early morning stubble, it muffles the worry
love so often set like candles in his eyes. And: "Albie. . .’’/then
that smile meant kindly, but also to say it came from some source
wiser than mine/“ . . .all this reading is fine. But there’s a
real world." It wasn't The Streak. It wasn’t Mistress Miracle.
With their antigravity belts, their bellcurve muscles.
Might. One lamp. While he read every scrap of fiscal scribble
that said the rent couldn’t be met, and in the darkness
tried to fight that vague opponent with every poor
persuasive scrappy peddler’s stratagem he had, I read
by flashlight under the covers: City Hall was being burgled
of its Gems of the World display, and Captain Invincible faced
a Mineral Ray (that already turned 2 bank guards and a porter
into clumsily-rendered crystalline statues) jauntily,
his wisecracks by themselves could make a "m obster” or
that dreaded gorillaish creature in a double-breasted suit,
a mobster’s “ goon,” collapse in the ultimate cowardly self-exposure
of “crooks” and “ scoundrels" everywhere. The Dynamo
could will himself into a wielder of electrical jolts, and even
invaders from Alpha-10 were vanquished. Smasheroo’s
special power was fists “ with the force of entire armies.”
Flamegirl was . . . well, flames. And flying,
almost all of them, blazoned on sky— a banner, an imperative
above our muddling lunch-and-shrubbery days.
With their "secret identities ”: Spectral Boy, who looks like someone’s
winter breath (and so can enter "criminal hideouts” through keyholes,
etc.) is in reality Matt Poindexter, polo-playing dandy;
The Silver Comet, whose speed is legendary and leaves
small silver smudges on the page as he near-invisibly zips by, is
ironically wheelchair-bound and Army-rejected
high school student and chemistry ace Lane Barker;
The Rocket Avenger parks cars; Celestia is a bosomy
ill-paid secretary. It could happen—couldn’t it?—
to me: the thick clouds part as neat as prom-night hair
and a nacreous flask of Planet Nineteen’s “ wizard elixir” be
beamed down to my bedside: I would wake reciting
a Pledge Against Evil, and set to work designing whatever
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emerald star or halo'd eye would be incised on my visor, it
could happen, right?— I wasn't Me but
an inchoate One of Them. With their Wave Transmitter Wristlets,
with their wands, their auras, their cowls. The Insect Master.
Blockbuster. Astro Man. Miss Mystery. Gold Bolt. Solaris. . .
They come back to me now, they ring the bedroom air sometimes
like midges at the one watt of my consciousness, and sleep
is entered with this faint token of sentinel benignity upon me.
Maybe because sleep also
isn't what my father called the "real w orld." And
he. . .? Dead
now. with his stone, with his annual candle, my father is
also a fiction. And so he appears
with their right to appear, from the kingdom of the impossible,
he appears in their midst, with Doctor Justice,
The Genie. The Leopardess, Meteor Man . . . he steps out
from that power packed crowd, he’s thrown his factory outlet jacket
sloppily over his shoulders, it’s late, so dark now, and
he’s worried about me. Someone may as well be. I’m
in pieces over some new vexation: hopeless in the drizzle,
perhaps, a flashlight clamped abobble in my mouth, and trying to find
whatever
damage in the mysterious shrieks and greaseways of an engine
bucked me ditchside in the wee hours; or, with equal befuddlement,
staring damp-eyed at the equally damaged wants and generosities
awhirr in the human heart. And: “ Albie. . ."/then that very
gentle yet censorious shake of the head/". . .how many times
have I told you? Be patient. Never force your tools or materials.
Don't give up." At moments like this, that his blood
pumps through me. his blood is half of what actually made me, seems
as wondrous as Bob Frank "deep in the jungles of A frica”
dying of fever and being saved by— positively
thriving on— a transfusion of mongoose blood.
This was in 1941, in USA Comics-, Frank returned to New York
as the Whizzer— superfast, in an outfit
the yellow of mariners’ slickers. And Triphammer.
Ghost King. The Scarlet Guardian. Eagleman. Magic Scarab. The Wraith.
W ith their dom ino masks or their gladiatorial helmets.
The Mighty Elasto. Lady Radiant. Space Devil. Reptile Boy.
With their various signs of legitimacy: their pharaonic rings,
atomic lariats, stun guns, mystic arrows, tridents, with
such amulets as hinge the Earth and Heavens into symbiotic grace.
The Invoker: I remember, he kept two planets at peace. And Hydro-Man:
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could turn to water (a dubious strength, I always thought) and once
he conducted a current that fried som e ne'er-do-w ell, so rescued
a willowy flibbertigibbet princess. A nd Panther W om an: her golden claws
and sinuous inky tail were all the good that (successfully) stood between
a scientist “ bent on enslaving the w orld to his crazed w him s’’ and
the populace of “ Center C ity," the first place on his list. A nd
Whizzer. . . I rem em ber, once, W hizzer was. . . I put down the page.
The knocking. The landlady. He was shaking
in front of her. She filled the door. He had to explain
the doctor cost extra m oney this m onth, and he w orked all week
on double shifts, he really did, but this one tim e
we didn't have the rent, we’d be late, he was fighting back crying,
w ho’d never had to say such a thing before to such a person,
I remember: he said it straight to her face,
the one good pair of suit pants keeping its crease in the closet
cried but he didn’t, the long day’s w added-up tissues cried out,
and the bar sign blinking pinkly across the street,
the horseshoes of dust that collect on the house slippers under the bed,
The Little Teixi That H urried and S cuffy the Tugboat, that sorrily-stained
lame angelwing of an ironing board, the ashtrays and the aspirin,
everything yielded up its softness then,
the carpet was green and black, the light was ruthless,
his voice never broke and his gaze never shifted although
the universe did, because we would be one week late, there! he said it,
he said it clearly, to her and to everyone,
spent, and heroic.
A lb e r t G o ld b a rth
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The

Stray

A place charmed by fairies where you enter know ing everything and
then are lost

Even though you started on a small errand,
even though it was nothing, like waxing a refrigerator door
or weeding the detroit reds, and you knew the path.
remember how easily the granite fit your arch.
how the tim othy parted at your knees,
and you heard the charmed scale
of the flauty thrush, then the smell
of the vagrant riverbed, the leaning ironwood
fence threaded with yellow roses.
the abandoned circle of chairs?
You passed the place where the robin
cemented a nest and each year grew babies
the size of throw pillows. You walked through
the lily moon and the blanketflower.
past the prize offers no one could refuse,
till you entered the spinning barrel
and you began to burn? You can turn your coat now.
you can go in disguise, but you will recognize
nothing, not one face smeared against the blind forest.
not one word. The gate is gone and the path
erased behind you. Goodness is deception.
Flesh— deception in the churning oaks.
Remember the funhouse, the dark-wooded chutes,
all those mouths laughing at your blistered limbs
out of control? The world allows no virgin.
Not for long. If you’re happy, you’re young
You'll catch on. Strike two fingers.
See if you can find a pulse.
S an d ra A lc o s s e r
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Beauty is the Sun '5 D aughter
Thirty-one days of October and the opalescent monsoons
roll over like God’s gray eggs, viscous, pooling earth to clay,
filling the grass with oily skinks and pink-mouthed alligators.
I lie in bed near noon and do not rise
but turn over and over in sweaty sheets
behind the bamboo curtains.
Outside the window a loquat fattens and on its branches
a mockingbird creeks and clinks rain, rain,
his warble like the lip-blown crystal of a chandelier.
Thirty-one days of rain like making love again,
again with no release. This is no season,
mushed together and sticky as gumbo.
The mourning doves try to form themselves
from the dun-colored leaves, and I, from a pattern
of mire and bruise, recall only two visions.
One—a painter’s studio drips with witches
bathing in green. Circe hangs in each room,
naked and wrapped with vegetation.
Rubens might have painted her blue
amongst the porcine suitors, lumpy
and sweet as sherbet, let the waterlilies
bloom yellow. Or she could have floated
the Bogue Falaya with purple muscadine,
and fleshy bougainvillea.
But the swamp artist, old sot, sick
of the rain, the clammy garret
of his brain, shrinks his goddess
and chokes her with green, lets
her rot in the sugar cane
and soft mud. For days I amble
about in my body, dilapidated, loose-skinned
as a beagle until finally on the last Friday,
sneezing under a ligustrum canopy,

I see Circe herself come splashing
through the parking lot in a red convertible,
her unplaited, razor-cut hair flapping.
Another m onth and I m ight have noted
her flashy clothes and underbitten chin,
the irritating habit she has of licking
her knuckles, but I welcome her now
in every muscle as if. young coed
racing through diffused sun, she has the charm
to soothe the rain, to turn us human again.
Such is beauty— blood stopper, burn healer,
enchanter of warts. As she cuts around the corner,
her waxy car brushes against me; afterwards
there is the perfume of cucumbers and rock music
breaks like bagpipes against the saturated leaves.
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At

the

C

By the glare of naked bulbs rowed up
to throw the eyes
away from the soiled hands
of the man at the ring toss game,
I saw at the age of twelve my father
by a different light.
Strangely, as if in a dream, he fished
dollars from his worn wallet
chasing a portable radio
while my mother stood
quivering in angry tears
till the sheriff came and the carnie
raised his grimy fingers
glittering with thick false diamonds
above the counter.
The next ring plopped over a peg
with a pocketknife.
I have it still with its almost mother-of-pearl
handle and its two dull blades.
I saw at the age of twelve my father
shrug his shoulders at the clattering carnival
while his hardware store
quietly went under back in town,
and my mother complained the last thing
we needed was a portable radio,
and my father calmly explained
we all have our limits.

Ron M cFarland

85—Sympathy
Green recollection — heat of summer.
Brutality everywhere in words said.
Five women were raped in this
neighborhood in the past few weeks.
Young women just coming in
and surprised at their door.
Just coming in. I thank
the Channel Four reporters
with their cameras at the news car
and get on my bus.
I shop and return and carry in
the food. I sit and look down
at the green world of summer where
two garden workers
are doing a lawn. I fall
wordlessly into deep depression.
The fall is physical. I feel
myself falling. Then sleep is hard.
I watch a large knife
close to my bed. The light on
to keep me from sleeping. The world
comes to an end. I know
I have been said from these tall men,
lights in their bodies
burning, a brutal fact in their words.
I have been said. The green heat
of summer overturns into green fear.
And their world ends.
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Task
1 haven't wasted my life yet.
I'm starting over again, with you.
It’s 6:30 am. Electra, Texas.
A couple of sparrows are sitting
on the wire that feeds electricity
into the Westward Ho Restaurant sign.
Westward Ho in green, Restaurant in red,
and an arrow at the top pointing
west, small white lightbulbs flashing
on and off in sequence so the light
seems to be streaming eastward,
where the sun is coming up, and the sky
is turning blue over the motel
where we slept last night, where you
are still sleeping.
I yawn, pick up yesterday’s paper,
read about a swarm of bees
at a shopping center parking lot.
For hours the swarm frightens
customers, disrupts business. People
run back to their cars, roll up the windows,
drive away in terror of bees.
Others look on from the fringes, curious.
Maybe a boy begs his mother
to stay so he can watch the dark swarm
changing shapes in the air
just outside the car. The merchants
don’t know what to do. They call
the police. They call the fire department.
They think about insurance, law suits
as the swarm drifts before their windows
like a cloud of black smoke.
I am that boy, now, in the car
watching as the swarm, tens of thousands
of bees, settles, finally, in the parking lot
in a great writhing cluster nearly
a foot deep. And I imagine I am the man
who knows about these things, who understands
bees, who walks calmly up with a white
box, sets it down on the asphalt,
bends over, and puts his hand
into the swarm.

I put down the paper. You are still sleeping.
I pick up a pencil, pull my chair
closer to the window. I can see cars
and pickups rolling by on highway 287,
a fence and fields, unusually green
for this part of Texas this time of year,
and one of those mechanical rocking horses
pumping crude in a field of thistle
and sunflowers where the worker bees
are at their task, ignoring everything else.
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Those

Dying

It began last Sunday, or— if truth be told—
Began ten weeks ago when we moved in. My wife
Works north, in Naugatuck; I write for The Bridgeport Post.
We chose this valley town to split the drive.
But ten weeks now the woman who shares
The ground floor with her forty year old daughter
Has wheezed and whined that ingrate daughter’s sins.
Ten weeks now they have drummed their goddamn anger
Against the stairway wall. “ Such is the torm ent,”
I tell my wife, “ five bills a month
Can buy these days.” I’m a reasonable man; my wife
More reasonable still. When irrationality
Is required, she relies on me.
Sunday last, I stirred my whiskey sour with my finger,
Sucked it clean, sat on our second storey porch.
The daughter wheeled her mother out
Next to the garage, lifted her—
Hands under both her arms—and set her
Bouncing in a green, spring-steel chair,
Hands flopping into her lap, a particolored
Afghan spread across her thighs.
The mother watched the ground a while, then
Raised her head to screech some childish
Nonsense. Or perhaps she made some sense;
The daughter seemed to think so. My wife was out
Taking photographs of our new shopping mall.
She’s a journalist, a photojournalist,
Which means she’s eying you and me
And hoping— in the name of art—
For public mutilation. I thought of her
On Sunday when those two women— mother nearly
Dead, a victim of the constant pain she’d wanted;
Daughter tangled in her m other’s dreams for her—
Turned to almost face each other.
And then they nearly spoke. I framed that scene
That seemed to speak, obliquely, of some great
And human failure— white garage, a pear tree,
Bed of pachysandra, the concrete walks
From house to shed, garbage neatly bagged and stacked.
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The daughter shook her head. The m other kicked.
The daughter gestured to the house
As if it were some miles away. The mother
Stomped her feet. The daughter sat down on the stoop
And wrapped her arms about her knees.
I was about to pour another drink, but stopped.
I watched the mother's face scrunch up,
The water pool, then run along the drive.
The daughter yelled and fussed
And waved her arms. The mother stared.
Like a child, she watched as though
What was running down the drive was nothing
She had done, was, in fact, some act of God.
;

The daughter rose and stomped into the house. The screen door
Screeched and slammed. The mother
Watched the urine flow toward Maple Street.
P Something in her face— some mindless glee— made me
Turn away. I went inside and made my drink and heard
The daughter’s music— loud, a big band tune, a bland
Romance, a crooner coming nearer polka
Than to swing. I thought right then
Of Coltrane playing Truth, the bitter truth, his
Face turned to the wall, and those famous
Starving Sikhs in '47, who—though dying—
Marched and posed three hours for Bourke-W hite.
She might have said, "Let's see more bone
And bloated stomach.” A fter all, she had
A Pulitzer to win. And win she did. And yet
That photograph confers some grace—Sikhs
In their stately, staggered death waltz,
Captured calmly in their fates. It lends
Their suffering magnitude. And that is all
We ask. All, perhaps, we ever ask. Those Sikhs
Bourke-W hite froze in a fine despair
Gave me a luscious feeling, but it passed.
But now I see more clearly that old woman
In her chair: Old and sick, the night’s cold
Settling down, a cold mist raised—the indefinite.
Sad beauty of a Monet. A way of looking that
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Could force a quiet corner in the warring world.
A week ago. that was. My wife will not
Forgive my watching. It was she who called
The ambulance at midnight. The daughter's music
Gently filtered through the ducts. Red lights
Flashed across our faces. Officially, I’d
Been reading and had the stereo up.
“ I’m not m uch.” I told the driver, “ for snooping
On the neighbors." I laughed a little
There; my wife coughed and looked away
The woman nearly died, but made it. I insist
She wanted it that way. Her daughter hovers now
Like a vulture over her (a visual sim ile—
Her head hangs forward— but there's truth
Inside that sight). Yesterday, I
Told my wife that it could have been
Much worse— I might have had a camera. She scoffed.
But I recalled her fellow journalist
Who won prizes for his sequence of a man
Who'd caught a sniper’s shot while wheeling boxes
Past a store. The first photo shows the man
Stumbling to his van, pleading to the camera.
Trailing blood behind him on the street. He’s driving
In the second shot, but swerving towards a car.
By the third, he's smashed into a stanchion,
And, banging wide the door— now this
Is why the sequence won awards— he
Falls, clutching at the steering wheel, and dies.
Or how about, I said, that gallery of photographs
We spent one Sunday in. The pale, puffy body
Of the murdered boy, face up, his mouth
A kind of hopeful blossom under water;
That shape repeated artfully in
The wound’s ironic smile. The boy’s
Hand across his eyes as though made
Bashful by something said, too intimate.
Okay. I’ll say it straight: I
Despised that woman and her daughter.
And though I never wished them ill, I

Let them have their ills. It seemed
A small thing to indulge them in their pettiness.
Since pettiness is what their lives have been. And
Had the mother died? Not much to change.
The daughter’d dance her screwy waltz
To Montovani, Lawrence Welk. She'd walk
To Tony’s Market every Tuesday noon, her head
Wrapped in a scarf. I suppose she'd have been
Lonely and regretted what she’d done.
I'd have been relieved (not openly)
To have just music climb our stairs.
But after all this talk, I’m left with this:
Each night my wife brings home her job
As if it were another man with his demands.
She’ll wake and sit straight up in bed
And cry Look out! then pat the sheets
As if to find a lens. And it occurs to me
What irked me most about her friend
Was not his prize, but that dry champagne
We shared at forty bucks a throw, the joy he'd wrought
So far beyond that blood encrusted day.
The way he raised his glass to toast the prize
And our com plicity— not to spoil his
Momentary jo y — in clicking glass to glass.
My wife moved to the couch last Sunday night.
A week had passed: she'd slept there ever since.
Last night, I half awoke and. waking further, thought
I'd heard a stifled sobbling in the bath, or heard
A suitcase packed and finally shut. I felt as much as
Saw the wash of light that was my wife's
Warm body in the middle of our room.
Softly, with an unbearable resolve, she said
or seemed to say, ‘‘I’m leaving you." And that
Threat, coming out of sleep and silence, coming
After hours of darkness, a voice controlled,
Stretched tight across the drum of grief.
Sounded sweet and warm. I stood, walked to her.
We touched, trembling, and began to sway
In a kind of slow and aimless waltz.
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The

Man

and

the

In the beginning was the one lightbulb
Swung from the ceiling of the world.
In the beginning the man and the woman were inside it
As if it were a diving bell,
Its lit windows trembling
In the sea’s corridors suspended like a ghost.
I look over your dear shoulders at the curtains
Beyond the headboard swaying.
Cars snarl in the underpass,
Jet liners cruise overhead,
But in here it is all light
And bulky sweetness.
In the smooth, buttery parentheses
Of curved arms, two drowsy
Limp snails nuzzle each other,
From the tender periscope of a neck
That lifts upwards, from time to time,
I peer out over pajama bottoms rucked up
As usual, my sour breath,
Your beard bristling against my cheek. . . .
Love, I know this is just one more coupling.
The alarm clock ticks; I am ashamed of my belly.
Where is it I put my hand? But you laugh, set it right
And suddenly we are floating
In pure silk,
Sheer billowing clouds of it

W

Over warm buttocks slipping
And sliding everywhere.
In the house next door, in the cold,
Mrs. Tawney, widow
Eighty-five years come Sunday,
Stoops into her kitchen.
But here in the spinning bedroom
What do we know of the dark?
In the beginning was nothing
But the bare light
O f desire.
Inside their space capsule
The man and the woman look down
From one continent to another.
First Latin America goes by, with its starved eyes,
Then bloody South Africa in the dust.
But even in torture chambers dangling,
Strung up here on high
Sparks leap, electric
Down a black wire.
In the dark flowering bulb
O f the man and the woman in the sky
Far off galaxies glitter:
In the heated heaven of two bodies
In the halls of judgment glaring,
In the beginning as it is now
In the depths what other light is there?
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Ubi Leones
They are where they always are. Prowling.
Behind shuddering baseboards low growls,
Waves of them, the soft pad of feet
Stalking the borders that stand between us
And all that is not us. But we watch;
We will not let them in.
We keep lying to
“ No, there's nothing im portant out there,"
The gust of song that blurts from an open
And then stops, suddenly, stumbling over
Cruel words, insults, that time I made you

ourselves,
window
our quarrels,
weep

No, I will not pursue it!
That would be to be swept right off the charts
On all fours, in bleak deserts howling
And rolling my head, with wide open jaws
Terrified by the shapes of all I have done
And not done:
Rather than face them down
In their own kingdom, let us go out and buy barbed wire,
Bombs, helicopters. Kalashnikovs; anything to keep the barbarians at bay,
As long as they keep sending us kisses
And cheap clothing, as long as they keep us warm, vital, in touch
A t a safe distance from the drums throbbing
Out there at the edge of the world, if it’s not rage
Rising up against us, knives in the hands of children,
It s the obscenity of a finger: whatever we try to put down
Mushrooms itself overnight
Because they are still there, the lions,
Those monarchs we have loved secretly, always,
In cramped zoos they pace behind dingy bars
By day only, on long nights they roam the windy savannahs
Restless as cars, in the streets we hear them calling,
For we may not escape them, in the darkening m in d ’s disorder
There are no frontiers to pain,
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Even the to u g h e s t m e m b r a n e
C ann ot hold out against it; in quiet living ro o m s b ehind curtains
T h e sarcasm m ou nts, in th e rubble of ruined cities
Like snipers from broken windows, with snarls not just for our e n e m ie s
But w hatever interferes with us, suddenly
T h e to n g u e slips, or th e trigger finger
A nd th ere they are. in a great cloud,
A gold floating of m a n e s
O ver the tall sup erh igh w ay s and the tollbooths
Secretly th e sh ad o w passe s, so high in th e sky
T h e a c h e of it c a n n o t be sto p p e d , in th e red c h a m p of rage

i

T h e form s we s e e are o u r own;
F rom grim tree to p s, sleek m uscular s h a p e s leaping
That c a n n o t be turn ed back, as th e h o u s e s of o u r lives fall down
Pain is th e only passw ord; as the m a p s disapp ear,
As the colors of all co untries fade
And bleed a c ro ss rivers, in th e jungle that su rro u n d s us all
They are launching th e m s e lv e s already
In broad daylight, hurling th em selv es down
On s o m e o n e we know, o n th e paralyzed piece of flesh looking up
From th e g ro u n d below us. at the e n d of th e bloody race
T h e last thing m ost of us s e e will be th e white sun
Exploding b e n e a th us. th e agonized dazzle of terror frozen
On a friend's face.
Patricia G oedicke
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E.E.G.
Horses. Horses of cream
dancing on green and blue
of sky. Arms and legs
of my infant daughter strapped
fast to gurney rails
in a room with no
windows, with nothing
I could do but sit and watch
her tiny fists clench
and struggle against the doctor
s hands.
Her eyes wild
and biting as one-by-one
each the wires tethered
her pulse to the gray-metal
machine that scribbled her thoughts
across great plains
of graph paper rolling,
like long W yoming miles.
I told myself they could never break her
code. I knew the language
she had whispered to me
long nights I held her
close to my denim core
until the demon quaking
ceased.
And when they lit the strobe
to induce her seizure,
I saw those tiny lids
clamp
against odds.
Because she was mine,
my eyes opened to the darkness
and I saw horses,
horses
of cream dancing
on troubled horizons
where lightning strikes
home, where she could ride
high-up the thunderheads,
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whole, immune,
fierce as nobody's baby
but mine.

Lowell Jaeger
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Black
He was thrown through the back window
of his new Honda when it skidded
into an approach road and flipped—43 payments
to go. the stereo playing Journey.
That much is fact.
The rest I do not know. Maybe a girl he loved
went as far as she could before words broke down
and left him, alone, talking at a face
that offered nothing. Left him to drive the midnight
distance from anywhere to anywhere else.
Or maybe he found Jesus, a love so perfect
he was unafraid, knowing all others
were his fellows, temporarily estranged
on a dark planet with a cooling sun,
reeling towards an ecstasy of light.
I care but do not know. But I know
the car he hit held a father, a mother,
five children coming home from a wedding.
I kill the siren, leave the lights flashing,
move the ambulance to block the northbound lane
where the fam ily’s trip is scattered.
Carol is out with the jum p kit
running through litter of broken luggage,
water, oil, glass and gravel before I stop.
Initial triage:
First Driver: screaming, possible head injury, probably
leg and spine fractures, multiple lacerations (needs
to go soon);
Father: mortal wounds to head (forget him);
Mother: conscious, respirations rapid and shallow,
probable chest trauma, pneumothorax likely
(might go bad quickly);
Girl, about 12: unresponsive, no respirations (do something
now !);
Girl, about 9: crying quietly, no apparent injuries
(beautiful cheekbones, long blonde hair);
Boy, about 8: conscious with normal respirations, guarding
left arm (okay for now);

Girl, about 5: unresponsive, respirations regular but
gurgling, maybe blood in airway (needs suction);
Boy. about 2: unconscious and cyanotic, eviscerated bowels—
a bystander screams
and screams. If this is the world, she will
not have it. Cannot escape it. So there she is,
her throat vibrating like a frog's leg
under an electrode. She screams and screams
making it hard to hear the partial quiet
of all that can be done.
The oldest girl,
between her parents, waits crushed from mid-thigh down
beneath the dash. Carol pulls her father,
still twitching, out of the way onto asphalt,
twists the girl across the seat, cuts her blouse,
her tiny bra, begins CPR.
In the back,
I slide a pediatric airway into the five-year-old’s
mouth, work it down her throat, roll her
on her side.
Then lift the baby’s face
to my mouth, blow—
nothing goes in.
The useless bystander screams,
“ No! No! N o!"
The baby's intestines are soft
and white, no bleeding. No injuries apparent
to his chest. With two fingers
between his nipples I jab hard four times
and he chokes. In his mouth I find
what looks like chewed-up hot dog.
He breathes deep!
The bystander shifts to a higher key.
begins to wail. I glance at her:
all dressed up for an evening of make-believe.
but standing on a road backlit by ambulance floodlights.
trying to outscream the ordinary night.

Michael
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Waking,

G

Even before sleep ends,
You know.
It’s there. Something
That won’t let go.
Morning light stirs.
Presses in. Entirely.
Square it away, won’t you?
Say it’s better like this,
Leaving some things behind
Still snugged in dreams
That brought them about.
There is a problem with passage.
Some things refuse to break.
Separate, establish dual kingdoms.
You’re left like that,
Dragging pieces into day
Here, there, hovering.
Months, maybe years on
You realize life is difficult enough
Without carrying dream cargo too.
Your gait slows.
What you carry, what you leave behind
Becomes the same.
C hristopher Woods
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No Such Thing as Undertow
(fo r m y sister M elinda)

One hour after lunch it's safe
to think of the sea, but twenty years
after I found you huddled
beneath the surf,
the hard ocean in your throat,
nothing's felt safe.
My arms did not wait
to be asked, reaching through
the ceiling of water,
my hands not pranking
that time, pulling you by the hair
up and back into summer,
our sunburns resuming.
What was it that wanted you?
Some mornings it has wanted me:
first move out of bed
I’m already walking the plank,
the plank daylong and drooping
further with every step.
Then I call.
You say there's no such thing
as undertow. Your voice waving
to me from land, instructing:
swim parallel to shore,
you’re just snarled in a current
and tired. Relax, keep going,
take the next open wave in.
W alter Paulich
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Phone
The first ring is a small voice
lost in low currents
the phone generates.
The voice would just say it is sorry.
The second has a tone
of a friend across town
whom I see every Christmas at a dinner.
Every year, we drink the same bad wine
and smile.
But the third takes me from bad
tastes in my mouth and brings me
to Lincoln, Nebraska, to my fool
brother who has a new idea
as scattered as crows in a strong wind.
I see his wings stretched out,
clinging to his idea as if it were air.
And the fourth becomes the crow’s voice
that makes me look up and wonder,
that one, single bark from a black leaf.
By mid-point of the fifth,
each ring is a mantra, same syllable
connecting beginnings.
Endings are for the sixth.
There is my brother’s wife.
A bulletin from a radio
in her thin voice. I listen:
The catch in brother’s breath
made him call out in sleep.
He barely clings to anything.

The seventh sounds urgent.
I move toward the phone, hands cold.
Then I realize I am late for
something. On the way out, an ear,
pressed to the other receiver,
wades through miles of glass wires,
waiting, waiting for my small
hello.
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Old

Novit

Surrounded by so much woods,
why should you worry about lovers?
On your way home through them at dusk
there’s your friend, the owl, a longue
who once flapped wild-eyed past you,
an auto wreck in the making, before
folding again, alarmed at himself.
on the top of his high stump, and just
one step off the path, the hole of a woodchuck,
that old novitiate you might take home for lunch.
Sure, you want your own baby,
a light bulb to hold with your name
written across it, and though you’re growing older,
on Saturday afternoon there’s your m other’s
floors to mop as she tries not to watch.
Aren’t there doctors, lawyers, young architects
who’d like a home? In the Grand Cayman
they wanted the native girls, not blonds. But here?
For a while on Sundays you went to concerts
and watched and watched. Then for a whole year
sat in your apartment reading the comic strips
in your robe, disgusted. It’s not
what you want, but what you’re willing
to give up, the therapist said.
But what fun is that? Meanwhile,
with one glass of wine, maybe two,
on Sunday nights there’s your old farmhouse on a hill,
the City of God shining at the end of a dirt road,
and that’s enough: he’s flying up it, to stand
rustling all over before folding his arms around you.

Peter Wild.
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Playgrounds
When I was in grammar school
we had to play dodgeball at recess.
I hated it.
Standing with the other girls inside the circle,
waiting for the ball to hit me,
I tried to pay attention to the game.
But I couldn't remember to raise my hands when the ball came.
I couldn’t tell when it was coming at me anyway.
So the red ball would bounce up
and smash my glasses into the bridge of my nose.
I had a bruise there till high school.
I would stand with my arms hanging down,
sniffing back blood, wondering
how the other girls knew
to turn when the ball came at them.
This guy who’s a friend of mine now
can’t take Rorschach tests.
He likes to look at the inkblots,
but he has to lie.
He knows what he really sees
is not something he can tell a shrink.
What Dimitrius sees
are naked women
sitting on xerox machines.
pushing the copy buttons,
rearranging themselves on the glass
and pushing the copy buttons
again and again.

Leigh K irkland

\
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Toward

th

Even in the womb
she played, tapping weightless
iambs against her mother’s
insides—such a sorrowful tune,
like those sad. Irish lullabies,
as if she understood
the language of salt,
the rhythmic constrictions
of the woman's body.
And when the man
locked the woman
outside in her nightgown
until the silk chilled
over the body’s thin cloth,
the girl rocked under the web
of polished stitches, turning the only poem
she knew, using the pressure
of her tiny knees.
And when the man
split the woman’s
lip until it hung like the flap
of a gutted fish, the woman
did not cry out, but the girl’s fist
spasmed in the amplified panic
of her mother's beaten heart.
And in the womb
she heard, yes,
her grandfather fiddling,
his strange, angular arms
coaxing the resonant dark.

Susan K elly D eW itt
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Pallor/Love/Art

D ithas dramatic paleness continues to affect the sculptor, Lanahan. profoundly.
The whiteness of her skin and its texture seem to him above human, outside of
it, almost m ythical, as though marble and flesh had been joined in her. Her voice
affects him strangely, too. that is when it is raised in com plaint, an octave higher
than her normal voice, as it often is. It’s as though she were singing to him.
There are five around the table for this Christmas dinner at the Lanahans. and
Ditha. the stranger, has made herself the centerpiece of the talk, as though she
were the hostess and responsible. She is describing the house the Art Institute has
assigned her to in her careful, imprecise English and with the attention to detail
that makes her at one and the same tim e the sharp observer and the lyrical cornplainer; lyrical to Lanahan's mind anyhow, although Margaret, his wife, he feels,
is probably hearing only the disembodied complaint, to judge by the listening cock
of her head to the left, slight smile, too-patient silence.
"This house of mine is sustained by the valence within it," Ditha says, "or rather
I mean the plural of valence. Valencies? Yes, valencies float it and it stands up.
Like balloons they float it. In this house you have given to me— " (she looks across
the table in m ock asperity at Lanahan. a humorous frown, then shifts it to the two
others. Jenny Wu and Martin Seeley, who. with Lanahan. had awarded her the
Institute Fellowship that had brought her from Macedonia) "these valencies are
all of Scottish plaids, one plaid for each valence. A differing plaid is on the w in
dowsill in the bedroom, one around the frame of this bed, one around the whole
room and even a special plaid around the seat of the comm ode in the W .C." She
actually pronounces it ‘W obble-u.C.’ and they all laugh a little, out loud, and she
nods, adm itting her error but pleased at their laughter. "A lso these valencies are
all most faded.” She pauses. "W hy plaid? I ask myself. The landlady who lives
in the next door is of the name Zombrowska. This is not the Scottish name, no?
Am I in mistake?"
She looks at each of them in turn with her question, rotating her head, her darkblue eyes wide. Lanahan finds her hum or in curious contrast to her great beauty,
like a bulb on in daylight, but they all laugh with her and Jenny Wu says: "It reminds
me of a fim I saw of Emory Dickerson. The fim —it was made by the Anguish Depart
ment at—
"Anguish D epartm ent!” Margaret bursts in on Jenny, her voice incredulous,
almost angry. “ What's that?"
"English Department, of course," Martin Seeley answers, looking down his long
hawk nose in m ock hauteur at Margaret, his corrugated brow and the heavily in 
dented wrinkles around his m outh give his small head a finial-like look.
But Margaret and Jenny Wu are old friends. In fact Margaret has given Jenny—
the resident Orientalist at the Art Institute for the past decade— endless informal
drills at this very same dining room table over the years, hammering at her rs and
Is. Jenny has now turned her eyes to the ceiling as if caught red-handed by her
teacher.
"A nd what’s a Om And who in hell is Emory Dickerson?’ Margaret now says.
"It’s perfectly clear,” M artin Seeley says. "A him of the life of Em ily D ickinson.’’
"Thank God for you," Margaret says to him. "Em ory Dickerson. It sounded so
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familiar and unfamiliar at the same time. I thought I m ight be going m ad." She
looks fondly at Jenny who is now rocking with silent laughter, her eyes glistening
like distant perch behind her thick glasses in the heavy tortoiseshell frames.
"Tower of Babel.” Lanahan says. He quickly glances at Ditha. afraid she might
have taken some offense at his remark. But she only continues to look pleasant
and puzzled at once by the whole exchange, the in-group joking totally lost on
her. She looks as patient as the Cnidean goddess, sure that all things will turn back
to her. as they will. Lanahan knows.
What Lanahan is living for now is the end of the day, the m om ent when it will
be time to take Ditha home through the snowstorm that is going on outside as
he had brought her here through it earlier. This end looms for him, a pleasure
dome in a field of terror. He is sixty-three and he has never once in their thirty
years of marriage—incredible Southampton legend— been actually unfaithful to
Margaret. But there's no cure for it. No turning back now; no will to. Clear com 
mitments will be made between him and Ditha as the car slithers down their tun
nel of snowflakes on the way to her house. The confessions of lovers. Promises.
The kind that are unbreakable. Vows. The kind that have to be kept. A t least with
Ditha they'll have to be kept. No problem for him. Their life will start at the end
of that aery tunnel.
Jenny Wu's thought on Emily Dickinson has drifted away but she is now telling
a long shocking story about the National Endowment for the Arts, doing well with
the Is and rs, while Margaret nods approvingly like an amiable mobile and Ditha
looks abstractedly through her pallor toward the turkey on the serving table next
to Margaret, her head tipped to one side enchantingly. When he takes Ditha home
later. Lanahan is thinking, he'll telephone Margaret from Ditha's house— Ditha's
house on that snowy pedestal overlooking the ocean. He is stuck in the snow, he’ll
say to Margaret. The tow will be there in a half hour, he’ll tell her. The simple lie
is so vivid, so present, that he feels he must guard against form ing the words with
his lips and suddenly sees, clear as day. his single-figure Secrete En Marbre in the
courtyard at the Modern, the turn of its neck confessing the secret it’s hiding; that
left hand should slant more—too perpendicular to the ground, honest, direct; wants
to be slyly gliding . . . He'll be home in two hours he’ll tell Margaret. A t most three.
Time enough for him and Ditha. All could be arranged in three hours. All that had
to be. He'd find a way not to hurt Margaret. He'll see to it that she— the snagging
reef disappears quickly under the noisy eddy of his plans.
He tries not to look at Ditha too much during the meal. But he misses nothing.
He notices she is not eating the turkey or the stuffing on her plate, only the
vegetables. If he were allowed to he'd keep his eyes fixed on the white miracle
of her skin, the small dark shadows under her eyes, the infinitesimal swelling of
her upper lip. that curious thickness he’d never seen in a beautiful woman before.
How could one make that small thickness grow out of the pallor? Alabaster do
it? No. God no! Ivory. It had to be ivory. The slight creamy swelling like a shadow
of itself would sink back into itself in alabaster. It had to be ivory.
The storm in the great window behind Ditha was a backdrop against which he
could watch the sharp outlines of her touching elegance, the even beauty of her
face, its desperate whiteness, the wanting in the small thickness of her lip.
But the feelings toward her were not only because of her outside beauty. The
skids had been greased for him before he'd even laid eyes on her. Her talent. He'd
gone for her sculpture like a fish for a minnow when he'd come up to it in the
international competition. She'd had four pieces among the seventy to be judged
after the preliminary cullings had been made. Lanahan and the two other final
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judges—this year Jenny Wu and Martin Seeley— had gone slowly and silently down
the rows of sculptures, ten rows, each representing a nation; seven sculptures in
each row. Seeley, looking at Lanahan after the first four rows had shaken his head
in despair, opening his exophthalmic eyes and turning the corner of his mouth
down in his thin, lined face to mimic the tragic mask perfectly. The thing was a
disaster, a total waste of government money, of their time, everybody’s effort.
And then they came to the Jugoslavian exhibition and Ditha's entries, from the
state of Macedonia in Jugoslavia. The three judges walked right past it and then
Lanahan turned back, a second after Martin had. checking what they could barely
credit in sequential double takes. And then Jenny Wu joined them, her m oon
shaped yellow face nodding ‘yes' eagerly. There were two chaste pieces of white
marble and one of granite and the fourth piece of ivory. The stones were, clearly,
found in the Field, each barely touched by the chisel, the inner being of each evoked
rather than wrought. And the ivory piece—a large piece for ivory, three feet tall—
exactly the opposite, heavily, beautifully wrought, totally the sculptor s, as if it had
never existed in nature.
Hers were the only acceptable sculptures they found too. They had refused to
pick anyone else and Ditha had become the lone recipient of the international
fellowship this year. Ditha Zaidik.
Margaret had liked Ditha. She had met her before Lanahan had. Lanahan had
had to miss the reception for the Macedonian winner at the Institute's school in
Southampton in early December and had asked Margaret to stand in for him. and
Margaret had invited Ditha to have Christmas dinner with them. She always in
vited an artist who was away from home, for Thanksgiving or Christmas. Lanahan
had rolled his eyes and said: ' Why invite the competition. Talented youth. God.'
"You love to play the archbishop." she said.
"It wears thin very quickly." He looked at her. stroking his reddish pepper and
salt beard. “ Is she good-looking at least?"
She had looked at him. her head cocked. "A ll twenty-five-year-olds look good
at your age."
"We don't to them though," he said. "Young artists hate the old and communists
hate the rich.” He looked at her and smiled. “Well, in this setting I look rich." he said.
“ You are." she said. "Face it. But young Ditha is not by any stretch of the imagi
nation a communist. You'll see."
He thought for a moment. Then he nodded in agreement. "No. she co uldn t
be." he said. He was thinking of the heavily wrought ivory piece mainly, its sen
sual richness.
But the excitement Ditha's work had raised in him had been only the faintest
foreshadowing of the event proper. The major m otif had started with the Christmas
day snowstorm—two hours before he was supposed to go get her. It had begun
promptly at eleven; heavy snow, huge flakes. He watched it for an hour from the
great windows in the dining room as Margaret and Mrs. Hendry—who d come in
to help—went back and forth from the open kitchen preparing the table and the
room. Fantastically heavy. It came down in great white curtains. As though the
world were breaking up; so heavy you could only see the individual flakes when
they flew across his window in the updrafts under the low eaves. At some point
as he watched he flicked on the bright lights he had had built into the heavily
timbered long overhang of the eaves and it made the flakes close to the house
look even bigger, as big as playing cards, as though with a flick he had extended
their nature, transformed it. Too. he loved the pale ivory of artificial light mixed
with sunlight.
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The snow was so thick now that he could only make o ut patches of the young
dogwood close to the window. He couldn't see any of the other trees in the great
field. The driving snow plastered itself like a coat of thin wet rabbit fur against the
dogwood’s slender frame, m aking it whiter now than it would be in bloom . The
ground snow was already piling up toward its waist, a giant skirt heavy as the world.
Watching the storm through the window had laid a deep quiet on Lanahan; the
kind work on stone brought him when he was far along with a piece and when
all was going beautifully with it; the hand and mind m oved along under a spell,
in blind sureness, mesmerically. each white chip exposing more of the object hiding
under them, the thing he was after. There came the solemn sureness as you ap
proached the sovereign mystery, uncovering it. O pposite of snowing though.
Snowflakes created the mystery seen. Objects were armatures for snow. Same
quiet in both though; same excitement.
Margaret sent him to pick Ditha up at twelve thirty. She gave him scrupulous
directions, allowing an hour for each way because of the storm, though Ditha's
house was only five miles away.
‘'W hat'll I talk to her about?” he said just outside the door. He was grinning. She
was a little taller than he— five feet nine but their faces had the same fiddle shape.
"Just be brittle.” she said. He laughed out loud and kissed her on her olive cheek.
The snow had already begun to wet his beard, and she shivered a little at the cold
wetness on her skin.
But the drive down the tunnel of snowflakes deepened the spell his watching
from the window had put him under. It was as though now he had joined the snow,
was part of it. All the sensations of coasting or skiing, except the cold wind.
He knew Beach Street in Severy between Southampton and Shinnecock but not
the end the number Margaret had given him led to, not the fact that Beach Street
changed without warning from being the main thoroughfare in tiny Severy. rid itself
of its houses and turned itself into a narrow, almost houseless, peninsula. The few
houses were right on the ocean now. Each had its m ailbox and each m ailbox was
clearly num bered— each mailbox face in the lee of the w ind — but when he came
to 308 he was absolutely sure the beach house he could make out on the small
hill there could not be the one they had put Ditha in. He was certain he had made
a wrong turning, that he was lost. The house could not be the right one. W hy would
the Institute put her way out here? An alone woman. The next place was too far
away to be seen through the slanting snowfall. Could be a quarter of a m ile away.
Ditha would have no car. How did they think she could get to the school? The
workshop? He sat in blank puzzlement looking up through his side w indow at the
great flakes slanting darkly down on the small house. C ouldn’t be her house.
He was lost all right. Even parked like this the snow still tunnelled toward him,
opening up as it hit the car; the feeling was an eerie one. as though he were ac
tually moving down a mysterious avenue, borne down it willessly, to some
mysterious destination. Or perhaps to none. If he were lost it wasn’t his fault.
Therefore nobody would know if he were lost an extra five minutes. He turned
the motor off now and listened to the vast drifting silence outside and him self d rift
ing within. If one were to drift happily ever after, this passage through eternal snow
would be bearable, even fine and good, once wants were subtracted. W ants were
the whole heavy weight. If he were being carried up he'd be out over the A tlantic
now. A Paladin In A Palanquin. The title of M artin Seeley’s Rodin Prize sculpture
entered his mind a split second before a sharp vision of the sculpture itself emerged,
the blind face of the Paladin in black basalt looking unseeingly out of a window
in a large block of black stone borne up by two huge stylized wings in bas relief
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along its side. The wings were m agnificent, a black snow storm bearing one—
W hen he turned his head slightly he was not surprised to see the face against
the driver s w indow of his car or to see at once how beautiful it was; her paleness
in that white storm made her part o f it, her presence som ehow expected. A nd her
concerned, apologetic smile, her head to one side bending toward her left shoulder
in concerned inquiry, her brow with its horizontal w orry lines questioning her
intrusion— all seemed to suggest at once that her beauty could belong to him if
only he could assure her that she had not startled him. A n d so did her first words
when he q u ickly opened the door.
"O h . Mr. C hairm an." she said, stepping back to let him out as he struggled up
from the driver's seat, even reaching her hand out as if to take his hand, to help
him. “ I had not know n in any way you were here. I have been ready for long but
had not looked out the w indow for the several o f m inutes."
He felt no inclination to laugh inwardly at the “ Mr. C hairm an." but her presence,
something about her whole being slightly dizzied him. as though the tunnel of snow
down w hich he had been flyin g had indeed brought him to a dream destination,
transporting him to. say. a snow-blown dacha on the Baltic to take over his new
role as a Party leader. Mr. Chairm an!
Her coat had an outdated foreign look, the thin brown fu r as tight and form fitting as a cloth coat down to the waist and then flouncing in a dirndl flare-out
at the hips, an almost balletic look. A nd the startling red beret hitched slightly to
the front and left as though she were proclaim ing her inner being and political faith
at once, ironically contrasting them perhaps. He did take her offered hand in g e t
ting out and he felt as he did so as if they were, together, starting the opening
m ovem ent in a ballet; a fairy tale o f course: Lanahan and the Snow Princess. Old
Lanahan and the gam in princess with the jaunty red beret cocked over her left
eye. "The Snow Princess finds O ld Lanahan lost in the w hirling snowstorm and
offers to lead him to her— "
Once outside and standing next to her in the swirling snow he had turned her
helping hand into an introduction, a handshake, half-laughing and pum ping her
hand and saying: "W ell. I’m very pleased to meet you Ditha. Ditha?" She nodded.
"O f course,” he said. "I was sure of it. A n d I'm John Lanahan."
"Yes," she said. "I kn o w .” bobbing her head up and dow n several tim es, sm iling
eagerly, as if to reassure him . She laughed ever so slightly. "And yes. I am ce r
tainly D itha."
Some warm scent came fro m her and lay on the cold air between them . He did
not recognize it. U nknow n. "Mow we are sure we know each o th e r." she said and
she looked at him out o f her great eyes as if she hoped the rem ark pleased him.
He looked away as if in confusion and the slanting snow caught him directly in
the face, blow ing inside his turned up collar. He took hold of the d co r o f the car
which he had left open and indicated with his head that she could get in and he
said. "You can slip over."
She did not. apparently, understand the idiom slip over' and as she got in behind
the wheel she said: "You wish me to drive. Mr. Chairm an?"
The idea had not rem otely occurred to him but he said: “ Can you?"
"Yes. o f course." she said. "I drive for that A rt Council in B errios." She looked
at him. "that is the tow p in Jugoslavia." she said. "I drive for that A rt Council on
Tuesdays and Thursdays." She was looking at the wheel and dashboard, testing
the shift tentatively.
"W o uld you like to drive?” he said.
She looked at him from under the slant of her red beret and said: "A n Am erican
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car.” and looked out the windshield down the snowflake tunnel and then back at
him. the surprise and pleasure on her face intense, and said sim ply: "Yes."
Going around the car to get in Lanahan felt he had given her a first gift and
wondered dim ly what he meant by first.
She was an excellent driver, went at exactly the right slowness for the snow which
now seemed to be following them , going in the same direction as the car and at
just a slightly slower speed.
They had been silent. He must tell her very quickly not to call him M r. Chair
man. Margaret, after all. But there was something else entirely going on. In the
first mile she had looked at him twice with the same pleasure in her face, unchanging
pleasure at her gift from him and she had even wiggled the wheel and opened
her eyes wider to tell him again how much she loved it.
He had begun here, but only begun, to realize that her pleasure was bringing
him an indescribable sensation. It was new, or from long ago; a kind of unpleasant
excitement, overexcitement, like those early feelings the new possibilities of fame
gave rise to in him; its first intim ations; a trem endous party that was com ing up.
Joy. Everything was adventure. Glowed from w ithin. But you co uldn ’t stop the
excitement. It was too much.
And this led directly, after the first few minutes o f total silence between them,
to feeling anxious, a curious early kind of anxiety, the kind he’d had when he had
to talk to girls, from grammar school on. through college, through the A rt Students
League; a skinny youth with wide shoulders and too-large hands. Never entirely
lost this unease with really beautiful women, even with certain models, though long
ago his success had helped him to hide it perfectly; under a patina of ease.
But then Ditha had suddenly started to talk and what she had said had aston
ished him for a m oment: "I do not see. Mr. Chairman, when you were outside my
house there.” she had gestured back in the direction they had com e from and her
voice had risen a full octave, "why you did not push your horn signal to tell me
of your presence." The octaval jum p was the first he had heard of her com plain
ing voice. He looked at her; not a trace of a smile. She was serious. As she looked
at him sideways for a second her face registered the faintest— w hat— annoyance?
Yes. Yes. But why?
"I suppose you’re right,” he had said.
"Yes.' she had said quickly. "O r you m ight have— ah— dism ounted from this
car and given the bell of the house a— a push." Again she looked at him . serious,
slightly disapproving, a lecturing tone in her voice.
What in hell was she talking about? “Mr. Chairm an.” Gratitude. And now quite
gratuitous reproof. She was talking about nothing at all. Nothing whatsoever.
Nothing connected to nothing. For a m om ent he felt the keenest indignation re
served largely for certain arguments with Margaret. He looked straight ahead and
down the tunnel made by the blowing snow which somehow had reversed its direc
tion again and was blowing against them now rather than with them. Perhaps she
was crazy. Many artists, their art aside, are. He’d known plenty. Their art their only
anchor in sanity.
He had looked at her just as she took her eyes from the road and now the slightly
reproving look was gone as was the small underlying sound of com plaint, the
heightened pitch in her voice. "O h. Mr. Chairm an," she had said. ” 1 can only say
this with such poor words. My Eenglish. I just do not like it at all that I keep you
waiting back there. She had gestured again to indicate their starting point. "/ am
all ready and I keep you waiting outside in the snowstorm. It is so bad." She smiled
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ruefully at the contradiction between her readiness and his waiting, a waste, a lost
groat, spilled m ilk, irretrievable.
And in the moment she had spoken and he had seen her smile, something in
him had relaxed completely and at the same time had rejoiced. Not for her contri
tion. That was icing. The cake itself had been, after all, her slight annoyance with
him, her reproval of him for what she considered his bungling. The cake had been
her complaining voice. It was her gift to him. The voice of safety with the other
person. The voice ivithin a marriage.

Margaret had been afraid that even a medium-sized Christmas might be too much
for Ditha right now, at the beginning— language difficulties, the blighting shyness
of so many young artists, particularly perhaps the most talented. So she had in
vited only two other guests, Martin Seeley and Jenny Wu who'd come out together
from New York City in Martin's car.
But Ditha seemed perfectly at ease from the start at the great round table in
the Lanahan's huge dining room with the long windows on the east and the west,
one side looking on the land, the other directly on the Atlantic.
Oh Ditha is not just at ease. She is showing she is expert really in the ordinary
civilities and countercivilities between hosts and foreign guests and she is not at
all overwhelmed, as Margaret had feared she might be, by the size and simple splen
dors of a successful American artist s combined studio and home joined by a great
breezeway with tremendous windows. Lanahan calls it his bridge of sighs.’
Ditha subsumes their interest in her far-off country and unfailingly answers their
polite questions in depth with the quiet assurance of a guide. No. we do not have
turkey in Macedonia for Christmas; we have spitted roast lamb that the papa of
each family rises before dawn to start the cooking of over an open fire outside
the house. (Lanahan hears the voice now begin to creep up the octave.) We prefer
to cook the meat outside of our houses because of the odors caused by the in 
door cooking of meat. We do not like that odor. No we never eat goose either.
In fact turkey as food is not well-known in Macedonia. Only spitted lamb for
Christmas and Easter. Although mostly we do not celebrate these religious festivals.
Very few people believe in God or at least admit to such a belief in Jugoslavian
Macedonia, unlike the Macedonia of Greece. And the Macedonians of Jugoslavia
do not know cranberries but have instead a most very delicious red compote that
looks like cranberries but is not at all sweet. It is quite bitter. We do not like the
sweet taste with a meat combined. Many of us in very fact do not eat meat at all.
We feel meat is not a good thing for us. Many of us Macedonians we are, what
do you say. vegetarians? Is this word correct?
Lanahan listens to her voice as he mixes the drinks and as they sit beside the
broad flagstones in his vast studio before dinner and then as he carves the turkey
at the table afterward in the dining room of the main house. Her answers, each,
seem charming and graceful to him. The way she can speak her mind without fear
or favor has a naturalness, honesty, force, to him. A ll part of her talent and of her
pale beauty. He could hear the explicit criticism of their food, their manner of prepar
ing it. whatever, certainly, but this honesty of hers, this conviction of rightness,
this complaint about reality— he believes these to be gut and sinew of the artist,
the true artist, profound dissatisfaction, the need to change the world completely,
reshape it. revolutionize it. recarve it. show it what it could, was meant to. be. The
complaining voice of the critic had been the opening voice of their love— why
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did you not sound that horn, push that bell? Let it remain. He listens to the underlying
threnody in her voice as a song sung to himself alone, the plaint, violin, oboe, com 
plaining. calling.
Of course Margaret is not having the same reaction at all. He can see that clearly
enough. Her smile is just a little too tight, her eyes a little too wide open. But he
can't help it. He hasn't asked for this, for what has happened. He didn't want— he
couldn't— He pushes the whole Margaret thing into the back part of his mind by
sheer force, the way he would put a stone or piece of wood that was not going
the way he'd planned into a dark corner of the studio.
When Ditha is speaking Lanahan tries to listen carefully, imaginatively, so that
he can keep the subject going. He asks the kind of question that will keep the talk
focused on her. emanating from her as far as that is possible. He does this so he
can go on looking at her as much as possible— without arousing Margaret’s
suspicions.
These maneuvers lead him into a kind of trap. At one point when Martin and
Jenny are talking about the connection between modern car design and a certain
aspect of Russian Futurism, Lanahan turns to Ditha during the slightest of pauses
and says: “ What kind of automobile does Jugoslavia make, Ditha?”
She has been silent for quite a while and now she turns her dark blue eyes on
him. nodding her head as if to praise the question (but really to thank him, he
feels, for including her again, for taking her hand, for bringing her back into the
dance).
"We make the Fiat,” she says. “ It is in agreement with Italy, but we make our
own Fiat. I do not think our Fiat would fit in this Russian Futurism thought of Mr.
Seeley’s.” She shook her head and now her voice rises the full octave into her plaint:
“ I am regretful to say that it is not a good car, that is if we compare him — it—to
your American car. It does not steer with so easy. Very hard to steer with in Jugo
slavian Fiat. Like a trok. Truck." She stops for a moment and when she speaks
again her voice has dropped down the octave, to normal. "But here," she says,
and gives two long easy circular turns of both of her extended hands to show the
ease with which the American steering wheel, compared to the Jugoslavian, turns.
And she smiles her small goddess smile right at Lanahan, her pallor luminous:
"Here it is so easy and beautiful for the steering.”
His heart seizes for a moment in pleasure and fear. Would Margaret notice?
(She does.)
"Have you had the chance to drive an American car already?” Margaret says.
Ditha nods eagerly, in all innocence, her eyes lighting with the remembered
pleasure. "Oh yes. Your husband had me to drive here from my house. Just before
all this.”
"I see,” Margaret says, smiling slightly. “ And I can see you enjoyed it too.”
Oh yes. Ditha says, very moch. M uch.” She pauses and looks at him complicitly he thinks and now he waits for the change in tone, the now dear complaint,
their bridge. ‘ I think though for snowstorms and perhaps for the rainstorms also,"—
her voice up the expected octave—"that our window wipers in Jugoslavia are much
more—ah— rapid she pauses and then continues— "and so better than the w in
dow wipers here within this country.”
Ditha s face and shoulders are framed by the large window and the snowstorm
blows in a vast silent slant behind her, seeming in the glare of the outdoor lights
hidden under the eaves to veer in a different direction.
I he talk at the table swirls around her white presence. Small eddies of what he
would say in the car on the way to her house gust through Lanahan's head
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whenever he is silent, and a vision of their first embrace outside the car on that
small snow-swept height overlooking the sea that her house stood on keeps w hirl
ing through his m ind—a two-figure group, almost a sea-facing obelisk, the line
between them subtle and tight as a lapstrake jointure.
But now. even as they sit there, it happens—the snow stops.
It stops as suddenly as it had begun this morning, almost with a bang. He can
see it happening in the short time it takes for Mrs. Hendry to put the plates for
the dessert down before them. Perhaps though it hasn't really stopped. Perhaps
it is only the eddying of the large flakes that are lighted by the eaves that has stop
ped; a wind shift. He looks at his wristwatch. Four o'clock and the first faint dye
of dusk. Perhaps he just can't see the great flakes. Perhaps they are still slanting
by beyond the flood lights, out of the up-eddies near the house, going too fast,
or too far away to be seen.
Margaret has gone over to the kitchen at the end of the dining room to get the
desserts so he gets up and goes to the window to check the snow. No. The snow
ing has stopped all right. All but. That suddenly. The flakes, front-lighted from
the eaves can be seen clearly and are scant and tiny now; wind gone out of them.
Each single flake feathers down listlessly behind the huge pane, vagrant contrails,
afterthoughts of the great thing that had passed over. The slender snow-plastered
form of the dogwood is all but dimmed out in the purple late-afternoon light from
the cloud-banked sun.
When he walks back toward the table he can hear his own voice as if it were
an echo. “ It's stopped snowing," he says as if he were announcing a death.
Margaret is just arriving from the kitchen carrying a large tray with their dessert
as Lanahan says this and she and Martin laugh at his stricken tone. "There'll be
plenty of time left for coasting later, dear." she says, mocking the reassuring tone
of a mother to a child. Martin laughs again and she puts the tray down on the serv
ing table next to her.
"He wouldn't be so enthusiastic about it if he had to drive back to New York
in it." Martin says.
Margaret is offering them a choice of mince, squash, or apple pie with ice cream.
Ditha has a second piece of mince and when she is finished Lanahan notices that
a dark purple speck has lodged between her two perfect front teeth; raisin skin?
What was mince made of? It covers about a third of the left front tooth. He has
a fugitive vision of how he could tenderly remove it if they were alone. He would
walk over, half-smiling, she watching him. slightly puzzled, but trusting; her left
arm is up. wrist bent backward, left leg forward, body half turned to go, half turned
to stay.
Margaret says: "W e'll have coffee in John's studio. It'll be nicer there by the
fireplace.” She stands up folding her pumpkin-colored napkin and the rest follow
suit and then she says: "Follow m e." to them and starts toward the dining room
door walking next to Ditha. Halfway there she suddenly turns and says: "O h John,
did you take your—?" She doesn't finish but looks toward him and pats her left
breast lightly, her eyes moving quickly to Ditha and then back to him.
Lanahan inhales sharply, frowning at Margaret. "O h," he says. “ I forgot." He
reaches into the left breast pocket of his jacket, takes out a small round box and
then walks backito where he'd sat at the table and takes two of the tablets, one
after the other, washing each down with the lees of the sauterne he had not quite
finished at dinner. The others start out and he sees Ditha turn in the doorway and
look toward him as he takes the second sip of the cloudy white dregs, and at the
same time nod in her polite abstracted way at something Margaret is saying
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next to and just in front of her. Probably Margaret's saying: “ It's his heart medicine.
He always forgets."
He lets them all go ahead with Margaret then and walks over to the large dining
room window and looks out at the great field of snow. The sky is cloudless now,
bright blue, the late-afternoon sun out in force just above the horizon. It shines
on the small undulant line of tiny hills, mere rises really, in the distance. Perfect
lighting. Perfect because it was basically a backlight, and he has a sudden sharp
picture of the way the permanent frontal spotlight at the Frick shines on the "M oun
tain,” his veined alabaster figure of a giantess. The Frick light was just plain wrong.
Why had he never noticed it? Direct sun destroyed the color in the snow— the purple.
A disaster. He stays for several minutes looking out at the backlighted snowscape,
its unmoving late afternoon stillness and the peacefulness fill him with desperation.
When he joins the group in front of the fireplace in the high-ceilinged studio
he is not surprised to find that the little speck of raisin skin is still on the upper
part of Ditha’s front tooth. She and Margaret are standing in front of the fireplace.
Martin and Jenny are sitting on the long sofa in front of it. The four of them are
having an animated conversation about health foods and vegetarianism. Lanahan
sits down next to Martin and looks at Margaret and Ditha standing together. Ditha
has been speaking and now she’s silent, her head bent back slightly to look up
at what Margaret will reply, the profile of her neck and head as beautiful as a Cranach
etching of Eve. Her marvelous pallor is lit every so slightly by the fire behind her,
rose on marble. His heartbeat moves up again. His "M o un tain ” should sit next to
an open fireplace. No. In front of an open fireplace so the rose of the flam e could
be a backlight. The right kind of spotlight could do it too. Or the sun— dawn, twilight,
no diff. Just not the front light they now had.
Margaret is replying to Ditha's remarks on vegetarianism. “ Well, I think it is both
foolish and dangerous,” Margaret is saying. "A friend of ours, a doctor, told us
that when he was a resident at Bellevue every vegetarian who turned up there as
a patient, had anemia. Every single one."
Ditha looks at Margaret for a long m om ent, as if m aking certain of her m ean
ing. "Is this a true fact?” she asks.
"Yes,” Margaret says firm ly. "It’s absolutely true. We re meat-eating animals for
heaven's sakes. We get the red corpuscles we need from meat, not vegetables.
Vegetables have no blood in them .”
Ditha walks a few steps away from Margaret to the edge of the brick platform
that fronts the fireplace. Then she turns and says to Margaret in a slow, wondering
voice, "What you are saying concerns the truth." She pauses and looks at Margaret.
The doctor in Macedonia says this to me. ‘You have the anem ia’ he says.” Ditha
looks up at the ceiling. "I did not believe h im ,” she says.
Margaret is nodding vigorously. “ I’m not surprised. You are really very pale. I
noticed it at once."
Ditha nods. "Yes. He wanted me to eat the liver of an anim al," she says. She
looks at Margaret: The little cow." It is almost a question.
"Calf.' Margaret says. "Calves’ liver.”
Ditha nods. That is it. She gives a small shiver. "I could never do it."
Lanahan hears them, knows exactly what Margaret is doing, but the voice in
his own head has suddenly become louder than their voices. His voice is address
ing itself to the curator at the Frick. The new one. Lanahan is. in his m in d ’s eye,
standing with the new one in front of the Mountain. What was the new one’s name—
Sisson? Simpson? Yes, Lanahan's imagined voice is saying: "The best light for
a marble like this is in back. A backlight. The stone’s so translucent. A frontal light

destroys the purple veins in stone as translucent as this. It m akes it lo o k sickly.
Like plaster or som ething dying. W hat you've got to have is firelight perhaps to
the left a little, but behind to the left. It's got to com e from be h ind ." The im agined
Sisson is nodding his head, sm iling intently, in alm ost fierce agreem ent. Balzacian
face, too large fo r his fram e; pasty; sweaty forehead; probably ch ild h o o d polio.

It isn't long before M artin Seeley says he should start back to New Y ork City.
We m ight beat some o f the tra ffic if we start n o w ," he says.
W hich way do you go. M artin?' M argaret says now. She glances at Lanahan
as she asks the question and he nods alm ost im p e rce p tib ly at her.
"I pick up the route at Riverhead and then right in. over the T rib o ro u q h ." M artin
says.
"O h. p e rfe ct," Margaret says. "D itha's going near S hinnecock. C ould you drop
her at her house? It's only a m ile from Severy Center. O n Beach S treet."
"C e rtain ly," M artin says. "W e 'd be glad to ."
A nd that was that.
As the Lanahans say th e ir farewells at M artin Seeley's car in their driveway,
Lanahan's eyes do not meet D ith a ’s once. It is easy to avoid them in the sem idark.
He is sure there'd be accusation in them though he is fa in tly surprised that there
is no rise, no com pla int in her voice when she says her final goodbyes from the
car, and thank you, thank you.

Leonard W allace Robinson
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Mottom

Midway through Philosophy, W illy M ott emerges from the stacks not far from
a table where a red-bearded man is reading. W ith a day left of final examinations,
there are still quite a few students at the tables or sprawled on the blue vinyl easy
chairs and sofas. Willy's gaze passes over the man to a girl three tables away. Blond,
just a bit of a thing, she's in an agony of prayer. Her lips move, her tight-shut eyelids
tremble, and her fingers are clenched beneath her chin. W illy smiles. Tom orrow,
with all this pain behind her, she can head home for Christmas and have some
fun. On Sunday, W illy himself will fly south to Los Angeles, to spend the holiday
with his daughter and her husband and the baby grandson. His wife, Sarah, has
already been grandmothering down there for a week.
He pulls the canister into the next aisle. The third floor south, Humanities, has
2 4 ,6 0 0 square feet of rust-colored carpet. A fter eight years of practice, he can
do the space in his sleep if he has to. The vacuum m otor buzzes behind him. When
he comes to the study tables again, he sees that the girl isn’t praying after all; she’s
memorizing from a notebook. She concentrates on a page, then shuts her eyes
and mutters to herself. The red-bearded man continues to read, as still as a stone.
A t eight o’clock, lunch tim e, W illy shuts o ff the vacuum and goes around to
the storeroom, where he finds Joby Johnson already at the square table, lunchbox
open, his food spread out in the order of eating. A raisin o f a man with a pinchedin face, he is half W illy’s size and eats twice as much. Tonight he has soup, two
sandwiches, cherry pie, and coffee. His wife Allie is a rolling fat woman who loves
to cook. If W illy lived with her instead of with Sarah, he would be an elephant.
Sarah, built like Joby of bone and string-muscle, keeps W illy’s weight down with
greens and lean meat.
But Sarah is out of town. Willy packed his own lunch, laying extra ham and cheese
on thick slices of bread. He sits down across from Joby and pours coffee from
his thermos. Joby chews, swallows, and says, "I been thinking, we could use some
exercise. What say tom orrow we take a run in the hills, maybe catch a fish?”
"It ain’t fishing season.” The fish Joby means is m ountain salm on— illegal deer.
He never hunts in season: too many fools in the woods, letting o ff every which
way. But out of season he likes driving up a logging road to bag some meat. His
old .30-06 whangs and echoes like a world war, but he's never been caught at
it. Before W illy’s legs went bad, he used to trom p the upland brush with him and
come back money ahead on groceries. “Anyw ay,” he says, “ I got to pack for L. A .”
"Two shirts and a razor. Take you ten seconds. Tom orrow is Friday, you don’t
leave till Sunday.”
“ I can’t get to L. A. from ja il,” W illy says.
Joby cackles. "Shoo, you ever see me in jail?”
"You ain’t too young for it,” W illy says, "nor too old ye t."
After the break, they wheel the broomcarts out and Joby heads into the north
wing, Special Collections. In Humanities, W illy parks his cart at the west end and
goes back to vacuuming. His next pass through the stacks brings him out a little
farther from the girl. She has fallen asleep, done in by memorizing. Her cheek rests
on her notebook and her arms make a circle on the table. A silver string of drool
connects her mouth to a small puddle on the page. She looks dead. O ff to one

side. Redbeard turns a page, and W illy thinks he catches a flash of red.
His memory clicks. He stands up straight, takes a good look. The man is wear
ing a blue-checked shirt with the cuffs folded back, bluejeans, blue running shoes.
That red patch on the back of his hand: a tattoo? The red hair is longer than Willy
recalls, but hair grows, and a bare faced man can raise a beard to hide a scar. Is
it the same man? It can't be. Only a fool, only a man bent in his mind, could come
back to where he'd done a thing that awful.
Willy vacuums around to the left side of him and sees a tattoo on that hand as
well: a blue Jesus-on-the-Cross. The right one has a big red broken heart, with
a red MOTHER below it. So close now that he sees blackheads in the crease of
the nose. Willy catches the stink of cigarettes. He shoves the attachment against
the shoes and says. "Feet, please." The shoes move over. He shoves the attach
ment again, and this time Redbeard looks around at the annoyance. Right before
W illy’s eyes, half hidden by facial hair, is a wide, white, scoop-shaped scar.
Willy's eyesight alters, his heart thumps, and blood booms in his ears. His arms
feel heavy. "It's com e," he thinks. From a tight throat, he whispers to the man:
"Am y Phillips. June Fourth, that van.”
The man jerks back. "W hat are you talking about?"
"The little puppy. The Jesus girl.”
The blue eyes shift. "You’re crazy," the man says, but he can't wait to get out
of there. He stands and snatches up his jacket and hurries off toward the stairs.
Oh. he's the one all right. W illy follows but the man moves fast. He’s gone before
Willy gets to the stairwell.

He explained it to Sarah this way. The Universe is totally black, and it surrounds
us on ail sides. It presses close at night and retreats in the daytime, held off by
light. But sometimes it leaks in even in daylight, pokes a dark finger through the
bright layers, and touches someone, calls that person to a special purpose. The
thing that had happened to him on that sunny June afternoon: what could it have
been but the Universe touching him with a long finger from outer space?
He held a hand-mirror to the paper and demonstrated it. On the paper, he'd
printed MOTTOM. "Look, woman, it's my name. W ith a m irror or without one.
inside out and inside in. it says Tom Mott. If that ain’t a call, I don't know what one is.”
"Your name ain't Tom. it's W illy ," she said. She took a drink of grape juice and
looked at the television.
"My middle name is Thomas." he said. "Tom was my daddy’s name. He named
me for hisself."
Willy, I plain don't believe you saw a chariot, or whatever it was. You're a fiftythree-year-old man with a child's imagination."
Chariot was her word, not his. In telling the story, he'd doctored it some, had
said that the van coming up behind him. as he drove to Acme Plumbing for a sinktrap, looked like a space capsule with flames licking the heat shield. In reality, it
was a custom-deluxe van with smoked-glass bubbles on the sides and painted across
the front with red. orange, and yellow fire. In his rearview m irror he saw the van
and saw the license plate that called him by name.
"Guess what happened then." he said.
Hoo. the green men took you for a ride to Mars and gave you green ice-cream.”
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"Mars is red. If you're going to act that way, you can w o n d er. I w o n ’t say a word
m o r e .’’
"All right," s h e said. “W ha t h a p p e n e d ? "
“It just d isa p pea re d . Poof. G one.
S h e shoo k her h ead an d h ad to laugh. "Willy, how c o m e I m e t you in th e first
place? I d o n ’t u n d ersta n d it.”
"I don't k n o w .” he said, “unle ss th e Universe r e a c h e d in a n d ta p p e d y o u for it.”
He had kept part of the story to himself. W h a t he h a d n 't said w as that h e alm ost
w recked the car. Looking too intently in the mirror, he g la n ce d a h e a d ju st in tim e
to se e a white sports car s to p p e d d e a d at a traffic light. He hit th e b rak e a n d the
old D o dge slid screeching. He e n d e d up sidew ays in th e street, looking dow n on
a white trunk lid with a red disc on it. He w as so close h e could read th e word
FIAT on the disc. Shutting his eyes, h e g a v e thanks. If h e 'd hit that car, S arah,
for all her small size, would h av e wrung him out. W h e n h e o p e n e d his e y e s, the
flam ew ashed van had d isa p p ea re d , w arp ed to now here.
T hat was S aturday, J u n e 4. T h e next afte rn o o n , w h en S a ra h w as in th e kitchen
an d he was watching gym nastics, a new s ribbon ran ac r o s s th e sc re en . T h e rib
bon ran again, and he called out, "Sarah, c o m e in here, quick!”
She stopped in the doorway. A m usc le -boun d girl in tights flip-flopped off a high
bar and landed safe on both feet. T h e n the ribbon said th a t a girl’s body a n d the
body of a dog, both with their throats cut, h ad b e e n fo u n d that m o rn in g at the
town dum p. "It’s the girl I saw yesterd ay," Willy said. “S h e got in th e van with my
n a m e on it.”
"You didn't say a girl. W h a t girl? How d o you know it’s th e s a m e o n e ? "
"S he had a b eagle pup tied to her wrist with cord. S h e h ad her th u m b up, and
a ca rdboard sign with J e s u s on it. W h o e v e r h eard of hitchchiking to J e s u s ? "
“Did you s e e the driver?"
“I ain't blind. S ure I saw him, s h o o t.”
"W atch your m outh. D o n ’t you sw ear at m e, Willy M ott."
"Swearing is taking the L ord’s n a m e in vain. S h o o t a i n ’t th e Lord."
S h e crossed her arm s at her waist. S h e p u s h e d o ut h er lips. "Well, d o n ’t sit there.
Call the police."
“Aw,” he said.
"Get on the p hone. W hat if th e next o n e was Cindy.”
"Cindy’s married in L. A. W ha t would s h e be hitchhiking for? S h e ’s g o t a baby
com ing." But he h ea ved himself up and m a d e th e call.
W hen the police arrived— two of th e m , S e r g e a n t T o w n s e n d in a blue uniform
an d Lieutenant W inston in an ordinary brown suit— he s e a te d th e m on th e sofa
an d told what h e ’d se en . T h e girl was blond, a n d b es id es the p u p p y a n d Je s u s sign, she had an o ra n g e b ac k p a c k that looked too big for her. A s for th e driver,
he was red h e a d e d and had a c r e s c e n t-s h a p e d scar u n d e r his right c h e e k b o n e .
He sm o k e d cigarettes. W hen he brou ght o n e to his m o u th , Willy h ad s e e n the
red splotch of a tattoo on the back of his right han d. T h e license plate on th e van,
he said, read M OTTOM . He spelled o ut th e word.
The se rg e an t said, "You saw all that in th e rearview m irror? You've g o t s o m e
pair of e y e s .”
"S h o o t,” S arah said, "he saw w hat he s a w .”
T he lieutenant ask ed a few m o re questions, mostly to g e t a fix on Willy— w here
did he work, how long, how long they'd lived at that a d d r e s s — a n d th e n h e stood
up. T hanks for the inform ation, Mr. Mott. W h e n we n e e d you, w e ’ll be in to u c h ."
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The sergeant stood. He didn't put his hat back on because he hadn’t removed it
in the first place.
The Monday paper carried the story on Page One. The girl had been identified
as Amy Phillips, age 18. from Portland. Oregon. She'd been on her way to the
Apple Bible Camp near Clkiah. by bus her parents thought, but she must have gotten
off. maybe met some Christians to talk to. and somehow ended up hitchhiking.
She was a trusting girl, her parents said, who would talk to anyone, anytime, about
the Lord. This time her trust got her raped and murdered. A van found abandoned
in the river near Bridgeville had been linked to the crime; it had been stolen in
Crescent City the day before. The police were looking for a red-haired man with
a facial scar and possibly a red tattoo on the back of his right hand.
For a week the story ran in the paper and on the TV news, growing less frantic
each day. Then it dropped out. After two weeks. Willy called the lieutenant, who
said. "Well, Mr. Mott, we don’t have much to go on. No weapon, no fingerprints.
He left that van half-submerged.”
“ So. what do we do?"
"You don't do anything. We keep an eye out for him. We'll have to wait and
hope we get lucky.”
"When he gets another girl?”
"That's the way the world works. Mr. Mott. We'll catch him sooner or later, if
he makes a habit of it.”
Weeks slipped by. On July 19. Willy's birthday. Joby and Allie gave him a party
at their place, and after a big dinner, with cake for dessert, they played pinochle.
Willy couldn't concentrate. A t one point, Joby leaned toward him and said, "Do
you know what renege is? You just did it. What’s wrong, you worried about old age?”
Allie said. "You ain't but a year younger, yourself."
"A t least I know a club from a heart.”
Sarah said. "He's thinking about that little girl. It’s been on his m ind.”
That s bad. all right," Joby said. Allie said. "They won’t catch that man. He's
in Mexico or someplace."
"Hey." Willy said. "Are we going to play this game, or not? That girl is long dead.
Let's get on with it.”
Eventually, he didn't think about it so much. As time passed. Am y Phillips drop
ped behind him in the stream of life. He heard no more from Lieutenant Winston.
The call from the Universe turned out to be nothing at all.

The stairwell is empty all the way to the bottom. Willy stands at the top railing,
looking down. To have seen the man once might be coincidence, but twice makes
proof. The world has shifted by a fraction, and everything is in a new relation to
everything else. Although a telephone is only a few steps away, he won't call the
police. This is deeper than police. The police are children playing in a sandbox.
They're off to one side, out of the direct line.
The line goes past his thick hands on the railing, past the flights leading down
from landing to landing, and past the moth fluttering in the well of air two floors
below. Willy's sight follows the man across the lobby on the main floor and o ut
side to where he's hiding in the rhododendrons beside the Theater Arts building.
There in the bushes, he's trembling, ready to run. But no police arrive. He waits
longer to make sure, and then reenters the library, as cocky as a jay. He picks
up a housephone and calls the reference desk. "W hat's that janitor’s name on
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the third floor, the black one. big?" Reference tells him M ott, and he looks up the
address in the phone directory.
Willy sees him trying a rifle from a distance, a handgun at close range, and a
knife from closer yet. It makes no difference which version is true, for W illy sees
the outcome in advance. He brushes any weapon aside, takes the man in the c ir
cle of his arms, hugs him in until the ribs snap, giving him the right taste of what
it was like for that terrified girl in the van.
He blinks his eyes and the second-sight is gone. He can’t see the m oth down
below, if there was one. He has no idea where Redbeard m ight be.
Returning to the study area, he finds the vacuum humming where he left it. suck
ing carpet. He works through the rest of the stacks and study areas, sweeps the
offices and seminar rooms, then puts the canister away. When the two-toned bell
peals for closing, he tours his space to rout out the sleepers. The blond girl, still
dreaming at her table—he nudges her, and she jumps. “Get on home, now," he says.
He glances behind him. looks left and right in the cavernous space. It m ig h t be
that the man is hiding inside somewhere. In those running shoes of his, on the
soft carpet, who would hear him? Not to be caught short, W illy goes to the
storeroom. From the tool rack he takes the claw hammer, sticks it in his belt.
At one o’clock he starts around the perimeter with the broom-cart, emptying
wastebaskets into the large trashcan. A t 1:15 he fills his m op-bucket and enters
the men’s room. He brushes and disinfects the toilets and urinals, cleans the basins,
and sprays and wipes the mirrors. In the glass he confronts his own stolid reflec
tion, the down-turned m outh, wide cheekbones, and eyes cloudy in the whites.
In the time he’s worked here, the hair has fallen from the top of his head, leaving
the scalp as shiny as leather, and the fringe that remains above his ears has gone
gray. He looks like his uncle used to look, an ex-heavyweight boxer back in Chicago,
who has been dead now for 20 years.
He sprays and wipes the chrome fixtures, puts towels and toilet paper in the
dispensers, and shakes the wastebaskets over the can on the cart. He swashes
the wetmop around on the tiles.
Joby finishes the women's room as W illy is finishing the men’s. W ithout a word,
they tie off the trashcan liners and set them by the elevator. In the storeroom they
put new liners in the cans. They empty their mop-water in the deepsink, put their
jackets on, and pick up their lunch pails. W illy transfers the hammer from his belt
to under his arm. inside the jacket.
In the basement, there’s a brief convergence— W illy and Joby, the Rodriguez
sisters who do the main floor. Johnny W hite and the Turk from the second— and
then goodnights all around as they heave their trashbags into the dumpster. O u t
side, a fine rain is falling. Around the arc-light in the parking lot hangs a green
nimbus of droplets. Willy and Joby pass beneath the light and get into Joby’s pickup.
As they cross the freeway bridge to the main part of town, they’re alone on the street.
Passing the town square, they see a red and orange whirligig flashing: the local
police nabbing someone. It s a woman. The door of her little Honda stands open,
and she s out and on one leg, eyes closed, trying to put a finger on the end of
her nose. Joby laughs. ‘Here I got a thief in my truck and they’re out busting drunks.
Officer, this man stole the university ham m er."
”1 borrowed it,” W illy says. "I lost m ine.”
Joby lives on Fifth Street, behind Safeway, and W illy lives farther along, in the
lower part of town. As they turn into May Street, he’s all eyes. On one side of his
house, an alley runs back to the rear fence of a lumberyard; his garage opens onto
the alley. On the other side, there s an upholsterer’s shop. Joby pulls up in front.
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"Come to supper Saturday.” he says. ‘Leaving next day and all. there’s no use
you cooking for yourself."
Willy scans the bushes beside the house. "M aybe." he says. "Saturday s a long
way o ff.”
"You sick or something? You don't sound too good.”
He could sit for five minutes and tell Joby about it. sharing the load. It would
feel like spring after a long winter. He wants to do it. he’s right on the edge, and
he even says, "Jo b y." But then he recovers. He says. "My turn tomorrow. I’ll pick
you up if the car starts."
He gets out. slams the door, and stands there while Joby drives away.
He is still blind to the man. who might already be in the house, waiting. There
are windows on the ground floor, maybe locked but maybe not. and anyway, what’s
a lock to someone who really wants to get in? Maybe he’s upstairs in the bedroom,
or watching this minute from the window of Cindy's old room.
The porch groans under Willy's weight. He unlocks the door and. hammer raised,
steps into the dark entryway. A little ahead and to the left, the livingroom; to the
right, the diningroom and kitchen. No one's there, no one’s in Sarah's sewing room,
and all the first-floor windows are locked. He climbs the creaking stairs to the
bedroom, bath, and Cindy’s room. With the hammer he pokes among the clothes
in the closets. There's nothing.
"The night ain't over yet." he says. Downstairs again, he puts water on for in
stant coffee. While it heats, he makes a cheese sandwich. He eats standing by
the counter. From the livingroom he drags his armchair to a point just beside the
front hallway, and brings Sarah's afghan off the couch. W ith a cup of coffee in
his hand, he sits down to wait, the afghan across his lap. the hammer there and
ready. The unlocked front door is the lure, the porch his watchdog. One squeak
of a board and he'll be up beside the doorframe. The man won’t know what hit him.
For a while, as he drinks the coffee, he listens hard. He tries expanding his mind
to include the man. to get a sense of his movements. But gradually other pictures
begin playing in his head, the blond Jesus girl smiling at the driver of a fiery van
that has a huge M OTTOM lettered on the side. Then he sees the girl forced down
in the semi-dark, a knife point at her ear. Her eyes roll in terror and a puppy whines.
He shakes himself to drive the picture away. He turns his mind. then, to a white
boat on a blue sea. Foam blows in long streamers, and the white, triangular sails
shine in sunlight. Where the waves slope, the water shifts from blue to green, with
flashing sparkles. That bubbling sound is water rushing, the whining comes from
wind in the shrouds, and those flapping noises: slack sails. There’s water and sea
and sunshine, and the deck rocks him like a mother.
A voice in his ear says, "T o m !" He jumps awake. The windows have gray light
behind them. The hammer fell to the floor and he didn't hear it. Dead asleep, he
could have been shot ten times over. But who spoke the name Tom? Hell, it was
Sarah s voice, calling from a dream.
Oh. but he's stiff. He labors up the stairs. Sitting on the edge of the bed. he
bends to push his shoes and socks off. He takes off his shirt and undershirt and
pushes his pants off. Grunting, he lifts one leg onto the bed and then the other.
It’s dropsy. His legs are swollen, ugly things— bags of water. After a quarter of a
century as a cement finisher, he had to give up his trade when he could no longer
work on all fours, and now he has arthritis in the hips as well. This heavy body
is the curse he has to live with.
When he awakens again, it’s past noon. It isn't until he’s dressed and downstairs
eating breakfast that he thinks of the front door. He forgot to lock it. A child could
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have walked in, come upstairs, and stuck a feather in his nose. “ Jesus, W illy,”
he says, “ you’re too stupid to live.
But in daylight the world looks different. Last night he was certain, today not.
Last night he was crazy. It seems like something that happened while he was drunk.
Common sense says that the man ran like a rabbit, scared shitless. If not, W illy
wouldn’t be here, hammer or no. W hat’s a hammer? The man w ouldn’t walk in.
There are better ways. Throw a pail of gasoline through the window, touch a match.
He looks outside. The rain has stopped, and through a break in the clouds the
pale winter sunlight silvers the old garage out back. He feels a lot better today.
Before stopping for Joby at 4 :4 5 , he has some things to do. He wants to price
some batteries; the one in the Dodge is dying. He has to shop for presents for
Sarah and Michael.
He replaces the armchair in the livingroom , folds the afghan, and puts it on the
sofa. The hammer, an embarrassment, he lays on the counter beside his lunchbucket. Since he m ight not return home before work, he makes a sandwich of
the last of the ham and fills his thermos with the coffee left from breakfast. This
time, he locks the front door, and lunchbox under his arm, the hammer in his hand,
he goes out the back way. If only the Dodge will start once more, he’ll consider
it the week’s good luck.
As he opens the garage door, the rollers skreak and yowl. He glances up. For
a year he’s been meaning to buy grease, and today he’ll do it. As he steps inside,
the corner of his eye catches movement, and he is hit while turning toward it. The
blow is tremendous, knocking him against the car, sending the lunchbox clatter
ing. The hammer spins away. He gets his hands out to defend himself, and the
left one clutches cloth, slips, then holds.
He pulls down and gets both arms around the m an’s ribcage. He feels hair on
his forehead, opens his eyes, and sees the red beard. He tightens his grip and,
grunting, lifts him off the floor.
The arms flail, striking his back. He can’t tell if he's being stabbed or not. But
he has him in the circle, squeezing, pushing his forehead up against the chin. He
jacks more strength into it, jerks hard at the backbone. He catches the stench of
cigarettes as the man gasps and kicks at his legs.
Willy pushes him backwards, falls on him with his bodyweight. From behind
he reaches one hand around and up, finds the windpipe, shuts o ff the air. The
man thrashes under him as he hunches and bears down. He gets his other hand
on the throat. His own breath whistles in his nostrils. He bears down and holds.
When it’s over, he rolls off and lies panting. The garage has gone dark. His hands
tremble and his right leg twitches. Oh, God, he says. When he can control his
hand, he puts it inside his jacket, on the wetness. He still doesn’t know if he's been
cut on the back as well. As he turns over and gets to his knees, he almost faints,
but using the car for support, he pulls him self up and stands until the light comes
back. Then he limps across the yard and into the house. The telephone is ringing.
He manages to climb the stairs to the bathroom. He strips to the waist. The wound
is more a gouge than a cut; there s a ragged furrow along his ribs, but the blade
didn t slip inside him. On his back, not a mark. The smear of blood on his face,
he finds, isn’t his own.
With hot water and soap he scrubs the wound and then works iodine into it and
bandages it with gauze and tape. He washes his face. Where he barked his knuckles
on the concrete, he swabs on the iodine. He runs cold water in the tub and leaves
his bloody jacket, shirt, and undershirt soaking.
In a clean sweatshirt he goes downstairs. The phone starts ringing again. He

crosses the yard to the garage and. from inside, shuts the door. He pulls the lightstring. The man lies spread out. head thrown back and tongue protruding. He has
chewed himself; the beard and blue lips are streaked with blood. The eyes look
in different directions.
Willy finds the hammer over in the corner. Against the wall he finds the dented
lunchbox, the knife through both sides with an inch of blade sticking out. "God
Alm ighty.” he says.
He turns off the light, lets himself out. and shuts the door. Before anything else,
he has to sit down somewhere, get his mind back, and think. In the kitchen, the
phone starts up again, and this time he answers. Where was he. she wants to
know—she’s been calling and calling. What's he been up to with her away? She
reminds him about buying Michael a present. She has already bought the rest of
the presents at the big discount stores. She tells him about the things she bought.
There's nothing important on her mind; she has called just to gabble. But for
once it's a comfort to listen. She warns him not to miss the plane; Robert will meet
him at the L. A. airport, and he'd better be there to be met. "A ll right,” he says.
"Hush. I'll get there."
He could call the police now. What has happened is the law's proper business.
A man attacked him and got killed for it. so the law would equate the one thing
to the other and mark it finished. But that finger, having touched W illy twice now,
still lies lightly upon him. He feels its pressure. He isn't done with this quite yet.
He prays that the Dodge will start.

Right on time, he pulls up at Joby's house and taps the horn. The curtain moves
and there's Allie s big smile. At the same moment, the garage door opens a crack,
and Joby's monkey face appears grinning. He motions for W illy to come. With
more gas than battery, W illy leaves the engine running.
In the garage, that's no deer hanging from the crossbeam, but a bear, gutted,
headed, skinned, and strung on a rope run behind the ankle tendons. "I caught
him rubbing his ass on a redwood," Joby says. “ Stick your hand in that hide, fleas
jump all over your arm .”
The thick black pelt, with part of the head, lies piled on the floor. The rest of
the head is pulp. There's one cloudy eye. the black muzzle, and a tongue lolling
out. "Jimbo the Rassler,” Joby says. "I had to winch him through the scrub. Fleas
like to eat me alive."
Skinned out. the bear looks like a man, has a man’s arms and shoulders. There’s
a white layer of fat all over him. He’s still dripping at the neck, into a green plastic
bucket. Willy clenches his teeth.
"What's the matter?" Joby says. "You look hangdog."
"Are you going in to work?”
" Naw. I got to get this sucker in the freezer."
The carcass has a raw. greasy smell. Joby picks up the butcher-knife. puts the
steel to it. and makes it ring. "You want some backstrap?" he says.
"I never did care for bear." Willy says.
Joby feels along the chine, then places the blade beside the backbone. When
he draws it down, the fat parts in a V.
"I got to go.’ Willy says. "See you later."
The smell, somewhere between wild and rotten, goes outside with him. stays
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in his nose, and at the library, in his mind. He sniffs his fingers. Is there a smell?
How could there be? He wore gloves the whole time.
Half the time. The other half is still to go.

It is a cold Sunday morning. W illy, in a green summer shirt, brown pants, and
brown-and-white shoes, waits on his front porch for Joby to come by and drive
him to the airport. In his suitcase he has other Los Angeles-type clothes and a
gift-wrapped, oval handm irror for Sarah. The cardboard box beside the suitcase
contains his present for Michael, a globe-map of the worid, something he can find
new sights in the older he gets.
But when Joby rounds the corner, there's a black-and-white behind him. W illy
lifts his bag and the box into the truck bed. “Wait a m inute, Jo b y," he says, and
walks back to the police car. Lieutenant Winston is alone in it. He lifts his chin
toward the pickup and says, "Leaving town?"
“ Going to L. A. for Christmas,” W illy says. "Be back this Thursday.”
The lieutenant looks at the house, then up at W illy. "You know, you worry me
a little.”
“ How’s that?”
"In this country, if someone comes after you with a knife, you have the right
to defend yourself. Self-defense is justified."
“ I’ll remember that, in case it happens.”
"But if it does happen, you should tell us about it. Now that man we found on
the dump yesterday, red hair, tattoo, scar on the right cheek— we really would
like to know who he was. Someone lifted his I. D ."
"Did they? The news didn’t say that. You ought to put a guard on that dump
out there."
"His wallet had money in it, but nothing with his name on it.”
"Maybe he was a nobody.”
The lieutenant s voice tightens. "W e can pursue this, you know. We can get
a warrant and turn your house upside down, vacuum your car.”
"You want my keys?” W illy says.
"Not at the m om ent," says the lieutenant, "but I'll be thinking about you. Have
a good Christmas.”
W illy steps back as the car pulls away. He steps up into the cab of the pickup.
Joby says nothing until they’re halfway to the airport. Then he says, "Trouble?"
"M aybe,” W illy says.
"A bout that body at the dum p?”
"M ight be."
"Anything Allie and me can do?”
"No, it's done already."
Joby looks over at him, starts to speak, then shuts his m outh.
By Thursday, the stream of life will have carried him past Christmas. He and
Sarah will return, carrying gifts, talking and talking about Cindy, Robert, and the
baby. Whatever lies ahead, it will disclose itself when it’s ready to. For the time
being, there s not a cloud in sight. It is a sunny m orning. O ff to the west lies the
cold sea covered with sparkles. The Universe has sucked back into itself, withdrawn
into the ice above the sky.
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Between Cultures: Andries W . Oliphant
South
African
Poet,
Dramat

A n d rie s O lip h a n t, a b la c k S o u th
A frican poet, dram a tist a n d uisual artist,
returned to South A fric a in Decem ber o f
1 9 86 after a y e a ra n d a - h a lf sta y in
Eugene, Oregon, w here he used a
F ulbright S cholarship to s tu d y Comparatiue Literature at the U n ive rsity o f
Oregon. He is the recipient o f various
aw ards fo r his dram atic w orks, including
the A m stel P layw rig h t o f the Year A w a rd
in 1979 fo r The Bicycle, w hich was c o m 
plete d d u rin g his s ta y as Resident
P layw righ t at the Space Theatre in Cape
Town. One o f the firs t p ro fe ssio n a l
theatres in S outh A fric a to oppose the
South A frica n governm ent's policies o f
social and cultural segregation, The Space
Theatre has p la ye d a m a jo r role in
developing and supporting contem porary
South A frica n theatre.
A n d rie s O lip h a n t
O f his decision to return to S outh
Photo b y E laine Weiss
A frica to live in Transkei, one o f the "h o m e la n d s " there, A n d rie s w rite s in a recent
letter, "Yes, it w as quite an a d ju stm e n t re tu rn in g to S outh A fric a . A t tim es I th in k
I m ust have been crazy to com e back. F o rtu n a te ly, I k n o w the c o u n try ; this is
after all w here I grew up, a n d w ith a b it o f lu c k I w ill p ro b a b ly get by. M y teaching
[a t the U n ive rsity o f Transkei] has n o t been as re w a rd in g as I h a d hoped. I have
been offered the position o f editor w ith Ravan Press, w h ich publishes the m agazine
Staff Rider, and I w ill be m o v in g to Jo h a n n e s b u rg in J a n u a ry f o f 1 9 8 8 ].
A lth o u g h I lo o k fo rw a rd to the o p p o rtu n ity o f w o rk in g w ith a large n u m b e r
o f South A fric a n w riters, I am a b it apprehensive o f Jo h a n n e sb u rg . I w as born
in that area but left it a fte r high school. F o r the p a st 10 years I have been a v o id in g
it. It is a harsh place, a n d as y o u k n o w , it is also the cru cib le o f apa rth e id . I p la n
to spend about tw o years on the magazine a n d then I w ill try to get abroad. Perhaps
I w ill return to A m e rica fo r a n o th e r stu d y period. That is, i f the p o w e rs th a t be
p e rm it it . "
State censorship is a m a jo r obstacle fo r b la c k w riters a n d artists in S outh A frica .
In 1976, d u rin g the tim e in w h ic h p o litic a l a c tiv is t Steven B iko w a s assassinated,
A ndries w as in vo lv e d in o rg a n izin g a ca m p u s c u ltu ra l w e e k o f p la ys, p o e try a nd
visual art at the U niversity o f Western Cape. A s a result o f the role he p la y e d in
organizing this event, a nd the subsequent p e rfo rm a n ce s o f his p la ys, the S outh
A frica n S ecurity Police charged him w ith in c itin g "a n im o s ity betw een the ra ce s"
and seized fo u r o f his one-act plays. These charges w ere e v e n tu a lly dropped, but

o n ly w ith the help o f some progressive w h ite South A fric a n w riters. A ndries says
that m ost black South A fric a n w riters learn, b y necessity, a fo rm o f “self
censorship, in w hich they conceal p o litic a l messages b y expressing them in
universal term s— term s not like ly to be understood b y the S ecurity Police.
Despite these serious problem s w ith censorship, there are a few sm all publishing
com panies, such as Raven Press, w hich p rin t indigenous literature. Staff Rider,
a magazine publish ed b y this press, is nam ed fo r the b la ck y o u th s w h o ride the
overcrow ded trains to the urban centers w here they w ork. A s A ndries p u ts it, the
publishing business in South A frica, like the ride, is a very precarious one. A ndries
sees his fellow black South A frica n s as the audience fo r his o w n poem s, p lays
and so cia lly expressio nistic" paintings, d ra w in g s a nd prints. "B u t,'' he adds,
"culture is. b y nature, som ething y o u share . . . w ith a n yone that w ants to relate
to it . "

Lee Euans
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Moist Bread
I go across the whispering earth
soaked in water from the blue beyond.
I rem em ber the banners of fire and the cruel flags.
In the heart’s dark funeral
I go in the procession of the mad.
How reticent I am
to this com m union of moist bread.
The hills are green buffaloes
on the backs of which women go with the sky
suspended from branches.
On savannas
the regiments of fam ine pause.
How reticent I am
to think starvation will be driven o ff the land.
It is claimed that a storm rages
in the smallest stone.
W hat omens are there in the sorrow of axes
and the pale plumage of predatory birds?
A circle is the road.
How reticent am I
to pack my bags and go.

Andries Walter Oliphant
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The
By day the landscape is luminous polychrom e.
Here rocks are fine particles of sand.
I lead a horse
packed with chunks of freshly slaughtered meat.
A blood stained horse I lead
deep into the desert.
Look my shadow is as black as I.
Here we camp. This is where we feast.
From the back of a stallion I take,
thinking of cinnamon, ginger, and other
aromatic roots, the dripping carcass
of a butchered beast.
The afternoon’s green flies settle on my skin.
We sing of trampled fences.
The desert is the hide of an antelope extinct.
I love this pristine land. I, the vegetable it eats.
Might shrouds us all in smoke.
We dance and drink
conscious of flames licking lustfully at
the succulence of meat. When
stars burn holes into the vault,
I stroke my horse's scarlet mane and m urm ur:
This bitter war of revanchism. I am out of season.
A t midnight we will drive the cattle on,
across the desert to our caves.
With the waning of the moon
we will come to execute the final raid.

Andries Walter Oliphant
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A

Child

Waking
For Oswald Mtshali

Oh mamma, why is the light shining in my eyes?
W hy does the night tremble?
This revolting stench,
is it the smell of death?
W hy am I shaking with terror?
Tell me, what happened last night, mamma.
I think I heard gunfire.
I dreamt of a man lying on the side walk.
I saw blood running from his head.
Mamma, why is the road running
through my sleep
so dark red. W hy, mamma, does everyone I meet
seem touched by the hand of death?
And last night, mamma, why was our home surrounded?
Was I dreaming, or did I really see
men in strange clothes who kicked down our door?
W hy did they burst into our bedroom
where I was sleeping at your breast?
W hy did they poke their flashlights
into our faces?
W hy did they drag us from our bed?
Through the glaring light I saw them scratching
in our cupboards. The man
with bloodshot eyes, why did he slit
my ragdoll open with his knife?
Tell me, mamma, was I dreaming, tell me?
Was I dreaming?
If so, tell me why do I have such terrible dreams?

A n d rie s W alter O lip hant

end

Rich

“ It's like diamonds." Abigail would say. “ the damned little things. The diamond
she owned was not so little, so she would smile her slow knowing smile into the
faces of women who didn't own a diamond as if instructing them, as if this kind
of talk contained revelations for the impoverished.
“ All your life they tell you diamonds." she would say, “ and quick enough you
believe it. diamonds, when all the time it was only some story about diamonds.'
“ He come south out of his mountains," Abigail would say. "He brought us our
diamond and he died young. His life up there was being too much for his health."
That was the way she would start talking about the one man ever worth having.
Virgil would listen to her silence after the little breath of her laughter, and try to
imagine the white glacial mountains of southern Alaska and the strip of green
meadowland where the man lived on the coastline, amid mist and the chattering
of a raven who had learned to speak.
“ Ben," Abigail would say. "He had a raven who could say Ben' like a Britisher."
She would laugh, and crow like some raven she imagined.
Counting through the contents of her teakwood box while Virgil watched, resting
before the men arrived, Abigail would dump everything from the purple velvet in
terior. gold coins and greenbacks and her jewels. Always with the door locked.
And always the ring was saved for last, the diamond shaped like the iris of a cat’s
eye in its platinum setting. Abigail would slip it on like a wedding ring and hold
it to glitter in the late afternoon light. “ Ben brought us this ring from the goldfields."
she would say, “ where he won it at gambling, and he made us rich."

The summer Virgil was thirteen he worked outside the house, and came to sit
like a man beside Preston Kahler in the yellow-painted kitchen, listening as Kahler
talked until they were interrupted by the cook, a bullish, thick-armed black man
with shaven head who had worked as a dining car waiter until he was kicked off
the railroad for a crime having to do with arrogance and insult according to Abigail.
“ We got to get out of here.” Kahler said. "That cook won't stand no loitering."
The house was coming awake. From beyond the stairtop Virgil could sense the
women, no voices but a little air of movement, maybe someone flexing her fingers
and someone else sipping at brandy. The second-floor hallway was shadowed, the
doors closed and the only light warm and amber, dimly flowering from the dusty
curtained windows at the far end and musty with incense which was to disguise
the odors of what Abigail called sexual congress.
In her room. Virgil knew. Abigail was awakening, bedclothes strewn and her
white nakedness flushed just so slightly against the pale linen sheets, her ribs like
shadows under the flesh of her tight breasts as she stretched and whimpered. It
was the familiar moment of promise before the women emerged from their hours
of sleep to stand warm and half-dressed in the summery quiet outside the
communal bath, talking of their unsentimental medicines before dressing for the
evening meal and the men at twilight, the women with their breasts and thighs
so casually illuminated and shadowed in the patterned late afternoon sunlight
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from the windows while he moved among them like a child and watching.
But this was different. A fter his weeks outside the house, his hands hardened
by work. Virgil could no longer be a child. Not that he had never worked inside
the house. Abigail had raised him in saw-lumber towns like W itchapec where she
took him over after his mother simply went away one day, Estaline. Ryegate. Ver
m illion. always with the long train-rides over the high plains in between, around
the circle. And Virgil worked in all the houses, carrying firewood for the kitchen
and chamber pots and teased for his services by sweet-smelling and wrinkled
women, hugged and collecting nickels to hoard in Abigail's teakwood box,
sometimes hated, most often by the younger women, stern before their m irror
and slick skinned after bathing, who cursed him for spying or theft of something
they'd lost, a hairbrush or slipper.
And now this summer Virgil worked for Preston Kahler, a man unmarried because
he said there were no women he could think of taking home with him to his father's
house in Baltimore, Virgil drowsing on the sulky hay-rake behind his team of gray
mares; the summer had worked in him a change. Outside in the vivid brilliance
of sunlight which lay like metal on the dark green leaves of the willows. Virgil had
for the first time come to understand that life in these isolated white-washed buildings
clustered beneath rows of Lom bardy poplar, lost in sunlight, was always special.
The real life consisted o f distance, looking down to work, concentrating on brass
harness rivets in mended trace lines gleaming over the yellow stubble of meadow
grass and then looking up to the flat horizon and what Abigail called the Dutch
blue of sky.
These homes of women, Virgil understood after leaving them, were boxed against
men whose hands were scarred by hooked nails driven through the hooves of
horses. Everybody had their duties, Abigail said, and Virgil understood it was the
duty of those men to go on matter-of-factly getting the work done unrelieved by
anything believable as nakedness in a corner of light.
Abigail was sitting on her bed, shadows blue over the contour of her inner thigh
as she carefully trim m ed her toenails, and she only glanced up as they entered.
Virgil had always known what went on in these beds; this elegance and copulation
and an occasional child were what women were for. Those things and niceness,
which he would never understand. Abigail said, until he was a man. Niceness, she
said, was the main thing. “ They come in here, and you hold their heads, and tell
them a nice story,’ Abigail said. "T h at’s what you do."
Abigail had taught him who to act like in these rooms, this one with its window
facing east toward the m orning, cool in the afternoon and wom anlike because of
the mirrors framed in elaborate gilt and the yellow linen draperies, a coiling brass
bedstead and the white heavy china pitcher and wash basin on the marble-topped
walnut stand, all hidden within the plain and sprung and chipping white-painted
frame exterior of a building worn by the winds.
Finishing her toenails, Abigail lay back on her m ounded goosedown pillows,
displaying the dark tufted hair under her arms and the thick, ragged growth be
tween her legs, and she smiled without speaking, a gold tooth glinting as Kahler
sat himself in one of the velvet-seated chairs. For the first tim e Virgil felt himself
related to the men who came here from outside, their skins dark from exposure,
to sit blinking in this dimness as if afraid of breaking something and at the same
time faintly wishing they could.
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T o w a rd m id n ig h t.” Preston Kahler was saying, telling them about a warm clear
night when he had walked on the outskirts o f a European city w ith a girl after the
war. a girl w ith thin arms and short blonde hair grow ing o u t from her once shaven
head, that girl standing in the shadow o f a statue, her fingers touching the sm ooth
granite base. "H ow lucky you are,” the girl had said. "You can go h o m e .” Her way
of speaking, as Kahler described it. had been awkward, halting.
"In a park,” Kahler said. The trees he described were in full leaf, the lawns elegant
and trim m e d, untouched by bom bs. The city, he told them , was ancient, having
first been built on pilings over lakewater by an unknow n tribe who presum ably
lived offshore to avoid the frenzies o f their neighbors, protecting perhaps one of
the great-bellied stone dolls archeologists discovered nearby, sym bols o f hope as
Kahler described them . “ B ut th a t’s too p rim itiv e .” he said. A bigail sm iled as he
spoke and at last he began to stam m er.
"She loved m e ," he said, telling o f her fingers on the back o f his neck in the
early m orning while they watched the sun burn m ist from the w ater’s edge. “ But
maybe V irg il,” he said, "co u ld stay with m e. I mean this w in te r . .
He stopped,
his hands outspread, thin and finely callused fingers extended. "D o you th in k ? ”
A bigail asked Virgil if he w o u ld n 't go dow n and sit in the kitchen. Because of
the hard shine in her gray eyes Virgil went, confused and almost unaware o f women
in the hallway com ing stunned from sleep in the late afternoon and waiting to bathe,
their flesh w hite and bluish-gray in the changing shadows, as m uch them selves
as imaginable.
A t the long kitchen table where they ate in shifts, according to a com plex order
of age and rank, ignored by the cook, steam ily warm in heat from a black iron
stove long as a rowboat. Virgil listened as though to hear the talk in A bigail's room ,
imagining another possible life. A bigail w ith him in the w hite house where Preston
Kahler lived like a w om an, his walls decorated by w atercolors in elaborate frames.
Only once had Virgil been inside that house, when he ate a silent meal with Kahler.
’’I've been neglecting yo u ." Kahler said. "I prom ised A b ig a il.” They ate venison
roast and w hipped sweet potatoes w ith m arshm allows m elted over the to p and
Brussel sprouts im ported from the coast, and finally, hom em ade peach ice cream.
It had been like com ing home after sleeping on hay in a shed o ff the bam. sometimes
disturbed by horses snorting and galloping in the night pasture.
The cook grinned. "You better haul some sp lit-w ood." he said to Virgil, loom ing
against the background o f yellow -painted clapboard, " if you're e ating." D ull drops
of sweat stood on his forehead and meat spluttered in the cast frying pans.
W om en were half-dressed and glowing w ith dampness after bathing. The wood
box was filled after three trips to the cordw ood pile that had been th irty yards long
the winter before, a litter o f chips m arking the rectangle where it had been stacked
and covered by tarps under deep snow. V irgil sat back at the table and watched
the wom en fillin g cups of coffee, stirring in sugar, hunched and blow ing over first
sips, getting ready for the presence of the men who w ould soon com e to slam
the doors while these same w om en w ith th e ir softening eyes waited in the parlour
and stroked th e ir fingernails along their ow n thighs and laughed at everything.

"You look so growed u p.”
This was a girl he had never seen before, at least never talked w ith, very young,
maybe sixteen and surely less than tw enty, dark heavy perfum e like a m em ory
of his grow ing up as she sat alongside him . crossing her bare legs to reveal a
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thick bruise over one calf, the dangling one. She tipped her head sideways, watch
ing him, and touched a hand on the back of his neck. "Always wanted me a baby
boy like you," she said.
Virgil folded his hands. "You ain't shy at a ll.” the girl said. “ You just stop being
shy, you ain't fooling nobody."
The woman changed, as they always did with men, when Preston Kahler came
into the kitchen and sat at the table and told Virgil to go upstairs. Abigail, he said,
wanted to talk. Kahler's eyes were blinking and unfocused, like he was ready to
cry. The girl beside Virgil held her fingernails out to inspect.
Abigail was still in the bed. but now she wore a dressing gown. The teakwood
box was open on her lap. "He loves you," she said, staring down into her box.
tossing the diamond softly in her hand.
"It’s our protection," she always said, talking about the diamond. "It keeps us
safe. So we lock the door."
And Preston Kahler, in the yellow kitchen, watching the boy go upstairs to Abigail,
rested back in his chair and thought of Virgil swimming so quietly in the creekwat£r,
seeing how in the winter they could be so warm in the house, spending their hours
watching the falling snow and not wanting to do anything but stay in the house.
Preston Kahler poured himself a cup of coffee.
Abigail wiped her eyes with a corner of the bedsheet. "He told m e," she says,
“ he told me he loves you. And I thought he was a gentlem an.”
“ He told me he couid give you m oney,” she said.
"W ould I let you live with a man like that if I knew?” Abigail said. Virgil im ag
ined her Alaskan man building his boat, driving hardwood pegs into the planking
along the hull which was propped upright on the gravel beach before a stone hut
with the chinks mossed over, that man braiding rawhide like a cattleman, repair
ing a leather apron, the sky overcast outside and long grass blowing in a heavy
wind below mountains where the glaciers loomed. As an old man in his consola
tion Virgil would wonder if that Alaskan man would have learned to see ice and
snow as the color of things as they were.
Her mouth compressed, Abigail stared into the teakwood box. "N othing hap
pened.” she said, "did it?”
"N o ,” Virgil answered. "N othing."
"You know what I mean?”
"I think so." But he didn’t, not exactly.
"He offered me m oney," Abigail said.
"For what?"
"For you. He wants to buy you. He wants you like an anim al,” Abigail said. "But
we don't ever have to take m oney.”
Downstairs, Preston Kahler broke his empty cup, snapped the cup quickly down
on the table, breaking the handle cleanly off. The cook turned, frowning.
"I know, Virgil said. "W e don't need any m oney." The room was shadowless,
almost imperceptibly darkened by the approach of evening, when one of those
women screamed from down below-stairs in the kitchen.
The sound was dim and thrilling, and almost echoed.
Abigail sat quiet for a long moment, her head poised like that of an animal which
knows it is hunted as she listened to the silence after that scream. Then she wiped
her palms on her dressing gown. "W e better get down there,” she said, and Virgil
followed her.
At the bottom of the stairs, looking down the hallway to the kitchen, Virgil could
see a woman s upraised arm against the yellow wall. Abigail caught at him , her
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fingernails sharp into his shoulder w hile Preston K ahler struggled and the cook
held Kahler's head immersed in the steaming water-filled sink, sloshing and wallow
ing. The glass from som eone's h and-m irror lay shattered on the floor.
Kahler's stream ing face was red and ch ild like when the co o k turned him loose.
Abigail stepped forward, her gown trailing open, and Kahler struck her. his fist
closed, and she fell staggering against the table and then to the floor.

W hen he is an old man. Virgil will rem em ber striking with the cleaver, the heavy
fall o f it com ing overhand and the greasy handle he gripped so easily as he sank
the honed steel into the fine veined undersurface o f Preston Kahler's wrist, p in 
ning Kahler against the top of the table and leaving the hand that had been clenched
to flop haplessly as blood pum ped half across the room , splattering the painted
walls and Abigail's face as she turned away, the blood red and thin in droplets across
the surface o f lim e green split pea soup in w hite bowls.
The young girl's eyes as she gripped at V irgil and kept him from striking again
were like dark wet stones, light reflecting from them in streaks o f yellow . Later
she stroked V irgil's hair and said, "T hey w on't ever fuck w ith you again, not those
kind of m an."
As he grew old Virgil w ould recall the sharp burnt smell o f drying m eadow hay
and Preson Kahler's thin face gone so w hite as he lay fainted w ith his m outh lo ll
ing open and his eyes still blue, staring now here with his arm pinned to the table
by that em bedded cleaver w hile the cook tw isted a soaked w ashcloth tig h t above
the elbow. So there w ouldn't be so m uch bleeding when the tim e for clean up came,
the cook said later, his black face gleaming with sweat, and his eyes looking m uddy
orange w ith anxiety.

W hen she was dead Virgil w ould see A bigail w ith the gaslight flicke rin g o ff her
ring, the diam ond casting colors which turned from purple to white as they touched
her face. A bigail lighted like that, killed by a small bursting o f an artery in her brain
w hich Virgil w ill learn to im agine as an instant dawning o f red light and wash of
blood into her dream .
Green afternoon radiance slanted from beneath a storm o f black cloud descend
ing over the desert. The light lay in a long feathery diagonal streak across the plank
floor. Not even yet any sort of man, Virgil approached her body and whispered
her name as he watched the glittering static shadow of her eyes, touched her cheek
and the long strands o f entangled hair that w ould continue to grow in the coffin.
He was sure she had to be seeing at least the com m onplace texture of the wall,
some rem nant o f her m em ory, her w hite fingers holding her breasts as she gazed
into her m irro r and told him about her father w atching. Her cheek was softly im 
m obile when he touched it. and nothing cam e back at him from her inert absence
but the faint od or he always understood as the smell o f anim als gone to death
when he thou ght about it in later years. He w ould lie in his bed and try fo r some
intim ation o f how it w ould be to sense the flare of such darkness, and he would
smell that pasteurized dairy-barn smell.
"Can't let nobody claim y o u ." A bigail said. "Got to be like th a t." No agony, the
coroner said, just death.
A fter she was buried, recalling the yellow light in reflected streaks fro m the
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eyes of that girl in the kitchen. Virgil sat rocking on a porch in sunlight and figured
for himself on the details of Abigail's story about her Alaskan man, com e from
the mountains to a rivermouth with islands offshore in the spring, the man shaggyhaired and clothed in musty rough clothing as he wandered the low hills, through
bushes thick with red berries. The meadows would have been tracked by elk, and
moose would rear their great simple heads from the swamplands, and partridge
would rustle beneath the fern leaves, and tiny clear-water streams would twist
through the undergrowth to feed salt marshes, and brown sea-hawks would fold
their wings and fall like stones toward fish in the water.
The white snow-geese would live in their security like a dream, great flocks ris
ing as that man slapped at mosquitos. Virgil imagined some native girl willing to
lie in sunlight along a path through tall grass, seeds clinging to their sweaty legs
and their odor not so much unclean as the acrid, salted odor of hibernating animals,
and Virgil wondered why any man would come away from such a life before he
remembered all this was only a story of his own imagining.
Eventually Virgil will be old and lamed by a career of packing dude ranch hunters
into what remains of wilderness in the Sun River country along the Rockies Front
in Montana, and he will stand on the steps of a tavern under a grove o f co tto n 
wood trees nearby to a highway and gaze west to his great beloved shining m oun
tains. and then go inside the tavern to the sunlight which comes patterned through
the clean windows and rests warm on the hardwood bartop where so many men
have examined their hands.
Virgil will watch a young woman washing her glasses, her arms m oving in the
water and wisps of suds clinging to her elbows, and he will have perfected his dream
of the seasons growing colder and the seas filled with ice, a square-sailed ship easing
along the broken coastline and the solitary man aboard transfixed by white-headed
eagles feasting on rocky ledges, tearing at the pink flesh of salmon plucked from
the sea, and the whales rising about him to sound, their great flukes slam m ing
the water and gone. In the dam p impenetrable eyes of the girl at her sink Virgil
will see nothing but simple good will when she smiles at his story.
"W hat ever happened to the diamond?” she asks.
“ Sold it,' Virgil says. “ Used the money on educating myself. Made it as far as
Hong Kong, and then had to work my way back, loading coconut hulls on tram p
steamers."
Wish you would have waited for m e,” the girl says, and she brightens her smile.
When Virgil is finished with his drink he will leave her all his change, which is more
money than she would have guessed her whimsy was worth.
You get one of them old men ever now and again," she says, after she tells
her husband about Virgil, musing for a m om ent while she gets ready to start a
different story.

W illiam Kittredge
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Flamingo

This is by way of telling you the flamingo s color can range from scarlet to lightest
pink, and that the stiltlike legs in my sketches, the curled necks and curved bills
somehow comfort me. Now, as I blend red with varying amounts of white, I am
beginning to relax.
And as I stare at my sketches, renderings inspired by National Geographic, I
can almost smile about Mr. Dizard's courting of me. at his faint yellow envelopes
(which I've not yet been able to throw away), at their embossed, paler yellow
windmills.
Time, you may advise, is a sure salve, as is the incessant pattern of the waves
so near me here. By the end of this summer I should have shrugged off the traces
of regret, but I’ll need three months of this screened porch and the sea so close
that its wildest spray sprinkles the edges of the first green tiles.
I m painting flamingoes on them, attempting to vary their poses so each block
will be distinct, but there are two dozen or more stones, so I sketch and redesign
the angle of their vistas: toward the ocean, twisting back on the marsh, an arch
yearning for the sky. I suppose I could om it those tiles beneath the glider, those
under the wicker planter, but what if I rearrange the furniture? No. I shall not do
a halfway job at this, my first painting experience.
That I told Mr. Dizard I was a painter was of course my first mistake, though
you might suggest I should never have responded to his cordial (yet so very cor
rect) advertisement in the personals section of a magazine. But what harm was
there in embellishing my talents? To paint, to compose sonatas, to arabesque on
pointe below four balconies hanging like gilt rims above some stage — surely these
are harmless fantasies. I know what you are, perhaps a little smugly, thinking: if
such expansions are harmless, then how have I come to such unhappiness?
How was I to know he would take one sentence and cling to it like a tern to
a morsel of shellfish? For that matter, have you not. early in the acquaintance of
one you hoped to impress, exaggerated a talent, extended your achievements?
Who has not. if I may press the point in my own defense, while writing to an ad
mired suitor, stretched the truth, longing to be admired in return?
I always wrote him in the kitchen, the warmest room in winter. At the sun-soaked
table. I'd prepare for what was to me a cumbersome responsibility: the task of reveal
ing myself on paper. I'd spread my collection of bird notecards from the Natural
History Museum, selecting a design which felt right for my message that week.
The morning of my fateful slip, geese circled the marsh outside my cottage. Their
shadows fragmented the light on my counter, momentarily splattering gray shapes
there which slid, soundless, to the floor and were gone. I selected a card which
echoed my view: a detail from a Japanese screen by Maruyama Okyo titled “Geese
Flying Over A Beach."
I described to Mr. Dizard, as well as I was able, the dappled brightness which
had rippled across my strewn cards, the geese (Finished with their morning feeding)
lifting from the grasses, and the beautiful arched throbbing of their wings as they
tilted seaward.
The card, I explained, was meant as a counterpoint to the scene framed by my
window, for Okyo's tones were mute — stippled charcoal on the birds' spread
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feathers, no other color. The geese. I told him. appeared to be fixed on a distant
point.
They filled me with sadness and longing, those film y birds. But I didn’t tell that
to Mr. Dizard. No, I was careful about what I said to him. I. above everything else,
did not want to appear desperate.
I did tell him. as I prepared to make myself a sandwich, that first — lie. Really,
I couldn't write that it was lunchtime: hunger was not a suitable topic. So I said,
instead. "I must close now. Mr. Dizard: I expect the first layer on my new canvas
is dry. and I long to resume work on it."
Oh. the questions those words invoked. He hounded me about my painting:
what medium did 1work in. which painters did I admire, had I ever exhibited, how
long had I painted?
What could I do but multiply my simple fabrication? Surely you would have been
driven to do the same.
"A ll those years." he replied. "M y dear Miss Adelie. then you must think about
sharing your work. I’m certain you'd be a success."
"No. no. Mr. Dizard. I really couldn’t. I’m much too shy for anything — large
scale. I merely give them as gifts occasionally." That set him o ff again. I had to*
be so careful — that’s what tired me in the end. He began persistently asking for
a small painting. The procrastinations, the protestations I was forced to invent
wearied me. Eventually I became so caught up in our parry that I began to imagine
I might be able to create something, just once, to mail him.
So. on a false spring day in late February, I walked to A rt and Soul. It was so
brightly sunny that I could almost believe the birds would soon be heading north
again. And I began to be filled with a similar false hope as I perused those aisles
of glossy supplies, an optimism which allowed me to imagine I might actually have
a chance to become what I had implied I already was.
Wondering if I might sketch him something, I studied the Venus pencils’ m ot
tled green surface, so like a turtle’s patterned back. The cluster of disposable palettes
for oils made me certain I wanted to paint him something. I would depict the spring
still weeks away which now teased with its temporary preview, allowing — so briefly
— a respite from clinging mists, steady winds, the insistent, bitter cold. I would
paint my garden as it would eventually be. alight with sprays of crocus, scilla, tulips,
and daffodils.
I gathered tubes of oils, their titles in three languages. I pictured myself dabbing
"Mars Yellow-Jaune de Naples Am arillo de Napoles” on the virginal corner of my
canvas. And if I ever ran away, if I ever needed an alias, then here it was: "Rose
Madder-Garance Rose Rosa de Garanza."
Just then a woman swished past me; she smelled like flowers, something unnameable, from far away. She asked the clerk about canvas stretchers! A real
painter. Her hair glinted in the shopfront light, its lustre like a shad
owed patina of oak. Just as my optimism waned. I caught sight of myself in a
mirror.
I looked miserable — unhappy but also so bleak with my beige hair, pale skin,
paler eyes. You know the folly of comparisons — you may have dealt with them
occasionally yourselves.
I fled, hurrying home. Snatching a card from the pile on my desk. I wrote Mr.
Dizard the shortest, least prepared of all my notes:
Dear Mr. Dizard,
I ve only a few minutes before the post, but I needed to send this
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note, as we have been so fra n k w ith one another. A p o in t has been
troubling me, an d I tho u g h t it best to bare m y soul regarding it.
Mr. Dizard. y o u r rather constant inquiries a bout m y a rt w o rk are
upsetting. A rtis ts sh ould not be hurried, I'm sure y o u agree. These
pleas fo r a p a in tin g are distracting. I beseech you, don t ask again.
When one is ready fo r y o u r eyes, I sh a ll send it. I hope y o u are well.
C ordially,
M iss A delie

To his credit, though not to my surprise (for I had come to know Mr. Dizard
quite well through our regular exchanges), my admonition halted his requests. I
did not foresee it then, but in a way this confrontation was a prelude to my final letter.
I felt a flutter of guilt at having so tested his politeness, though that was only
the first time I did so. The guilt never resurfaced, until the end. After all. if we are
to survive, we must inure ourselves to the cruelties life forces us to perpetrate.
More often than not. we inflict the ultimate pain upon ourselves. These are my
thoughts as I make my sketches on the porch.
Fledgling flamingoes, able only to support themselves on their knees, hobble,
never erect. It is quite difficult to draw this baby bird, to suggest its awkwardness,
its waiting. . . .
Our exchange followed February into March. When Mr. Dizard expressed a love
of Irish poetry. I ordered books sent down from the city to our tiny village library.
I studied a picture of Maud Gonne in a biography of Yeats. “ The most beautiful
woman in Ireland," it was captioned, “ devoted to her politics, her land."
But not to Yeats. I learned. Nevertheless. I slit the picture from the book with
my seam ripper. (This vandalism of library property may dismay you. but have
you never been indiscreet in such a singularly petty way?) I had her picture taped
to my ice box when the letter I had been anticipating arrived from Mr. Dizard.
I knew it would contain the physical description I had requested the previous
Monday. Mr. Dizard's letters were composed with mine before him. I knew this,
for I kept a carbon of each one I sent. It was clear he responded to mine using
my questions and descriptions to chronologically set down his reactions and
opinions.
He would perhaps have read the book I said I was enjoying. He would say some
few words about the weather in the western part of our shared state. And he would
most certainly describe himself. I didn't doubt he would be truthful — not effusive
with his detailing, but certainly accurate. As steadily as my hand now traces sharp
lines on smooth stone, that day my unsteady fingers unfolded the light yellow pages:
. . . I am gla d yo u too k the initiative to inquire about m y appearance.
I feel, as do you. that "o u r o u tw a rd veneer is but a case ha rb o rin g
o u r true selves." I also agree that an exchange o f p h o to s is u n 
necessary. It m ig h t even be. as y o u suggested, a bit calculating. I
am com fortable w ith the im agined p o rtra its descriptions w ill give,
although I do hope. Miss Adelie. that w e w ill have an o p p o rtu n ity
before spring com pletely th a w s o u r landscapes to com pare o u r
speculations to reality. B ut m ore on that in m y next letter.
I am ju s t under six feet. I am a bit th ick th rough the shoulders (it
runs in the fa m ily), not as trim as I used to be. but still fit.
A s I've m entioned previously. I wear reading glasses. Though more
a nd m ore g ra y creeps into m y n a tu ra lly d a rk b ro w n hair, I am
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thankful that I still have a fu ll head o f hair. I've alw ays felt m y nicest feature is
m y hands, though m y m other used to insist m y eyes, a rather unusual m ustard
shade, were m y crowning glory.
I do have m y own teeth, if you 'll pardon the assum ption that this m ight be an
area as we straddle middle age where the body first show s signs o f weakening.
I look forw ard to yo ur reply, as always, but also in anticipation o f the description
o f yourself.
W armly yours.
W. Dizard
Well, what was I to make o f that? I read and re-read those lines. What was "just
under six feet"? What, pray tell, was "not as trim ” ? And those thick shoulders —
was he a luggish sort? As for his having mentioned teeth! Still, as I stared at the
paper then out at dark clouds gathering above the ocean, I knew Mr. Dizard sounded
acceptable. He sounded really very nice.
Oh, what use was it, I thought, and I brewed myself a pot of pepperm int tea,
for I felt a headache coming on. Why did I do this? What instinct made me eradicate
any hope of being able to meet him? My response was as vivid as his had been
vague, but where his was I’m certain an effort at accuracy, mine was patently false.
I stared wanly, sipping tea, at Maude's picture — trim and talented — then added
five inches to my height as I replied to Mr. Dizard. The wind picked up; a draft
rattled the prisms strung along my window. I transformed my short-cropped hair
into a long mass of auburn curls, I discarded ten pounds. I lengthened my fingers.
What was my obsession with the extended form? A t least I left my eyes the dull
shade they are, though I called them "sea green." Do you smile at me now? The
account of my behavior is not a pretty one. You will find these birds beautiful when
I am done with them. . . .
I designed my letters like flower arrangements, with my O.E.D. and Bartlett's
by my side. If he mentioned having been to a play, I read the script, studied reviews
and criticism of it. then synthesized my discovered details into an aside; "So glad
you were able to see a new production of Doll's House,' but don’t you find Nora's
slamming of that door artificial? Of course Ibsen had her stay in the original ending
then changed his mind as he was walking one day. But I tell you what you already
know, Mr. Dizard. . . ."
Impressed, he confessed he hadn't known that at all, that indeed he had again
been quite affected by Nora's departure, but now I had term ed the exit artificial,
he had begun to question it. He thanked me for an insight into an old favorite.
So it became another of the barriers, this research of mine, his adm iration. How
could I release myself from expectations I had nourished? Why did I negate, through
unsolicited passages to one who seemed earnest and harmless, any chance of our
ever meeting? He began to ask repeatedly if I would meet him halfway between
our towns at a "marvelous restaurant tucked away in the hills.”
I stalled, fretting, while sun lingered longer on my table and the first wildflowers
dotted the marsh. If he has come to love me. as he so often alluded, would ap
pearance matter? Perhaps he had forgotten it. but no: he had responded. "I knew
you must be tall.”
What if I told the truth, confessed my weakness for fantasy and asked forgiveness?
I was afraid to test it. afraid to chance even a conversation. Even that was bound
to be a disappointment in the flesh." Yes, he m ight search for my face and form
in vain at that appointed restaurant, even if I were seated at its entrance. And he
would surely react by bored dismay to my stilted efforts in com m unication. No.
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he would see nothing redeemable, hear nothing memorable during a few hours
in the company of one so utterly forgettable, one to whom nothing out of the o r
dinary had ever happened.
I had to find a way to end it. As much as the stark days without his letters would
pain at first, they were preferable to meeting Mr. Dizard, to enduring his certain
rejection, his disapprobation. Besides. I'd been alone. But how to do it. how to
close it off. . .
The shape of the flamingo is becoming simpler to draw. I need to do less eras
ing of their webbed feet, their fluffed forms atop spindly legs. Even the S of their
necks is becoming more natural. The bent bills were tricky, and I need black paint
for their beak tips. I shall, as I have said, create diversity by varying their poses.
Is it possible I might accomplish something which approaches art?
It was in concocting my final untruth to Mr. Dizard that I became interested in
the flamingo. I decided I must tell him I was moving somewhere. I searched for
a destination, flipping the pages of National Geographic, indifferent to the lushly
tinted photos and to the cries of osprey who once again visited my marsh, presag
ing spring.
Fringing one of the pages devoted to some South American country was a photo
of a colony of flamingoes. Part of the legend read. "Grouped up to 1,000 members,
these birds live 15 to 20 years, sometimes longer in captivity.” I stared at their
fiery mass of feathers, at the syrupy swirls of their necks. That night, I dreamt I
was asleep under bright stars, that the flamingoes' wings covered my face like mam
moth rose petals.
I decided I would say I was moving to South America — nothing more specific.
That evasion would prevent his tracing me. But then I wasn't really leaving. I remind
ed myself. . .
Dear Mr. Dizard.
I kn o w w h a t I m u st say w ill at firs t upset you. I f I've co m m itte d
a w rong, it is one o f om ission, a silence I'd hoped w o u ld spare y o u r
feelings. Events b eyond m y co n tro l no w dictate that I reveal the one
fact I w anted never to m ention. I m ust first then. Mr. Dizard. tell yo u
I have been married.
Some years ago I answ ered an ad fo r a governess— even then I
read the personals. A w id o w e r in South A m erica w h o operated a
flam ingo ranch wanted someone to teach his daughters English. A fter
the checking o f references on m y p a rt and credentials on his. I was
given the position.
Soon I began the o n ly real adventure o f m y life. Portions o f that
long ride are still vivid : a m an on the Chicago p la tfo rm w as dressed
all in w h ite — a ll about him looked sm udged, soiled. He stood still
as dark shapes rushed past. He didn 't b o a rd o u r train. There were
m om ents last w in te r w hen I im agined yo u were he. that w hen we
m et I w o u ld recognize that m an w ho had sto o d so separate at the
depot.
Once there. I fo u n d the w id o w e r polite, his daughters obedient
students. Even the acres o f flam ingoes had their attraction, though
I couldn 't solve the riddle o f their "im prisonm ent . " True, there were
fences, but the birds co u ld fly. Finally. I asked Sehor de Garanza
w h y they returned each evening.
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He tapped his chest with his index finger; I could hear the light
thud o f his finger against his breastbone. “Senorita Adelie, I will tell
you the secret," he said, leaning toward me. ”Their wings tell them
they can fly, yes. But in their hearts, here, they know this is their
home. Just as you. you know this is hom e now, yes?"
Soon after, w e were married. That same week the daughters were
sent to boarding school. I wept, though I knew I had taught them
well. It was a long while before I admitted m y grief had little to do
with their departure.
I had married the wrong man. I could not bear m y life with him,
though it was so horrible to consider telling him that for a while I
stayed. In a way I was like Ibsen’s Nora: acting out an expected role.
Near the anniversary of m y first year there, a terrible disease af
flicted the flamingoes. Their colors faded and they began to molt.
Feathers were everywhere; they blew mournfully across the fields,
drifting along fences in tangled mounds.
While the Sehor was in the city consulting a veterinarian, I flew
away. Yes, I fled north, leaving the poor Sehor with his acres of naked,
despondent flamingoes.
I do not reveal this with pleasure, Mr. Dizard. His daughters con
tacted me when he died recently. Yes, I am going back to them. The
flamingoes are gone. His daughters tell me their father never ceased
mourning them, or me.
Perhaps I'm the woman first conceived, one who ultimately can
not leave. In any case, I shall live out m y days in South America.
Forgive me, please.
Very truly yours,
Adelie
For a fortnight I stayed in my cottag e after I had mailed the letter. I c o m p o s e d
dozens of o th e rs to Mr. Dizard. so m e tim e s getting up in th e night to write a new
version or to rip a recent o n e to shreds. In m o s t of t h e m I apologized for th e t e m 
porary. quirky h u m o r of the o n e 1 had sent, closing with th e suggestion we set
a date for our rendezvous. O n o n e sh e e t I simply wrote. “Look. It has all b een
lies. I am not like that at all. Can we begin a g a in ? ” I d iscarded th e m all.
Finally. I had to do it: I collected my mail at th e post office. O n the th r e e letters
Mr. Dizard had sent after receving my goodbye, he had emphatically printed. “Please
Forward!”
He had used new stationery: the en v e lo p e s w ere thick— flat gray with a steel
gray border. T hey w ere all of a kind: urgent, und ersta n d in g , logical. I w as p leased
that my past had not d eterre d him. A ridiculous relief, I p ro m p te d myself, since
it was not my past at all.
T hen his letters stopp e d, a n d I knew he believed m e lost to him. He had given
up. As surely as my budding bulbs were thrusting toward the sun. he would not write
again. I was h a u n te d by a vision of my im agined birds turning ineluctably from
the beautiful m o u n ta in s as d u sk d im m e d their view. It w as th e n that I d e c id e d to
paint the porch.
You have little sym pathy for me. I’m sure. I d o n ’t rese n t your cynicism. Yet I
wonder, as I kneel here coaxing the birds to materialization b e n e a th m y brush,
what you would do with my existence, or what you have d o n e with your own.
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But mostly I paint. Soon my completed flamingoes will be splayed across these
tiles. They will suggest summer, whatever the season. Their clustered forms will
capture a wedge of sunset. Night will wash across them, transparent, harmless.
When I am sleeping, with a silent flutter they will lift away. A blaze of wing will
shadow my eyes. I will dream of pink flames.

Deirdre Callanan
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My parents were married for thirty-two years. It was a terrible marriage, made
all the worse because it was so long. I can’t say with any honesty or accuracy when
it was that I figured out their marriage was awful, but during the summ er I turned
nine there was something that stands out in my mind as a flash of sickening recogni
tion. Perhaps I'd known, or had intimations, before then; I was. after all, a thoughtful
kid. a good listener. And our house was small — I’d heard plenty of yelling from
time to time. But that summer the dimensions of their marriage, its crum bling
outline, floated into view. I turned my head away, as my parents must have
themselves (they stayed married until I was twenty-four) but the impression had
burned a hole in me, like a dot you see when you shut your eyes.
We lived in Kansas City. As in many Midwestern towns, city fathers there a hun
dred years ago were obsessed with planting trees — an effort to recreate the great
forests of the East, where most of them had come from . My block, like many in
the city, was full of trees. In my yard alone, there were two oaks, standing like
watchtowers at the back corners of the lot, plus an elm, a peach tree, a pear tree,
an apple, and a cherry. We climbed in them, my brother and I — we swung from
them, built forts among their branches, snoozed away hot Missouri afternoons in
the shade of their leaves.
All over Kansas City, elms were predominant — Am erican elms, most of them,
old and towering things, vase-shaped, luxuriant and stately, some of them a hun
dred feet tall. In summer, their graceful, leafy limbs bent down over streets and
boulevards like dark green canopies, lending an air of grandeur even to sleepy
middle-class neighborhoods like mine.
When the leaves began to turn their autumn colors, they brought the whole river
valley to fire; it was something to see. I remember raking leaves with my brother
every few days after school. We'd arrange them into giant, haphazard piles in the
yard, then take turns leaping into the piles, throwing ourselves headlong into those
peculiar, crunchy pillows. Then we'd rake up the mess and wait for my father to
come home; he’d set the piles on fire and we would stand together, the three of
us, our fists on our hips, inhaling the pungent smell of the burning leaves, the tang
of which I’ve now forgotten.
For my father, the child of immigrants, born and raised in tenements far away
from Kansas City, these moments in the yard, presiding over a plume of fragrant
smoke, the essence of our foliage, must have been especially sweet. They con
stituted a ritual of the homeowner, the fruit of the G.l. Bill. This was his first house,
the only one he’d ever owned — in fact, the only one he’d ever lived in. He never
really felt comfortable with the finer points of home maintenance, and was more
likely to call a professional than to attempt to fix anything himself. But the burning
of autumn leaves he could do. I remember very clearly looking up at him as we
stood in the yard. We never said anything. The moments were too satisfying to
ruin with speech.
But then when I was ten. the Dutch elm disease came to town. City crews drove
slowly from street to street, painting red X’s on the trees. And within two years,
most of the elms were gone.
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On a sunny Saturday that summer I turned nine, the Kansas City Athletics were
playing the Cleveland Indians at old Municipal Stadium. My father was working
a half day. doing quarterly returns for some of his clients. My best friend. Brian,
was on vacation with his whole family, and my brother was away at Scout Camp.
Normally one of them might have gone to the game with me — in fact. I’d never
gone, or even thought of going, by myself. But this Saturday I awoke full of that
hunger for independence that occasionally sweeps over boys about to be nine.
Given the chance, I might have gone to Paris. As it was, I went downstairs and
announced to my mother very gravely that I felt perfectly capable of getting myself
down to the game and back again in fine shape. I ticked off my qualifications: I
was reliable, intelligent, good with money, and I never, ever got lost.
We bargained: an extra hour of violin practice the following week, plus an extra
dose of Hebrew school homework. And a kiss. This last item was the toughest;
for reasons I've now forgotten, that year I'd stopped kissing anyone, period. It had
become a matter of principle with me. But Mudcat Grant was scheduled to pitch
that day for the Indians, and so a kiss — just a fast, dry one — wasn't going to
hold me up.
Mudcat Grant was a young fireballing righthander, with a wide, placid, brown
moon face. He was going up against a Kansas City lefty named Bud Somethingor-Other, who I remember had one arm longer than the other — his claim to fame.
Bud was Kansas City's hero that season because somehow he put together six
teen wins, a club record. The A s were, as always, pathetic that year, locked in
a fierce battle for last place with the Washington Senators. Cleveland, on the other
hand, was making a mid season run at the Chicago White Sox. Although it was
the A s I rooted for in my heart of hearts, it was the Indians I really wanted to see.
I explained all of this to my mother, throwing information at her, barraging her
with magical names like Rocky Colavito, Tito Francona. and Minnie Minoso; I hit
her with earned run averages, home run totals, and anything else I could remember
from my baseball card collection. I think as much as anything, she agreed to let
me go in order to shut me up.
I left the house around noon, money securely in my pocket, my A s cap square
on my head. I was giddy, buzzing with a sense of myself as a person independent
of my family for the first time. I walked down to the Paseo. a broad and beautiful
boulevard running the length of Kansas City — at least the length of the city as
it was twenty-five or more years ago — from north to south. At that time the Paseo
still had its streetcar line, with old green cars left over from an earlier day. Their
seats were cracked wine-colored leather, with horsehair stuffing peeking through.
They had dusty wooden floors and peeling paint. The fare was a dime.
At the corner where I boarded the streetcar there were small, neat, undernour
ished frame houses on the Paseo. very much like the one we lived in. Mixed in
among these were big old craggy houses made of native stone and brick, with many
chimneys poking up through their gabled roofs. Their porches were wide and shaded
and looked cool; their lawns sloped down to the boulevard, immaculate as putting
greens. I wanted very much to live in one of them. I remember. In those houses
life had a different quality. I felt certain — perhaps it was supported more com 
pletely by those hardwood floors, surrounded more securely by the thickness, the
solidity of those brick and stone walls. There was a reliable placidity there unlike
the tense atmosphere of my own home. In those giant houses there was excess,
a surplus of everything. They were fat and timeless: they dated back to a time
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when everything was different, when my parents were squawling infants in crowded
cold-water tenement flats, when this neighborhood of south Kansas City would
have seemed more pasture than city — when the Athletics were still in Philadelphia,
managed by that great gentleman of the game. Mr. Connie Mack.
I thought about those houses as the streetcar travelled north. I coveted them
— or rather coveted something about them that I could not name.
A t Brush Creek Boulevard, less than a mile north of where I’d boarded, two
women got on the streetcar and sat down across the aisle, one row in front of me.
They could have sat almost anywhere — the car was rather empty. They were
young, in their late twenties, I imagine, judging from my m em ory of their outfits
and their hair, though at the tim e they seemed quite old to me — younger than
my mother, but still grown-ups.
If they noticed me at all, I doubt they saw in me the self-reliant adventurer I felt
myself to be that day, but rather a dark-eyed little boy in a baseball cap who stared
at them under his bill as they walked down the aisle. One of them — she looked
vaguely familiar, although I couldn’t remember where I m ight have seen her —
wore her blouse tied up under her ribcage, with a big knot over her m idriff. Her
pedal pushers were a bright shade of blue that caught my eye. Both of them wore
red lipstick, and had their hair cut short, like Shirley MacLaine in “The Apartm ent.’’
I stared at them a moment longer, then turned my face back to the window, count
ing telephone poles.
The one with the knotted blouse sat next to the window. The two of them were
giggling about something, not saying anything, just breaking up into short, pallid
bursts of laughter every few breaths. It didn’t sound like real laughter — there was
something strained about it, awkward and unpleasant. Finally the other one said,
"So what’s his name again?”
“ 1 told you.” the woman next to the window said. “ Sam .”
My ears picked up instinctively, and I stopped counting telephone poles. Sam
was my father's name; I’d never known any other Sams, and the name had always
meant “ father” to me.
"I still can’t believe it,” the other woman said. She shook her head. “ Honestly.”
They both started laughing again. One of them was wearing perfume, and its flowery
odor was beginning to make me ill. I tried to open my window, but its old and
rusted latches were stuck solid.
"Do you want to see a picture of him ?” the woman next to the window asked.
"I’ve got one with me. He's a dream boat.” I remember very clearly hearing the
word "dreamboat” and being suddenly sure that the Sam she'd mentioned couldn't
be my father — that no one would ever refer to him as a dreamboat, that therefore
everything was all right, that the vague uneasiness I’d felt a m om ent before had
been groundless.
I heard her open her purse; it made a tiny, unmistakable metallic click. She sighed
once or twice as she picked her way through the purse. Finally she held something
up. and said. "There!”
As she passed the picture over to her friend, I caught a glimpse of it — not a
very clear look, just a flash, really — then her friend snatched it away and poured
over it out of my sight.
I d seen enough, though. I knew the picture. I'd taken it with my little Brownie,
the year before, on the dock next to a rented cabin at the Lake of the Ozarks.
I d gone snapshot crazy with it, recording cracks in the sidewalk, earthworms,
anything that would stand still for a minute. The photos came back from the camera
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shop with serrated edges and wide white borders — every one of them , to m y eye.
a work of art.
"He's such a dear." the wom an next to the window said. I tried to move m y arms,
but they were like wooden blocks occupying the seat w ith me. I felt a terrifying
need to take in air. as though out o f nowhere I d found m yself buried in sand. I
could think of nothing.
"I just don't see how you can do it. that's a ll," the other woman said.
"Look, som etim es you just do som ething, okay? E verything isn't always the way
your folks told you it was going to be. you know what I mean?"
"I don't know . I just d o n 't," the other one said.
The streetcar stopped at the next corner to let on some passengers, and I sud
denly found the strength to scram ble out o f my seat. My legs were num b, and
I had to hold on to the backs o f the seats as I made my way stum bling up the
aisle to the m id-car doors. I rem em ber listening to the squeak o f m y sneakers ru b 
bing against the dusty w ooden floor, know ing that as long as I was squeaking. I
was still m oving forward.
I tried to regain control of m y legs as I stood in the door, but then panicked
at the thought o f hesitating, then being trapped in the streetcar fo r another block
or two. I pitched m yself out the open doors, missing the tw o steps that led to the
ground, and landed on a strip of lawn w hich ran between the sidewalk and the
curb. The streetcar to ok off, its awkward, shuddering acceleration and clacking
wheels echoing in me down to my bones.
The air was fragrant and not yet hum id. I sat there fo r a m om ent or two, my
legs spread out wide in front o f me; I stared at my sneakers, at the knots in their
laces, at the grass stains along their rubber edges, at the round insignias on their
sides. I breathed deeply.
I can rem em ber certain m om ents of that day more vividly, m ore intensely than
I can rem em ber events of an hour ago. I can recall exactly the route I to o k . First
I crossed the Paseo. stopping in the m iddle o f the m edian strip to get a d rin k from
one of the giant water fountains which dotted the boulevard every tw o blocks or
so. like enorm ous buttons. T w o years earlier I'd finally m anaged to take a drink
out of one of them w ithout being hoisted up by m y brother. (M y first solo slurp
had ended up m ore on m y t-shirt than in m y m outh, but I felt as though I'd co n 
quered the M atterhorn, nevertheless.) Mow I could sip from the fountains casually,
having grown a bit. The water, sharp and cool, was a welcome shock to m y system.
I walked north along the boulevard and turned west at G illiam Road. There was
an apartm ent building there, where a friend of mine from Hebrew school lived.
He was the only person I knew who lived in an apartm ent. His parents were im 
migrants. refugees from Europe, small, dark people with tattooed numbers on their
arms. I always felt vaguely sorry for him. for having such small parents, and for hav
ing to live in an apartment, instead of having a yard with trees. The thought crossed
my mind that I m ight stop and ring his doorbell, say hello — but then I realized
that I would have to explain my presence in his neighborhood, and that would mean
I would have to confess that there was som ething te rrib ly wrong. A nd that was
something I wasn't w illing to do. wasn't able to do. not even in a w hisper — not
even in silence, to m yself.
I had lunch at Sidney's on the Plaza, then spent the afternoon at the public library
there, where I sat reading a Landm ark book about the W rig h t brothers. It was a
wonderful book. They fixed bicycles together and lived in O hio, which wasn't far
from Missouri. They called each other "O rv " and "W ilb ." and I couldn't wait to
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tell my brother about that, as soon as he came home from camp, so that we could
make nicknames for each other and start using them. I wanted us to start fixing
bicycles, too, and figured I would start by taking mine apart the next morning and
then seeing if I could put it back together. I would be a humble bicycle repairman.
That was what I would be. A humble bicycle repairman who would never get mar
ried, never, and who would invent fantastic machines which would change the
course of history.
I took the Troost bus home about five-thirty that afternoon, when the sun was
still high and there wasn’t even a hint of evening in the air. My mother was getting
a brisket ready for the oven when I got home. She asked who had won the game,
and I stood still, staring at her for a moment, not knowing what in the world she
was talking about. My head was still swimming in W right brothers joy.
"This Mudcat Grant — the colored fellow — did he do all right?” she asked.
That reeled me in. I sat down heavily in a chair at the kitchen table. "It was good,”
I said. I couldn't think of anything to say. A ll I could think of were the many things
which were unsayable. I started at my hands, which lay splayed on the yellow fo r
mica tabletop.
My mother stopped slicing a carrot into a pan, put down her knife, and wiped
her hands on a towel. “ So who won?” she repeated.
“ I — I'm not sure. I left before it ended. I think it was tied, maybe.” I peeled
a scrap of fried egg off the table.
“ You think," she said, and made a disapproving, clucking sound. “ My dreamboy," she said.
I nodded and tried to smile. On the way upstairs to my room I left the change
from the money she'd given me that morning on the dining room table, being careful
to hold out the extra two dollars the ticket to the game would have cost. Later,
I went out into the early twilight of the backyard and climbed up into the elm tree,
where I kept my duplicate baseball cards — extra Mantles, Berras, Haddoxes, et
al. — stashed in a series of discarded Band-Aid cans. My brother kept his Mad
magazines up there, and I leafed through a couple of them now, wishing he could
come home from camp soon.
When dinner was ready, I sat at the table with my mother, picking at my brisket.
I ate my carrots and my potatoes and drank my milk; I put my peas in a straight
line, then in a circle. My m other told me my father would be home late; he was
doing some tax work for Bert, the auto shop man, in exchange for some repairs
to the Ford, she explained.
When night came it seemed to descend with frightening speed; we'd begun our
dinner in late twilight, but by the time we were done, I walked into the living room
to find it plunged into darkness. Most nights I would have begged to stay up another
hour, but tonight I felt exhausted — more tired than I’d ever been in my life —
and so I called out to my mother that 1 was on my way upstairs to bed.
Dad’ll come up and kiss you goodnight when he gets hom e,” she said. She
came out into the living room, and stood there in the dark with me.
Til be asleep already,” I said. "H e’ll get home too late, he'll wake me up.”
She was silent a moment. "I thought you liked being woken up by your Dad,"
she said softly, and reached out to stroke my hair.
I didn't say anything. She kissed my head and said shluf gezunt — sleep well
— and whispered something else, something unintelligible, a soft, sweet nothing
I carried up the stairs with me in the dark.

Gerald Shapiro
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The
d p ahead, a mother grouse
clucks her chicks off the path
and warns them to stay still.
I veer around to observe
from a stump, wait silently
for spotted down to peep out
from the bush.
The hen tries to lure me
up the hill, fanning her gray tail
in the open.
These things always happen
when it's hot, when air rings with gnats
and dry pines stand drooping
under the weight of their cones.
As I watch, I can’t help
feeling the danger I present,
the hen’s small heart fluttering
in her eyes.
She wants me to follow her.
Everything quiets in the brush,
but I know better.
If I walk up and pull
the branches apart, they’ll be huddled
in the dust, shivering.
cowering away
from the shadow of my hand.

Albert Garcia
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What
She
Wished
Out
the
Candles
Birthday

f

on

In Japan the fish are pale as the moon,
the same moon that rolls out of my sky
into someone else’s night. Sad that darkness
is the moon's only season. Just think. Right now
a m illion Japanese contem plate its cracked face,
how it hugs the earth’s curve all the way
up and down the sky. Japan is a mystery.
My neighbor frowns out his window at Toyotas.
He tinkers inside with radios all day,
never forgetting Manila Bay, still trying
to unscramble the metallic sounds
someone claims are a language. He says,
"D o n ’t go there. Everything stinks like fish.”
I have considered sex in the Geisha world:
the seven nights it took for a young Geisha
to lose her virginity, each night rubbing
egg whites deeper along her thighs.
W ho says the Japanese aren’t romantic?
I will sail to Japan, and powder my skin,
and smell like musk. I will send my neighbor
a post card of a Mitsubishi auto plant,
and spend a week in bed with a privileged man
and a basket of eggs, saying
"A t last I have found where the moon disappears to ."
When I fall into silk pillows, the moon will stop
at my window, not at all sad.

Pamela W ampler
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Nude
Actually, more naked than nude as it turned out,
a disappointment; the only thing remotely decadent
old polaroid — diseased yellow.
We were not entranced. You awarded the picture
to me without comment. Eventually, it appeared
in my desk at school in the shallow top drawer
Reserved for all the accessories of the job. Every
once in a while, I would take a peek to see if it
had somehow become obscene or at least a little arty.
Mo luck. So gradually, I succumbed to ambivalence.
One afternoon feeling guilty, I tried to tear it up.
But. of course, polaroid doesn’t tear so easily.
In the end. I had to use scissors. Then, confronted
by such calculated desecration, suddenly felt remorse.
I couldn't dispose of the body.
And that was lucky. For as usual, in disarray
everything came right between us. So there you lie,
scattered among my classcards and staples. Here
A breast, there a thigh, arms and that famous smile,
and at this moment, I'm smiling too. I think that we
are lovers still.

David Evans
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A nd Her Fans
Enter rare mud, real dirt, the lady
boys my age entered on tip-toes to ogle.
She swayed, dressed in white pasties
and feathers, the only wholly
naked thing we knew. State Fair barkers
let us in for a dollar bill
and a wink, slinking inside,
sitting on the edge of chairs
by men old enough to be our daddies.
This was the body we came for,
flesh worth slopping hogs for all year long,
worth all those winter hours m ilking cows
for entry fees. Now let it begin,
we whistled, rubbing our eyes all over her
on stage, our only sober work all day,
drunk on the dung of swine barns
ripe in the heat of O ctober.
Never mind the tune, the scratch
of a warped record trying to turn
with every bum p and grind of our lady.
She was our hearts' burden and desire,
to hold her feathers forever, groaning,
so close to pink fingernails
we could taste them.

Walter McDonald

When

it SeemEasy

Park the pickup at Rusty's Bar and Grill
and crunch on unlevel gravel to the door.
Even the tongue knows music, the taste
of sad old country and western songs
pouring from the bar, tear-honey for the heart.
Find someone already there in the yellow glow
of the jukebox, where there is no war,
no news of Vietnam drawing you closer daily.
Waltz her around and hold her as if the whole
wide world is letting go, then slide her gently
down on an old slick deerhide chair. Lean close
in smoky, honky-tonk guitar noise
and hold her eyes. Squeeze her tingling hand,
lift up your own gold foaming mug and coax.
This is as good. Sweet Darlin*, as it gets.
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In

the
For Paul Zarzyski

July dust hovers
then covers the horse
going down. Cowgirls
dressed in red and rhinestones
tremble like beads
of sweat in summer sun. Then
bronc and rider break from spin
to-spin-out in one clear Hail Mary
straight-away for the stands.
The calm pulse of no return
quickens to a melee of yells,
of men and women straining
for a better view—as the bowlegged roan,
yoked in chaps and spurs,
runs, lunges and dives.
The crowd rises,
beer cans and children in hand.
Every summer in a m oment
we forget what we owe
and risk it all on a clown
taunting a bull, or cowboy in the air.
We bank on luck not our own,
brush the dust from our clothes,
and pray our bodies
grit the same way out. A ll year,
the rider's record hanging on,
the whiplashing body, the black hat
clinging to the motion,
reminds us whether up or down,
win or lose— we know luck and keep on.
D a v id L o u te r
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Refraction
for m y brother

1.
One spring he was loved
because he could repeat sequences
of up to nine num bers, backwards:
A split second response
as if the num bers were leaves, and he
their shadows.
It was that close.
They kept him for hours; A pril
light slathered on the laboratory windows
like some new golden age.
And. fo r a while, he cam e back
spilling phone num bers and addresses
from the third story w indow
where he could see the knobby tips
of plum trees, and college wom en strolling
into clusters. A nd he calculated
the dust-soft expansions,
warp of a m odel universe.
Had taken, on returning from Saigon.
thirteen successive photos
of the Golden Gate Bridge at dusk
and worked construction for a sum m er,
teaching him self the language houses
and bridges speak. It was that easy
to disappear and not write.
Those who loved him will imagine
he is living som e kind of life
like the one just o ff the border
of his last Hawaiian postcard—
as if the years were those frozen
peacock-stiff waves just rolling in
and he. their breaking
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off this coast,
glim m ering, and never out of order.

2.
But order is small. His ex-wife shows up
with his old Christmas ornaments,
nervous and drunk. Up to her chin
with little cardboard trays
of painted alum inum pine cones, hot pink,
green, Cadillac blue with silver flecks
showing through. It is August. "H ere,”
she says, ‘‘I thought you should have these.”
We listen to jazz, progressive, drink gin
and tonic. She confesses she's tired of showing Annie
his picture and saying, that's Daddy.
On his birthday,
no one speaks. He used to stand up
and say God bless Am erica when he was drunk.
I've got some of his old letters/A ll the hills
in Nam have n um bers/M erry Christmas, P. S. Can you
send $50.
There’s always a certain correspondence
between a man and his absence. "M y luck," she whispers,
“ I marry a dreamer; they tell him he’s a genius.”
In the world’s stupid proportions, all women
believe men are dreamers and geniuses
and all the men believe it. Think of his daughter
raised on a grin in a photograph, a perfectly
repeated idea. It’s enough
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to m ake us sit till evening, unrelated
except to the lawn chairs and the yard.
Might hovers on fences, phone wires, leaf points,
reversing everything gradually. Black. She says,
I can think of a hundred tim es when we
used to sit o ut like th is," her face
assembling slowly in the last flood o f light. The straw
looks broken where it enters
gin in her glass.

Beckian Fritz G oldberg
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Uncle Columbus
So the old gam bler’s dead.
He stuck to the script
and died broke.
I saw him only twice,
the day we buried
my father,
And one night in 1944.
when I was twelve.
He was passing through
on his way to Chicago.
Vegas. LA — God knows,
wherever the horses
and cards were running.
There was an awkward dinner.
He was the ‘bad apple,”
and Mother didn't want him
in the house.
She went to bed early,
and I sat up with my uncle
waiting for the last bus.
I don't think we said much.
If we did, I don’t remember.
But I remember his face
in the firelight, and
that I wanted to kiss him
but couldn’t, of course.
I wanted to touch him,
but that wasn't permitted
either.
My father had been at war
two years.
He had my father's face.

Dauid Evans
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Staying Stopped
Hank,
One day it could happen. You cut back
on suicide dreams. You could
be walking through a celebration
you didn't calculate in dark messages
and find yourself drunk again. Feeling as
good as you never wanted and just
figure to enliven it with the coldest
beer at White's Tavern in the middle of that
strange town you’ve been trying for
two years to get out of. One day it could
happen. The lover vanishes word by word. You
haven’t gotten the God part and nobody knows the
name you give your fear, not even you. All you
know is that there has to be another name for what
you feel. Why not drink? Nobody will know.
You'll transform without them. You’ll become the
person nobody wants to see in your own room. I’m
smaller than any of your prayers but I’m saying
don't drink. Think of when I told you about a sky
jumping frame by frame through a school window one
long walk back. I sang at first sight because I
didn't know what was coming. I sang cloud dark,
cloud color, cloud three, cloud fear the whole
time. No one knew I was sane. I'm saying you can
live and still stay sane. Let’s say only you and I
will know. Live another version if you have to.
Live the one that sings tree dark, tree color, tree
fear— Hank, live one of them.

M ichael Klein
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Tracings
from

Belmo

i

Finally, the magic
from a horse conjures
some safety in you
the gift from eleven seconds
flat on earth
keep the races coming up
for afternoons laid back

U
Soli: alone
Swale: bleak
I think of these two horses
together
entering the utopia
where their names are
what they mean:
singular means icy. means concerned.

Hi

Our work sharpens
a sundial of shadows thinking
on a richer life
but today is dusty, then wet enough
there are some good two year olds
coming in
maybe this year, this year
we'll change.
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iv
Long walks back to the barn
unravel a victory back
to a picture of a horse
evolving from the grass
we think we heard
our world say: keep.

M ichael Klein
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On the Pleasure o f Plain White Bread
Such self-righteousness in denial, avoiding
what isn’t original, how
long have we not had white bread?
Plain, with only butter or margarine.
Cold. Mot crisply controlled into toast
or heated with garlic salt, soaked through
golden as stained glass: French or Italian
or Sourdough, calories justified
when they are foreign or even
from San Francisco. Plain
white bread no meal— for my father or motherin-law— would be complete without. Bread
unpretentious as aprons, something
to wipe the food down, who
needs sunflower soy? Today
what am I doing, returning for seconds of
Pueblo Indian bread, round as the outdoor adobe
ovens these loaves were baked in long before
tourists like me descended from conquerors thought
to give it a try. Simple white bread I need
no special serrated knife to cut, solid
as endurance. Taste so dense I am lost
to my tongue, the truth it would tell
if only it had a moment to speak.

Ingrid Wendt
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Singing

the

B

M in

Next to the last perform ance and Nancy,
crying, can't help it: how can anything
ever be this big again. Trish too,
who until this morning has never
forgotten to fix breakfast, her husband
saying this singing must fill her right up.
Stranger than fiction, my m other would say.
Last week a soprano whose name I still don’t know
looked right through me at Sears
A uto Parts store and tonight you'd think we were old
friends, kept from each other by seating
arrangements no one thought about changing any
more than notes in a score: faces closed
tight as zero, such concentration, no one
knew anyone’s name, where in the world
we'd later show up: Observer Graphics, rummage
sales, the m eter maid wagon, outside of your own
kid's school a father whose kid goes there too.
Last night Nathan surprised me, went on about Noah,
newborn, named because in one look he saw a son
strong enough to live up to a name and Noah is
a name to live up to: opening
strangers up to each other— on sidewalks,
in stores— stopping because of a baby who knows
nothing except love, love, a word so total
to question it is absurd. Turning our heads,
this music tonight against all we ever have learned
of decorum (Sanctus! Gloria!), Bach’s postulation
of such absolute form tonight again releasing us,
binding us. this m agnificent counterpoint of control.
In g rid W endt
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The

Work

of

I. Signing
Eighteen years to the shrine by train.
I thought it must sound like rocks falling
On my hands.
A t St. Anne’s my father carried me
Just like the cripples.
You cannot hear devotion. Devotion is no song.
A t the shrine the cripples walked, the incense begged,
The candles chattered.
You must bum things to bargain with the Lord.
Mute mouths moved and people turned.
The twisted straightened, the statues ran with tears.
My father prayed.
I scribbled the air with one request,
Held my hands over the candles.
Eighteen times to the shrirte
Where only what was visible was cured.
The Lord works in visible ways.
Eighteen times home, my mother safely whispered promises
In my ear, and all my brothers
Shouted insults up and down my spine.
Eighteen times home, they thumped the floor
For my attention, thrust my name o ff their tongues,
Mangled the air with their thick hands.
My eighteenth lesson is: What cannot be heard
Is never innocent.
I have a language of quick hands.
The second letter is a vow and a beginning,
The third swallows sound.
The fourth directs the reader,
The fifth blesses all that follow.
The first letter in the alphabet of fingers is a fist,
And the last is a dismissal.
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II. K illin g
By my own hand.
By my ten fingers, two furrowed palms,
Twenty eight knuckles.
And the ridged fingertip portraits
O f days, regrets, and this revenge.
By the hundreds of fine bones, I swear
That is how I will take it.
When I was perfect.
Each finger supple and com petent,
Before the bones ground one another
And the joints com plained of directions.
Before I had been pressed into this body
And did not know what my hands cannot stop from my ears.
When I'd heard nothing,
There was no grief.
My hands recite my loss in aching.
My father died, my father died,
His hands severed from his wrists, hovering
An inch from his wrists, extending his reach
Into all my nights.
My m other bared her wounds to me,
And dipped my fingers into all her wounds.
And now I sign my name across my wrists.
Grief is an axe that never lowers.
By my own hand I will fall again,
Perfectly, from my own body,
Into the obedient hands of angels.
I will say. "You would not seek me. friend,
Unless you had already held m e."
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III. Priesting
I clim bed the shoulders of the cross to see
How wide is the dom inion of sacrifice,
To catch hold of an angel’s foot
And be dragged from daily unbelief.
To catch sight of Creation's hand
Herding the sun over any horizon,
To catch the hem of the V irgin’s m antle
Spreading blue behind the sun,
And be saved from daily logic.
I asked about my hands and mercy,
How faith seeped through my chrism ed fists, how,
Though the m ountebank's fist enclosed an egg,
His opened fingers reveal
The air, How the egg appears
In a child’s ear. W hether
Belief hides w ithin the question of belief.
W hen these fingers were m y own.
Before chrism washed the earth from them ,
I knew m yself sufficient.
I watch the candles
For more than flame.
I beg the windows
For more than light.
I search the am bulatory shadows
For the thief of my faith.
M y prayers creep into the vaults,
Startle the belfry doves.
The bread bleeds in my hands.
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IV. M aking
W ithout hands
I make a child.
Sleight of m y hands.
I'm more creatures than I knew.
A spy swims through my secrets.
Fattening on my blood.
I'm in new hands.
Child. I pray for our good hands
To grow correct in what kind darkness I can give you.
I pray your hands grow strong enough
To pull down stars when you need light,
Quiet enough to keep your secrets,
Deft enough to sew scales on a fish.
Deftness will never keep you,
But good fingers mend things
And mending is a sister to creation.
I wait
For the first sure grasp
O f your fist around my finger.
I wait for your good hands.

Devon M iller-Duggan
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The

Way

o f the

Cross

White plaster plaques, darkening from industrial grit.
Fourteen of them, a story you walked through, down
one side and up the other of the center aisle
of Sacred Heart Church, alone or in congregation.
Alone was more like it. Especially afternoons
in thin Lenten light. You ran the gauntlet with
Jesus, wham bam bam, like fourteen tough rounds:
Him, the one you put in this pickle though you weren’t
born for two thousand years to come. But who’s
quibbling about two thou when the connections start
connecting in that Ingmar Bergman light? Fourteen
stops— Jesus condemned, picking up the cross, falling
once, meeting his mother, getting a little help carrying,
then his face toweled (leaving a picture behind), falling
twice, talking to Jerusalem ladies, falling again, stripped,
nailed up, dying, taken down, and put into the sepulchre.
Brother! Then you walked home in the snow, so lonely
you felt part of it all. And if you needed further proof
there was the Public Service Co. window with the brackets
for the state high school basketball tourney.
Narrowing, narrowing, narrowing from left to right,
the light on in that window all night. Poor Noblesville,
poor East Chicago Washington and Goshen— South Bend
Central moving through the brackets bound for Naptown.
Basketball— two forwards, two guards, and a center—
the Five Sorrowful Mysteries. The brackets—the great
web of losses, till all were losers but one and that one was
never us. My footprints in snow, so many directions in
one—the Way home, the Way of the Cross, the Way of basketball.
' Hoosier Madness” they called it. I call it good luck
to be Catholic in Indiana where Lent and the state tournament
conjoin, where the Mystical Body of Basketball
makes a sideways pyramid, reaching, reaching across
to the one-and-only one to suffer no defeat.

James Hazard
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The Industrial Room of
the
Uliana
Hotel,

W

In W hiting it was a natural to name the hotel bar
The Industrial Room. W alking past, a sum m er night,
from a puzzling double feature about grownups’
rom antic and m urderous attractions, a laugh
speared out at me the way some friends
of my uncles laughed— loud and dangerous, thick
necked and something broken in the eyes, with
lots of cutting edges. The bar smell was sweet,
the way certain carnivorous plants are. The laugh
said. This is how you will be. I was a reader.
I loved the first half of biographies, when the subjects
were too young to be served in the Industrial Room.
The last half of the biographies was as boring or
threatening as the loud laughers my uncles brought
home. W hiskey numbed the fatigue of not knowing
enough and working too hard and you had to laugh
that loud to feel yourself doing it, you were that
numb. They were married to smart, good-looking women
who drank as much but laughed less, who were sweet
to a boy and seemed to say, with grown men this is as good
as it gets. God damn it, I prayed out on the buggy
sum mer sidewalk that night, what can a boy do to make sure
his biography's as good in the last half as the first?

James Hazard
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CutBank
Nancy McCleery, Staying the Winter, poems; The Cummington
Press, 1987; 70 pages, hardbound; $20.00
S taying the W inter is, first o f all, a beautiful object. Hard bound in a D utch-linen
cover and show ing all the skill and care o f Harry D uncan's letterpress printing, it
is also a book which shows the w hole spectrum o f Nancy M cCleery's piercingly
gentle perceptions.
Some poets at m id life collapse under the burden o f them selves. O thers shed
the seasonal accoutrem ents of youth and com e to us bravely and w hole w ith their
new and clearer vision o f the w orld and their place in it.
On A p p ro a c h in g F ifty
Yesterday this cottonw ood
broke my heart w ith its beauty.
It's just another tree today
and I am tha n kfu l
it dropped its yellow leaves
overnight.
A n d now
the task o f standing barren
before the w orld
and wordless
except fo r the w ind.
M ost o f the poem s in S ta yin g the W inter carry w ith them this m ature vision,
and readers will recognize the pow er o f a voice which, w ith o u t being didactic, has
begun to teach as well as delight.
Like other poets who are sensitive to the natural environm ent, many of McCleery's
poem s gather in images from the places she has been and show her appreciation
for and understanding o f the earth and its creatures. There are old barns, scenes
on the Platte, and many other images that rem ind us that this poet has been deeply
nurtured by the Nebraska landscape. But transform ing the poems beyond a celebra
tion o f the tangible is a w onderful sense o f the enduring nature of affection through
tim e. Its as if she were saying that all m e a n in g — personal, historical,
anthropological— were kn it together, not just through perceptions o f the mind, but
of the heart. A nd for McCleery, geography o f landscape is never far from geography
o f her own im agination and o f her ow n body. The sensuality o f the love poems
is never far from the deep affection w hich moves out across the w orld and across
history, w hether like the m onarch butterflies "fly in g the song o f their colors” or
like the B right flowers at the feet o f m astodons/ encased in m illennium s o f ice.”
I think no reader who has only know n M cCleery s poem s sprinkled here and
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there in magazines and anthologies has fully experienced her w ork. As a collec
tion. the poems lean together well. Together they read like variations on one much
more pow erful them e than a reader w ould be able to detect in any single poems.

Jim Heynen

Lee Bassett, Lucy and the Blue Quail; Arrowood Books, Inc., Cor
vallis, Oregon; $ 1 5 .0 0 cloth, $ 8 .0 0 paper.
There is a fever in New Orleans, yellow fever. New Orleans may just as well be
Mem phis, and a fever, a fire. In Chicago the ambulances line up. racing for the
bodies. Everywhere there is an epidem ic called life, almost w ithin reach:
"A n d in the backyard garden
there is nothing, w ithout the powerful
face of the sun. Oh. the sun is a big
truth, and oh. there is nothing
w ithout cars beginning their m orning
roar into com m erce, w ithout the chatter
of
th e
w o rld
in
and
out
of
clean hospital behind this m a n .” (3)

th e

g re a t

This man is O tis Henry Gray, the Blue Q uail, Delta Blues musician gone north
to Chicago. Lucy is with him . She has found him. They are on the road, and alive.
U ltim ately. Lucy is going to drow n, get "drownded g o o d ." In the form o f a book
length poem . Lee Bassett has written the story of Lucy and the Blue Quail.
Lee Bassett wrote it: someone else tells it. Som eone else rem em bers them ,
remembers it all. Someone else writes to Maret, the woman Maret, the slave woman
on the lost ship o f C hristopher Columbus:
"M aret, we had sad people where we lived. . .” (1 2 )
. . Maret, I rem em ber the first day
m y train sm oked into tow n. .
(13)
“ Som etim es Maret. you w ould be raw again.' (15)
. . how m any people did you think
were in the emptiness inside you?" (1 5 )
. . W hen I rem ake those days.
I take your hand in ritual,
and rem em ber your sad deep features.
Come dear slow Maret. walk along with me
and w alk the bitterness away. .
(18)
Lucy and the Blue Q ua il is told in three parts: Cry for Home. Yellow Fever, and
Underwater. The whole circles round and round Otis Henry's story, the Blue Quail's
story, the musician's, the man many wanted to cut with a knife. Circles and circles.
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a story revealing itself by innuendo, in fragments, through isolated moments. Maybe
though, the story isn’t true:
. . What he doesn’t know is,
everything behind him is a lie,
no matter how he sings it in the afternoon.
He has never been to Chicago,
my friend and his story are w rong." (20)
I'm not sure but I think the narrator traveled with Lucy and Otis Henry. I think
they played music together in town after town, and when they weren’t playing,
they worked in the fields, working the harvest. One day they woke up far from
home and found they’d lost themselves:
"A nd they put me to care for old Harry
the impersonator, the false man.
A fter each act. that garbled man arrived
in his dressing room, where I waited for him.
My job was to pick up all his human faces.” (25)
There are others in the story— Sober Sue, whose paralyzed face allowed her to
live without smiling and thus gave her a job in the circus: the black ghost; the can
dle on Lucy's table in the shape of a human being; Vaudeville Sam, who is not
Sad Sam nor Poor Sam nor Dark Sam; and Marta. "They were comedians or so
it seemed." (29)
So it seemed, for they may have led other lives altogether. In Part three—
Underwater— it turns out:
"We personally don't remember any vaudeville in our town,
and we cannot recall his friend named Sam. And we don’t
remember any girl named M arta." (35)
Lucy and the Blue Quail is the perhaps true biography o f one Otis Henry Gray,
the man still in the shadow. If only he would step out, we could see him so clearly.
But he won't. Lee Bassett knew that and so he told Otis Henry’s story the only
way he could— in fits and starts, the way the life was lived. What is lost by the
absence of linear narrative is more than paid back in evocation. Bassett’s telling
is filled by grace, mystery and tears. Otis Henry becomes in the end. as he himself
describes his last woman friend, "That disturbingly beautiful human being." (42)
I deeply admire Lucy and the Blue Quail. I hope my comments suggest some
of the feeling I was given by the book. Though Lee Bassett has published numerous
chapbooks— The Mapmaker's Lost Daughter, Hatsutaiken, Gauguin and Food,
News from the Past Mistakes Hermitage—from several publishers— Blue Begonia
Press. Copper Canyon Press. Dooryard Press—Lucy and the Blue Quail is his first
full length poetry collection. It is a revelatory book, a poem story told simply and
sparely. As the life is revealed, the deep and true mystery of that life grows infinite—
the life of Otis Henry Gray, the Blue Quail who could pull music from anything,
and the life of his friend and lover Lucy.
A little in awe of the beauty of this book, I want to say to Lee Bassett, as Lucy
said to Otis Henry on first meeting:
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"I don’t believe you. I don’t believe
the sound you make.
Let me see. let me see what you have under that washtub.” (47)
But there’s nothing under the washtub. The truth is both Otis Henry and Lee Bassett
do make that sound, the true impossible sound.
Lucy and the Blue Q uail is the first publication from Arrow ood Books. Inc. of
Corvallis. Oregon. The story and the w riting are compelling, and the book itself
is well made— sturdy, attractive and modest. It’s an object that will hold up as it
is passed from hand to hand, as it will be passed. May ensuing books from A r
rowood be as com plete as this one.

D avid Romtvedt

Nancy Schoenberger, Girl on a White Porch, poems: University
of Missouri Press. 1987; 64 pages, paper; $6.96.
Nancy Schoenberger s G irl On A White Porch begins, appropriately enough,
at the Beginning. "My Grandmother's Q uilt,” the first poem of the book, compresses
biblical stories and personal history.
Let the dom inant yellow patches stand for Ruth
in the alien corn, for blonde fields
where we stood, homesick and drowning,
in every state of the Union. . . (13)
Ms. Schoenberger takes her grandm other’s example to heart, using snips of her
own life and tying them to larger, deeper patterns. The b o o k’s pattern is that of
the journey, and although it’s also a chronological journey, it is mostly a journey
o f the spirit through the opposing states o f regret and desire, into vision, and back
to the world.
The first section deals with lost childhood. A ll the poems are in the past tense
by an adult voice. In "P erdita." the narrator says.
The last time I sat at Cafe du Monde
I watched the pigeons swirl like a cape
around Jackson’s horse, in Jackson’s square,
sky gilded like a rococo sky. a place
like any other, to tell the tru th —
perhaps more pink. I went to Pierre Part
and the labyrinthine channels of water,
now empty of significance. . . (14)
This loss of 'significance'' recurs in the first section. Old dresses, lush landscapes,
and com m unication, especially, are either thrown away, not touched, or not a t
tempted. ‘ We drove straight through that landscape/ without speaking//,” she says
in Traveling W ith M other." The only excitement the narrator feels occurs at the
end of the section, in a transitional poem “ My M other’s Dresses," when she
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rem em bers her m other's party dresses "o n their hangers, scattered about her
ro o m — / my dresses now " (25).
The girl has grown into a wom an. The narrator moves from regret to desire.
The poems in this section switch from the first person p oint of view to a m ore dis
tant, third person point of view. The narrator suddenly becom es many women,
all impassioned. The masks o f desire are m any: a w om an who lives in a villa; a
woman who "long-legged, bleeding, slips thro u g h / the white w oods" (38): a young
woman who has a vision o f Christ. They all want to, as the woman w atching Car
nival in "F lam beaux” wants to "one day m arry the fire / rushing headlong into the
caesura/ burning up her days in a cold place in a red dress" (30). Slowly, desire's
dark potential appears. "Is that a cobra or a dancing w om an/ asway on its glazed
surface" (39), the narrator wonders as she looks at a painting of irises. The final
poem of this section, a retelling o f Beauty and the Beast, is a confrontation be
tween Beauty and her unseen captor.
. . . The door opened
where the beast lay sleeping.
O m y friend, how could I know
you walked w ith a crippled step, horned,
hooved, and speechless? O u r eyes m e t—
had you m eant to speak? B ut those afternoons,
the sun’s stripe
laid across the bushes, and then
your steps on the pebbled walk
as you came each night to forgive me
my disguises (41).
The know ledge Beauty gains from this co nfrontation, som e deep recognition of
T ruth, provides the transition into the third section.
"G alleria” is a series of poem s based on Italian paintings. In the paintings, the
narrator apparently finds both regret and desire contained and cooperating. “ F ilip 
po’s Madonna contemplates Mature. The child instructs her/ supported by his angel,
their skin like touched gardenias./ They are contained in a series of circles" (45).
As the paintings progress, the narrator begins to understand art's power to make
beauty from opposites. In the last poem o f this section, spirit and nature weave
together into a "w ell-ordered universe o f circling souls,/ slowly descending into
this gorgeous w o rld ” (51). This section is kept neatly together with repetition, both
sexual and historical.
W ith this know ledge, the narrator returns to the world in the final section. She
seems to be more able to deal with the extremes of the world. In “ This Is Missoula."
she says, “ The world is nearly itself/ when the black trees hug the snow ” (35). The
image is a simple but effective way to reveal the balance she has found. In another
place, she says, "always the bridge between hom e and to w n ,/ the m oon in her
black w ell.” A nd in the last poem , "By Certain Rivers," she sums up her accep
tance of the w orld's extremes:
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. . . by certain rivers
boats are unloading their precious cargo—
cows, sheep, pigs; by certain rivers
we came down and the men surrounded us.
taking us in their arms, their bleached
suits glowing, all the women waving and crying
for those who were com ing, those
who were going away (64).
The them e o f the journey is an old but still strong pattern of human experience,
and Ms. Schoenberger's art makes it evocative as well as nostalgic. She can ap
proach sentimentalism, keeping her lines full of sound and fire. She takes many
risks in this book: writing about one's childhood risks the reader's disinterest and
scorn these days, as does w riting about paintings. But G irl On The White Porch
takes an im portant and successful journey. These poems aren't blatant but sub
tle. much like the grandm other's quilt, made of little bits o f specific color, all the
while creating a larger, deeper fram ework.

J e ff Oaks

W illiam Kittredge, O w ning It A ll, essays; Graywolf Press. 1987;
182 pages, paper; $8.00.
In O w ning It A ll. a collection of autobiographical essays, W illiam Kittredge
describes the art of "balancing water” on his fam ily's high desert ranch as a “ night
and day process of opening and closing pipes and redwood headgates and ru n 
ning the 18-inch drainage pum ps.”
The image o f "balancing water" as it gushes through a hundred miles o f canals
conjures what Kittredge does with language and ideas in these 14 essays. W ith
remarkable clarity and precision. Kittredge continually traces the mythology underly
ing Western life, and then plays it against the reality. When he writes of his irrigated
fields, he also writes of the barren alkali flats beyond the levee. If he tells of a former
rodeo world cham pion, instead of glory and roaring crowds he shows the cham 
pion's face covered with bugs from driving 1,000 miles in a windshield-less Cadillac.
High desert irony gets expressed as buggy teeth.
But what makes Kittredge's essays unique is the strength of his voice and point
of view. He never loses nor lets the reader lose the sense that he is talking about
the stories we tell ourselves, and that to tell these stories and then make sense
of them is to tell further stories. W hether he's writing about grizzly bears or native
art or farm ing or the arc a life m ight take. Kittredge gives his essays and ideas
a self-awareness, an almost biological consciousness, as though they know their
own birth.
Consider the following from "Owning it AM":
We were doing God's labor and creating a good place on
earth, living the pastoral yeoman dream — that s how our
m ythology defined it. although nobody would ever have
thought about work in that way. And then it all went dead,
over years, but swiftly.

no

In quite an actual way we had come to victory in the ar
tistry of our playground warfare against all that was naturally
alive in our native home. We had reinvented our valley ac
cording to the most persuasive ideal given us by our culture,
and we ended with a landscape organized like a machine
for growing crops and fattening cattle, a machine that
creaked a little louder each year, a dreamland gone wrong.
That contrast ultim ately tipped the scales for Kittredge, who left ranching life
in 1967 for a M .F.A. degree from the Iowa W riter’s W orkshop and a career that
led to a national reputation as an essayist and short story writer. During his last
years of farming, Kittredge writes in "Leaving,” he studied the ripening barley and
the alkali flatland and began "to recognize and name the malaise that drove me
to leave."
Both the stillness of the field and that expanse of alkali shim
mered in the heat, and both were empty. Leaning on the
tailgate of my pickup. I first came to my awareness that
this valley where I had always lived had gone lifeless in some
terrible way, and I was frightened.
Kittredge has such a deft grasp on the interplay between Western m ythology
and reality that he repeatedly brings the reader to similar, and equally stunning,
recognitions. These essays speak to the dreamer in us, and then show how, in 
evitably, that dreamer becomes dream killer. Reading them, you hear the gushing
irrigation water and you see the two results: the crops that live and the desert that
dies. Yet you also become aware of the voice of the irrigator, the narrator, the
one who balances.
T h a t system," Kittredge writes, "was the finest plaything I ever had.” Balanc
ing water. Or language.

Doug O'Harra

Sandra Alcosser, A Fish to Feed A ll Hungers, poems; Virginia
University Press, 1986; 64 pages, cloth; $ 1 0 .0 0 .
Sandra Alcosser, a graduate of the University of M ontana’s M .F.A. program,
has just published her first collection of poetry. A Fish to Feed A ll Hunger is imagistically original and troubling, while it outlines a cohesive vision of what is true
and possible. There is, in these poems, a relentless assertion of a central obses
sion, which is the mark of all work that aspires to greatness.
Alcosser s vivid pictures enter the deep part of our minds, where we acknowledge
our nightmare dreams.
Crossing the pass at Thorong La, your brain
begins to swell. You sleep in the arms
of a sherpa who feeds you opium , picks
leeches from your body. You would die,
but the rain is too lonely.
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In the valley his fam ily touches your chest,
the curly black hair, and says fine. Very Fine.
You swim with buffalo in the river. A child
washes her m other there. She pulls o ff a piece
of the dead w om an’s shoulder and shares it
with her father.
(‘ Each Bone a Prayer")
These poems empathize with the primal undergirding of existence— they are an
ordered speaking of the violent will to live. This will is not fo r a particular purpose,
connection or place, but to live as predator or prey. These are the only choices
available to any living thing, according to the world o f Alcosser's poetry.
An elusive courage is claim ed— one that dwells in the house of fear and is un
convinced of any promise of love or release. Courage is shown in small acts of
generosity, as in “ The Disposition of Hands."
And for me. and for my fam ily,
perhaps the grace of small deeds will suffice.
To remove the pine siskin from the cat's teeth,
to free the half-mad fox from its trap.
To carry tea and buttered crackers
to a dying aunt.
These are miracles of the possible—the only places of rest in an existence dominated
by the rule of power. In this world, sex that does not pretend to be a m ovem ent
toward the other, but is fearful and seeks to dom inate or be dominated, is the only
truth of coupling. Sex has death at its core.
I myself prefer small scenes. I would have liked Henri.
We could have spent the day together on our hands and knees,
year after year the same weed lot. studying the digger wasp
as she squeezed a wild bee to her breast, then turned
to lick honey from its gasping tongue.
( "The Entom ologists’ Landscape")
There is a brave sadness in these poems, a determination to understand what takes
place beneath cultural illusions. But by studying the weed lot with Henri, and with
lush language that loves the wasps. Alcosser claims a true innocence that comes
from unflinching confrontation with the brutal world.

Bette Tomlinson

Michael Dorris; A Yellow Raft in Blue Water; Holt; $ 16.95 Cloth,
$7.95 paper.
Set in the Pacific Northwest, primarily on a Montana Indian reservation, A Yellow
Raft in Blue Water says much about fam ily relationships and the complex interac-
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tions that bind us together. Three unforgettable women move the reader backward
thru a forty year time span, each narrating a part of their story. Their secrets, loves,
betrayals and failures reveal much about themselves and each other.
The reader first meets Rayona, who at fifteen is searching her world for her own
answers. Like most teenagers she has heard one side of the story but has eyes
that observe another. Christine presents the next generation’s view. She too sought
answers and escaped to another world but, disillusioned once too often, returns
to the reservation to die. Mysterious Ida is the last to speak—
"I have to tell this story. . . No one but me carries it all and
no one will—unless 1tell Rayona, who might understand.
She’s heard her mother’s side and she’s got eyes. But she
doesn't guess what happened before. She doesn’t know
my true importance. She doesn’t realize that I am the
story. .
Michael Dorris has written a remarkable story. The triple narrative works well, so
well that the reader wants to immediately re-read sections to identify the subtle
clues that bond daughter, mother and grandmother.

Barbara Theroux

Theodore Weesner, The True Detective; Summit Books, 1987.
383 pp.
Several years ago I found a brief article in the New York Times about a young
boy who had been arrested for stealing a car. The police traced him through the
library book they found in the recovered car; the book was Ted Weesner’s The
Car Thief (recently out in paperback. Vantage Books). Weesner's new novel. The
True Detective, is also about crime, the crime all parents fear most: the abduction
of a child.
The True Detective is not just another detective novel. The genre gives Weesner
the opportunity to do what he does best: look deeply into characters under stress
to see who they are and what makes them work. The themes of adolescence, broken
homes and poverty that make The Car Thief a compelling book are continued and
expanded in The True Detective, a book notable for its empathetic portrayal of
everyone involved in the crime which jolts the thriving small city of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, out of its self-conscious colonial quaintness.
Eric Wells is a six-year-old boy who disappears on his way home from walking
his mother to work. His older brother is off in pursuit of a girl, and Eric’s mind
is spinning with conjecture about a valentine he found in his school desk. His mother
is a waitress trying to get by on tips and making chili for the diner; his father is
long-gone, a distant memory, a drunk who abandoned his family. Eric is lured into
a car by a student named Vernon from the nearby University, and the intense study
of this tragedy begins.
Vernon is the criminal of the story, a college boy of uncertain sexual orienta
tion, desperately lonely and overwhelmed by sexual longing. His mother is a
domineering and promiscuous force in his life, his young lover Anthony has just
rejected him. he lives in a house with homophobic housemates who suspect he
is a fag and threaten him. Vernon has been obsessed for years with a magazine
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showing the love affair o f two young boys, and in his sexual desperation he goes
to a porno palace to watch movies. This experience doesn't fulfill his longing, so
he goes to a gay bar. is picked up but can't follow through with the adventure he
has begun. He is on his way home when he sees young Eric walking down the street.
Gilbert Dulac is a veteran o f the Portsm outh police force, and considers Ports
mouth his town. He is a faithful husband whose only regret is that he has no children,
and he takes a personal interest in the disappearance of Eric Wells. Both efficient
and dogged. Dulac pursues every angle he can think of to track down the missing
boy. relying on traditional police methods as well as enlisting the aid of a psychologist
from the University. Pornography and its role in sexual crimes becomes a central
issue in the novel, with the skeptical psychologist's academic views undergoing
a harsh confrontation with contrary evidence.
The novel becomes two parallel detective stories. In one. Dulac tracks down
every possible lead and conjecture, trying to identify the crim inal in tim e to save
Eric; Dulac's search is for who and where. In the m eantim e, through Weesner's
bold use of point of view and unwavering em pathy, the reader learns why and how.
The True Detective is a psychological study of sexual developm ent, and p o r
nography. of poverty and broken hom es— children w ithout fathers, fathers without
children, one m other w ithout m oney fo r her children and another w ithout love for
her son. The novel is suspenseful and frightening, but also deeply understanding.
There is an inevitability to the events in the novel that is as awful as it is recognizable,
and the story is portrayed in all its facets with a sharp and sym pathetic eye, a calm
and reasonable voice. Weesner writes of vital, painful them es with rare grace and
wisdom.

Paul Hoornbeek

Patricia Goedicke. Listen, Love; Barnwood Press, 1 9 8 6
The title of Patricia Goedicke's eighth book of poems. Listen, Love, tells us what
to expect, this volum e does not reach out to the reader; rather, it draws us in to
the poet's private, intense world of love. We overhear the poet's dialogue with her
beloved, and with herself.
The vivid sensual imagery characteristic of Goedicke's work is enchanting here:
Mow as you fold me
Now as you spread me out
Hearts and diam onds in whole necklaces
The single note of a loon
Wails me down the stone steps
(from "Green Harbor” )
Many of the poems are erotic, but not simply erotic— through Goedicke's celebra
tion of physical pleasure, we apprehend the spiritual realm of the poet's love. Don't
expect sweetness and light because of the poet's subject. There are sweet moments,
especially in the portraits of Leonard Robinson, to w hom the book is dedicated:
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This man who was m ugged once
Listening to other people's problem s
O n streetcorners, helping o u t beggars
Promising what he can’t deliver
This man who wants to be a hero.
A brave regim ent, a banner
from "This Man (W ho W ants to Forget the N ightm are)"
But Listen. Loue is not a collection of poems about young, illusive love; Goedicke's
love is a wise love, infused with jo y and pain, com fort and terror, risk and discovery.
There is an urgency here, too— the poet does not know, we do not know, the future.
In her poem “ T hough W e Live Between Jaw s" the poet confronts the “ b rief world
o f the wave breaking":
A nd even though we live between jaws
Precarious, perched in the branches o f trees . . .
Still I w ould have us live here forever.
Breathing into each o th e r’s m ouths
The rhythm of the poetry. Goedicke's frequent use of two-line stanzas and her dense
im agery help to convey the urgency. But there is also the bravery in the poet’s
voice, the willingness to m ake the voyage,
. . . even though I capsize often.
T hough rocks rake my cheeks.
T hough fear rides the center current
from “ Lucky (O n June 2 1 , 1 9 7 6 )"
There is no w orld beyond the intim ate in Listen. Loue. In "S um m er Solstice
(6 /2 1 /8 1 ),’’ Goedicke acknowledges the borders of intim acy:
I know there are starved bellies
A n d arm ies o f chaos out there, and eyes
C rying out to be filled.
B ut this is m y w orld to walk in
T oo
G oedicke not only walks in this w orld, she does handstands across it. W hen she
says, later in the same poem :
How fortunate I have been!
we believe her. This love is a generous love, filled with passion and compassion.
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Listen. Love whispers, shouts, cries; we are the fortunate eavesdroppers.

Deborah O 'Harra

Seamus Heaney, The H aw Lantern, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Mew
York, 1 9 8 7 ; $ 1 2 .9 5
Half way through this collection by the Irish poet Seamus Heaney there is this
poignant rem em brance:
Clearances
in m em oriam M .K .H ., 191 1-1984
She taught me what her uncle once taught her:
How easily the biggest coal block split
If you got the grain and the ham m er angled right.
The sound o f that relaxed alluring blow.
Its co-opted and obliterated echo.
Taught me to hit. taught me to loosen.
Taught me between the ham m er and the block
To face the music. Teach me now to listen.
To strike it rich behind the linear black.
From his first collection. "Death of a Naturalist" to "The Haw Lantern,"just published
in October. 1987, Heaney listens to those who profess not to "know all them things"
the poet does. W hat is most distinctive about his poetry is his willingness, his in 
sistence on returning to place and kinship.
Seamus Heaney grew up on a farm in Derry, a Catholic in the Protestant north,
and therein lie the roots of his listening. A t a roadblock a soldier peers into the
poet's car:
and everything is pure interrogation
until a rifle m otions and you move
w ith guarded unconcerned acceleration—
a little em ptier, a little spent
as always by that quiver in the self,
subjugated, yes. and obedient.
Heaney is not one to mix art and politics. His com plaint, then, is that physical in 
tim idation can never solve the Ulster war. Interrogation and the threat of violence
is anathema to this poet who prides him self with listening.
It is Heaney's own sense o f Irishness that gives him his fullest expression: as
an Irish poet he can both question and listen at the same tim e. In his poem "F rom
the Land of the U nspoken” he says:
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We are a dispersed people whose history
is a sensation o f opaque fidelity.
W hen or why our exile began
am ong the speech-ridden, we cannot tell
In this collection are m em oriam s to an unnam ed relative and to a fam ous poet;
an occasional poem on the Baptism of an English niece; a "postcard" from Iceland
to the poet's wife. A nd throughout, these voices uphold the belief that life deserves
recognition. I ll end with "The M ilk Factory.” a poem thoroughly Heaney in its tone:
Scuts o f froth swirled from the discharge pipe.
W e halted on the other bank and watched
A m ilky water run from the pierced side
O f m ilk itself, the crock o f its substance spilt
Across white lim b o floors where shift-w orkers
W aded round the clock, and the factory
Kept its distance like a bright-decked star ship
There we go, soft-eyed calves o f the dew.
Astonished and assumed in to fluorescence.

Joe D w yer

“N orthw est Variety: Personal Essays B y 14 Regional A u th o rs ,"
edited by Lex Runciman and Steven Sher; Arrowood Books, Inc.;
paperback, 151 pages; $9.50
"The printed word is being enriched by a lot m ore than a Douglas fir o r a sprig
o f kinnikinnick these days" observes Portland poet Vi Gale in a recent release from
A rrow ood Books. N orthw est Variety: Personal Essays by 14 Regional A uthors.
"O u r old provincialism , if it ever was that, is fast being ero d e d .”
A nd, with the help o f these highly individualistic essays by Northw est poets, fic 
tion writers, playwrights, and journalists, so are many other stereotypes about liv
ing and w riting in the N orthw est.
For instance, not all N orthw est writers are ascribing to a Roethkian avoidance
o f m ixing politics and poetry these days. Listen to the fierceness with w hich Port
Townsend poet Sam Hamill writes, "A s a poet. I am interested only in poetry that
is aware of the need to radically alter the policies and priorities for those who rule.”
HamiH’s concerns are very real, living "just forty m inutes away from one of the
most hideous products of m ankind— the Trident nuclear submarine base at Bangor."
W hile the m ajority of these essays are excellent, the omission of Native American
authors from any collection o f N orthw est w riting is unfortunate. A nd perhaps the
editors could have better represented writers from both Idaho and Montana. (Only
one w riter from each of these states is included.) The fact that 12 percent of the
purchase price of the book will be donated to the Richard Hugo M em orial Fund
at the U niversity of M ontana is of som e consolation however.
W illiam K ittredge's c o n trib u tio n to this collection, indeed to the literature of the
Northwest, is nothing short o f profound. The Missoula essayist, fiction and
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screenplay w riter elegantly reveals the relationship between his terrible need as
a young man to begin "another version of m y life, a story to tell myself and live
b y" and our cultural need for a new. more accurate m ythology of the Am erican
West.
"The story is as old as settlements and invading armies and deeply problematical
because it is at the heart of a racist, sexist, imperialist m ythology of conquest, it
is a rationale for violence, against other people and against nature. It is The Western,
a m orality play that was never much acted out anywhere in the Real W est.' O r
anywhere.”
One way to change this m yth is to create an intensely personal one. and Port
Townsend poet, fiction w riter, and essayist Tess Gallagher knows it. Gallagher
gracefully merges the most intim ate details o f her childhood with the landscape
in which she has always lived and the process of writing itself.
“ My father's drinking and the quarrels he had with my m other because of it,
terrorized my childhood. There is no other way to put it. A nd if coping w ith terror
and anxiety are necessary to the psychic stamina of a poet. I had them in steady
doses—just as inevitably as I had the rain.”
Several of the authors focus on the strong influence that Pacific Rim nations
have had on the Northwest. Ashland poet Lawson Fusao Inada. whose book "Before
the W ar" is the first collection of poetry by an Asian-Am erican to be published
by a major firm , points to the Northwest as “the spawning ground of Asian-American
literature.”
Portland poet Vern Rutsala speculates that the diversity present in the poetry
of Theodore Roethke encouraged the same diversity in this region's writers. Ex
cept for its lack of Native Am erican voices. "N orthw est V ariety" keeps the p ro 
mise made in its introduction to represent viewpoints as diverse as the Northwest
landscape.
But readers who crave what Lewiston poet Robert W rigley calls “ the exuberant
dance of Roethke." should not despair. Let W rigley's words from the closing essay
tickle your ears: "When I w rite a poem. I mean for it to swing. . . . I mean for it
to have the plum m et and rise of the Northwest landscape, the humps and canyons
in its consonants, the w ind-driven, river-borne music in its vowels."

Lee Evans

A. B. Guthrie. Jr., Four Miles From Ear M ountain: The Kutenai
Press, Missoula, M T, 1987; 3 0 0 copies, num bered and signed
by the author and artist; $ 3 0 .0 0
Four Miles From Ear M ountain is Em ily Strayer's finest design since she moved
her press to Missoula. The hand set type in black text with red titles, the deep red
fly sheets and the HMP Sierra covers which resemble hand pressed felt com bine
with the wood engravings by Kathy Bogan and. of course, the poems by A. B.
Guthrie. Jr. to make this book a true treasure and collectors' item.
Guthrie's poems were w ritten between 1935 and the present. W hile they are
m ostly metered and rhym ing, they play well against their form , creating a subtle
tension which is as intriguing and current today as when the first of the pieces was
written. Guthrie defends his patterns this way.
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Since the moderns have declared rhyme a crime and
equated alliteration and perdition. I feel woefully guilty. Yet
on occasion I still yield to temptation. I'm like the man in
church who rose and testified. “ Brothers and sisters. I've
tried sinnin' and not sinnin', and I declare to my soul I
believe I like sinnin' the best.”
Guthrie blends his fine-tuned sense of humor with seriousness. He has a great
respect for history as it stands and points readily to the ludicrousness of the human
race, especially Western America, when we attempt to change it for no reason.
In Seventh Cavalry, he opens with the epigraph, "on hearing that it was proposed
to exhume/ the remains of Custer's soldiers and rebury/ them in some more
systematic order" and proceeds with a beautiful lyric with a chanting refrain. "Let
the bones lie. ” No one would dare move them after reading this poem. One would
even wonder why it had occurred to do so in the first place.
Guthrie has empathy and compassion for life cycles of humans and animals,
for the ritualistic, predator-prey. nature of our interaction. (See The Joyful Marksman
and The Wild Bird.) And not only can he wander, with eyes wide open, between
the human and the animal but between history and progress as in O f Roads and
Reservoirs and Such. And he can cross between cultures of the past —the white
frontiersman and the native american; and the present —the progressive and the
traditionalist. His insight is sharpshooting and scathing. Nothing gets past him. Finally
his book is a series of impressions so lucid, from so many angles, that it is hard
and unfair to separate the pieces from one another. We accept his criticism as
well as his open spirituality. He is practical and straightforward, himself. In End
o f the Line he says, "Some sigh for rest./ Some dream of bliss,/ but all I believe
for sure is this:/ Count not on the latter.”
Guthrie ends Four Miles From Ear Mountain with four goodbyes. To Joe, he
expresses his anger at being left but wishes him "Lie in peace, friend, lie." Sleepy
the banjo player marches with the saints. The hermit dies alone as he wished it,
We attended his burial
Pallbearers, undertaker, preacher and I.
We were all.
A machine shoveled dirt over him.
Not a cloud in the sky.
But Guthrie shows no regret in these goodbyes. He accepts death and the emo
tions it brings as part of the cycle. He is seemingly without guilt and is thus nonjudgemental. Even to his brother, he can say. "You joked with few days remain
ing./ When death became boss/ you went uncomplaining.”

B.C. Pughe
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Linda M. Hasselstrom, Going Ouer East: Reflections of a Woman
Rancher, Fulcrum, Golden, CO. 1987, $13.95, cloth
The personal essay has enjoyed a resurgence for the last few years, and this co l
lection by poet and working rancher Linda Hasselstrom shows the inherent strengths
of the tradition. We follow her on her daily rounds on her fam ily ranch in the
grasslands near the Black Hills of South Dakota. Each of the twelve gates she goes
through frees yet another m em ory, another rum ination. She holds value for eco
systems whether they be natural or social:
. . . someone who pays attention to the messages the
natural world sends can bring cattle home the day before
a blizzard nine times out of ten. It's a m atter of instinct, ex
perience. self-reliance.
Hasselstrom's reflections may seem commonplace, but they are thoughts that don't
often get expressed.

Joe Dwyer

John Barth, Giles Goat-Boy, The Sot-weed Factor; Anchor Press,
doubleday; $9.95 paper
The first two of five John Barth novels are re-released in paper from the Anchor
Literary library. The Sot-weed Factor was originally published in 1960. Giles GoatBoy in 1966. These are im portant novels in recent history upon which we can
now bring to bear twenty plus years of evolution.

Richard & Johnson Peabody, Gretchen, eds.: Gargoyle Magazine,
Fiction/ 86; $7.95 paper
The Gargoyle fiction anthologies, published every other year, are becoming an
increasingly im portant documentation of contemporary American short fiction and
the subtly emerging trends.

Alan Ryan, ed.: Vampires: Two centuries of Vampire Stories;
Doubleday; $15.95 cloth
A riveting annotated and headnoted anthology of Vampire history finds its in 
telligent literary niche in a culture obsessed by the supernatural and/or spine tin g l
ing thrills. This collection is a wonderful respite from the too frequent and serialized
horror tales and movies which rely on gore v.s. belief.
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James Dickey, Alnilam ; Doubleday; $ 1 9.9 5 cloth
James Dickey's newest novel arrived at CutBank packaged like porcelain and
clearly marked Do Not Drop. O f course the postal carrier did drop it. to the
secretary's chagrin. Fortunately, this collector's novel was undamaged. Alnilam
is not only a long-and-well-worth-the-wait novel which exceeds our most extravagant
expectations of Dickey, but it is a lesson to young, ambitious writers in its thirty
year gestation.

Curtis Zahn, The Plight o f a Lesser Sawyer's Cricket; plays, prose
and poems compiled by Clark Branson; Garland-Clarke Edi
tions/Capra Press; $ 1 2.9 5 cloth, $7.95 paper

Clark Branson, Howard Hawks: A Jungian Study; Garland-Clarke
Editions/Capra Press; $1 9.9 5 cloth, $ 1 0 .9 5 paper
Capra has been a publisher and distributor to watch from its inception. From
the young to current works of poet and short fiction writer Raymond Carver. Capra
has grown from chapbooks to collections. Now it has expanded to studies of
drama/poetry and cinema/psychology in these intellectually stimulating, accessi
ble and important works on Curtis Zahn and Howard Hawks, compiled and written
by Clark Branson. Garland-Clarke Editions/Capra Press has made an important
stride in bridging the academic-creative and interdisciplinary gaps in contemporary
literature. And it continues its precedent of early recognition of pivotal works and
studies in American written and visual art.

Crossing the River, Ray Gonzalez, ed. The Permanent Press, Sag
Harbor, NY 1987; $1 4.9 5 paper.
This newest anthology edited by Ray Gonzalez includes the poetry of over 64
western poets whose "work makes them historians" of not only the vast region
and its past but anthropologists whose job it is to break down the stereotypes and
unearth a new vision of the cultures and lands west of the Mississippi.
Gonzalez has succeeded in representing a cross section of younger poets and
those who have been at work for a time who have influenced and viewed the
American West but who do not necessarily live in the West. Gonzalez says
. . . The poet writing in the West responds with a unique
point of view that must be included in the over all story.
The result is a poetry that allows everyone to find what
it is like to live in New Mexico. Texas. Montana, or the
Northwest. These poems are able to take us there because
they open outward and are not samples of closed "regional”
writing that promotes one region over another. They are
powerful poems that rise out of deserts, plains, mountains.
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and rivers to celebrate a sense of place that can be found
in poets nationwide.
His anthology is indeed one of a kind in its representation of a huge region, thereby
defying regionalism. His editing is m eticulous and his vision is clear. Crossing the
River is an encompassing docum ent of tim e, place, and understanding.

Gonzalez, Ray, Twilights and Chants; James Andrews & Co., Inc.;
Golden, Colorado; 1 9 8 7 . $ 8 .9 5 paper.
Tivilights and chants is Ray Gonzalez" third collection of poetry. The poems show
his continued growth as a writer and his hard work. We were fortunate to have
him in Montana to read from this new book last fall, to hear the poem s in his own
voice and envision his images in addition to experiencing his words on the page.
He truly possesses his experiences and is able to then give them to us. Perhaps,
he says it best in Final U ncovering” :
Close the book with the bleeding cover
and possess the smooth m irro r
that guards your restless sleep.
your restless heart.
your invisible childhood flames
and childhood streams of warm water.
warm windows in fam ily houses lighted at night.
burning through dawn.
sm oking through long years
of life illum inating your own.
Through his work, we can make discoveries of our own.

M cDonald. W alter, The Flying Dutchm an; Ohio State University
Press, Columbus. 1 9 8 7 . $ 6 .9 5 paper.
The Flying D utchm an, w inner of the 1987 George Elliston poetry prize, is
M cD onald s best so far. He captures the land
O ur children reel down water jugs
on ropes. Here in the dark
we stum ble on stones we ram steel rods into
to break, gouge chunks into a bucket and tug
and go on digging. (D igging for Buried W ater)
and its unending challenge. He captures the experience of the sky and the land
from the sky. He gives us life, much his own and his relatives and neighbors, from
above the ground and beneath it. M cD onald moves with ease through cohabitant
levels of existence.
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Quinn, John, The Wolf Last Seen. Pacific House Books, Eugene,
1987. $ 1 9 .9 5 cloth, $ 9 .9 5 paper.
The Wolf Last Seen was first published in 1980 in a beautiful lim ited edition
designed and printed by Harry Duncan. Pacific books have done us a favor in re
issuing this collection of Quinn's poetry and has maintained the high standards
of design set forth in the first edition.
Quinn's poems continue to hold up — they entertain, instruct and take us from
the major importance of all events to the inevitability and uncontrollability of them
as well. In "Horse Lake M orning,” he says, “ . . . The Fish ran deep,/ and the sun
kept coming u p,/ it just kept coming up.” His hum or is precise, often scathing.
His images are to the point.

Waters, Mary Ann, The Exact Place; Confluence Press, Lewiston,
Idaho, 1987. $ 1 4 .9 5 cloth.
O f Mary Ann Waters' poetry, Jonathan Holden says, "This impressive poetry
collection . . . is a testament to the virtues of m aturity. It is . . . exact, ‘exact’ in
the full etymological sense of that word: every slurred, inaccurate, arbitrary possibility
driven out, leaving only the necessary."
The Exact Place has been a short life-tim e in the making. And while exact in
the mythological sense, the spot where Pegasus pawed the earth, it is encompassing
of the poetic spirit and insight of one woman as she presents us with the world.
And Waters misses nothing, spanning generations (“ Daughter, Mother, Sister,
Muse"), spanning geography (from "The Narrows" to “ Horse and Rider: W olf Point,
Montana”), addressing the full gamut of emotional and intellectual experience within
these regions.
Water's poems are punctuated by the m ythological illustrations of Floyd Tennison DeWitt. While Pegasus, initially defined the exact place, in these illustrations,
he goes through a transformation similar to the metamorphic structure of the book.
Imagine him seeing Daughter, Sister, Mother, Muse; imagine him Seeking the
Elements, Bearing Witness and finally finding Illumination. Then you can almost
imagine the drawings, almost imagine the poems.

B.G. Pughe
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CutBank Contributors
The author of A Fish to Feed A// Hunger. S AN D R A ALCOSSER is a poet who
teaches creative w riting at San D iego State U niversity. She is currently editing a
collection o f critical essays on Richard Hugo. DEIRDRE C A L L A N A N received her
M A in fictio n from C olorado State U niversity. She lives on Cape Cod where she
writes and teaches. JO N DAVIS graduated from UM with an M FA in creative writing
in 1985. He has been selected for a Peter I B. Lavan Younger Poets Award by
the A cadem y of A m erican Poets and his first full-length collection of poems.
D angerous A m usem ents, was published last year. RICHARD CORTEZ DAY cu r
rently teaches at Humboldt State in California. SUSAN KELLY-DeW ITT is a member
o f California Poets in the School. She has poem s fo rth co m in g in H a w a ii Review.
The Clockwatch Review and The Cimarron Review among others. DEVON MILLERD UG GAN is a poet and fiber artist w ho lives in Newark. Delaware. She has had
poem s published in a num ber of small magazines, including Shenandoah. D AV ID
EVAN S organized the Napa Valley Poetry and Fiction C onferences fo r nine years
before his sudden death in 1987. He is the recipient of several awards for his poetry,
including an honorable m ention from the Chester H. Jones Foundation. A broad
side of some of his w ork was published by Gorilla Press in 19 8 7 . W inner of the
1987 A cadem y of A m erican Poets Prize. A LBE R T G AR CIA is a recent graduate
of the M F A Program in Creative W ritin g at UM. He now teaches at the College
of the Sequoias in Visailia. California. The author of 8 books of poetry. PATRICIA
G O E D IC K E teaches creative w riting at UM. Her m ost recent award is the M o n 
m outh Institute s Caroline Kizer Poetry Prize. ALBERT GO LDBARTH was the 1987
Hugo Poet-in-Residence at UM. A rts a nd Science is his latest collection o f poetry.
BEC KIAN FRITZ G O LDBERG teaches at Arizona State U niversity and Paradise
Valley C om m un ity College. Her poem s have appeared in the A m erican Poetry
Review and other magazines. JA M E S H A Z A R D has taught at the U niversity of
W isconsin in M ilw aukee for alm ost 2 0 years. He has published 8 books of poems,
the last of w hich is a collection for children. J IM HEYNEN is the author of The
Man Who K ept Cigars in His Cap. You K n o w W hat Is R ight and is currently c o m 
pleting a non-fiction book featuring one hundred A m ericans over one hundred.
He is also w orking on a novel. L O W E L L JA EG E R S first book of poems. U ar on
War. will be published this year. He was awarded the 198 7 G rolier Poetry Peace
Prize and teaches at Flathead Valley C o m m u n ity College in Kalispell. M ontana.
LA U R A JE N S E N 'S latest book of poem s is Shelter. She was the visiting poet at
a five-college consortium in M inneapolis-St. Paul this spring. LEIGH K IR K LA N D
writes us from Atlanta. Georgia. B ILL KITTREDG E teaches fiction at U M. His most
recent books include a b ook of essays. O w n in g It A ll. and a lim ited edition chapbook featuring his short story. P hantom Silver. M IC H A E L KLEIN attended B enn
ington College and for seven years attended thoroughbred horses, serving as groom
to 1984 K entucky Derby winner. Swale. He is currently editing an anthology titled
Phases o f Vanishing: Poets Respond to A ID S . D AV ID LO U TER will graduate this
spring w ith a degree in Liberal A rts from UM and plans to attend rodeos. His w ork
has appeared in The M alahat Review. W A LTE R M c D O N A L D S latest book. The
F lying D utchm an, received the 1987 George Elliston Poetry Prize. RON
M cF A R LA N D has taught at the U niversity o f Idaho in M oscow for several years.
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The (Jl Press will publish his study of the villanelle this spring as well as an an
thology of Idaho poetry in 1989. JEFF OAKS was the 1986 Hugo Scholar at UM
and is currently attending the University of Pittsburgh. DOUG O'HARRA worked
as a reporter in Alaska before coming to the M FA Program in Creative W riting
at UM. His fiction has appeared in Antioch Review. ANDRIES O LIPHANT lives
in Johannesburg. South Africa, where he edits S taff Rider, published by Raven
Press. WALTER PAVLICH lives in Davis. California, where he teaches poetry
workshops at the Correctional Medical Facility in Vacaville. His third book. Theories
o f Birds and Water is forthcom ing from Owl Creek Press. GREG PAPE started
teaching creative writing at UM in 1987. His latest book of poems is Black Bran
ches. CHAD PERRY resides in the Albuquerque, Mew Mexico area. He has an MFA
in creative writing from Wichita State University. LEONARD W ALLAC E ROBIN
SON is the author of two novels and a book of poems. He lives in Missoula. M on
tana. where he is working on a novel titled Hero. DAVID ROMTVEDT writes us
from Buffalo, W yoming. JUDITH ROOT is currently teaching at the University of
Vermont. Her most recent book, Weaving the Sheets, a signed limited edition, is
being reprinted by Carnegie-Mellon Press and due out soon. GERALD SHAPIRO
teaches fiction at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. His writing has appeared
in the Crescent Review, Cottonwood, the Kansas Quarterly and other magazines.
BARBARA THEROUX owns Fact and Fiction, a wonderful bookstore in Missoula,
MT. MICHAEL UMPHREY’S first book, the Lit Window, was published by the CSU
Poetry Center in 1987. He recently won the Merriam-Frontier Award at UM, where
he is working toward an M FA in creative writing. PAMELA WAMPLER'S poems
have appeared in the Indiana Review, Crazyhorse and Prairie Schooner. She lives
in Southern Indiana with her husband and 3 cats. INGRID WENDT'S second book
of poetry, Singing the Mozart Requiem, was published this year. She recently at
tended the International W riters’ Reunion in Lahti, Finland, where she read and
presented a paper. PETER W ILD lives in Tucson, where he is working on a book
of autobiographical sketches tentatively titled Lost in Hawaii. CHRISTOPHER
WOODS has published one novel. The Dream Patch, and is a contributing editor
for Frank, a Paris journal.
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Books Received
Judith Ortiz Cofer, Terms o f Survival. Arte Publico Press. Houston. TX. 1987.
n.p. paper.
W illiam Greenway. Where We've Been. Breitenbush Books. Portland. OR. 1987.
$ 1 5 .0 0 cloth; $ 8.0 0 paper.
Russel B. Hill. ed.. Browsing in the Morgue: The Best from Montana's Early
tiewspapers, Barlow Press. Helena. M T, 1987. $4.9 5 paper.
Kathleen O 'Brien, ed.. Idaho + ; C ontem porary Poetry from the Am erican West.
Boise. ID, 1987. $ 10 .95 paper.
Don Stap. Letter at the End o f Winter, University of Central Florida Press. O rlan
do, FL. 1987. $ 8.9 5 paper.
Kevin Stein. A Reid o f Wings. Illinois Writers. Inc., Urbana. IL. 1986. $4.00 paper.
Edward Swift. A Place w ith Promise. Doubleday. New York. NY. 1987. $16.95
cloth.
Michael Toum ier. The Golden Droplet. Doubleday. New York. NY. 1987. $ 16.95
cloth.

ABR AXAS. 3 5 /3 6 . Madison. W l. $6. A G N I REVIEW. 2 4 /2 5 . Boston. M A. $10.
AM ER IC AN VOICE. W inter 1986. Summer 1987. Fall 1987, Louisville. KY. $4.
THE BELO IT POETRY JO U R N AL. Spring 1987. Summer 1987. Ellsworth. ME.
$1.5 0. BLAC K WARRIOR REVIEW. V. 13. n. 2. Tuscaloosa. AL. $5.
CALAPO OYA C O LLA G E II. Sum mer 1987. M onm outh. OR. $3.00. CALIFOR
NIA QUARTERLY. W inter, 1987. Davis. CA. $2.5 0. CAROLINA QUARTERLY,
v. 39. n. 2. Chapel Hill. NC. $4. C AROLINA QUARTERLY. NORTH CAROLINA
WRITERS ISSUE, v. 39. no. 3. Chapel Hill. NC. $4.00. CHARITON REVIEW. Vol.
13. number 1. Vol. 13. num ber 2. Kirksville. MO. $ 2.0 0. CINCINNATI POETRY
REVIEW. Number 15. Fall 1986. Number 16. Spring 1987. Cincinnati. OH. $3.00.
GREENFIELD REVIEW, vol. 14. no. 1 & 2. Greenfield Center. NY. $5. G RAHAM
HOUSE REVIEW. W inter/Spring 1987. Hamilton. NY. $4.50. INDIANA REVIEW.
Vol. 10. No. 1 /2 .3 . Bloom ington. IN. $7. $4. IOW A REVIEW, v. 1 7 .n o . l.lo w a
City. IA. $ 6.9 5. IRIS. *1 5 . Charlottesville. VA. $4.00. KANSAS QUARTERLY.
Vol. 18. nos. 3. 4). Manhattan. KS. $4. MEMPHIS STATE REVIEW. Spring 1987,
Memphis. TN. $2. MILDRED, v. 1. no. 2. Schenectady. NY. $ 12/yr. MISSISSIP
PI REVIEW. Fall/W inter 1986. Spring/Summ er 1987. Hattiesburg. MS. $5.50.
MR. COGITO. Human Rights Issue. Vol. VII. number 3. Mr. Cogito Press. Forest
Grove. OR. $ 4.5 0/yr. N EW SOUTHERN LITERARY MESSENGER, vol. 3. no. 4
& 5. Richmond. VA. $6/4 issues. NORTH AM ERICAN REVIEW. March 1987.
June 1987. September 1987. Cedar Falls. IA. $3. PASSAGES NORTH. Sum 
mer 1987. Escanaba. Ml. $1. POET LORE (V 8 1. n. 2). (V. 82. n. 2). (V. 81.
n. 4), (V. 82. n. 1). Washington. DC. $5. POETRY EAST Number 22. Spring 1987.
Chicago. IL. $4.00. QUARTERLY WEST. Spring 1987. Salt Lake City. UT. $4.50.
RADDLE MOON. International W om en Writers Issue. *4 . British Columbia.
Canada. $4.0 0. ROCKY M OUNTAIN REVIEW. Volume 4 0. no. 4. V. 41. nos.
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1/2, Boise. ID; no price listed. SEATTLE REVIEW, Vol. 10, no. 1, Seattle, WA.
$5.50. THE SHORT STORY, V. 4. n. 2. San Francisco. CA. $2.50. SILVERFISH
REVIEW, Number 14, Eugene. OR. $6. SMALL PRESS REVIEW, (V. 19. nos.
6-7), (V. 19. n. 8). (V. 19, no. 9), (V. 19, n. 11), Paradise. CA. No price listed.
SOU'WESTER. vol. 14, no. 2, vol. 14, no. 3, vol. 15, no. 1. Edwardsville, IL. $ 1.50.
STAND MAGAZINE, Spring 1987, Autumn 1986, Concord, MA. $3. TAR RIVER
POETRY, Vol. 26. Number 2, Greenville, NC. $3.00. WESTERN HUMANITIES
REVIEW, Spring 1987, Summer 1987, Salt Lake City, (JT. $4. WILLOW SPRINGS.
Spring 1987, Cheney, WA. $4.
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More Books Received
Rebecca McClanahan Devet. M other Tongue. University of Central Florida Press.
Gainesville. FL. 1987. $ 8 .9 5 cloth.
Joseph Duemer, Customs. University of Georgia Press. Athens. GA. 1987. $ 14.95
cloth; $ 7 .9 5 paper.
Roald Hoffm an. The M etam ict State. U niversity of Florida Press, Gainesville. FL.
1987. $ 1 0 .9 5 cloth.
Donald Hall. The Bone Ring, Story Line Press. Santa Cruz. California, 1987. $ 16.00
cloth; $ 8 .0 0 paper.
Greg Keeler. American Falls. Confluence Press. Lewiston, ID. 1987. $ 14.95 cloth.
Carolyn Kizer, The Nearness o f You. Copper Canyon Press. Port Townsend. W A .
1986. $ 1 5 .0 0 cloth; $ 9 .0 0 paper.
Nicholas Kolum ban. Reception at the M ongolian Em bassy. New Rivers Press. St.
Paul. M N, 1987. $ 4 .0 0 paper.
Leonard Kress. The Centralia Mine Fire, Flum e Press. Chico. CA. 1988. $ 4 .0 0
paper.
George Perreault. C urved Like an Eye, Ahsahta Press. Boise. ID. 1988.
Jeannine Savard, S now Water Cove, University of Utah Press. Salt Lake City. UT.
1988. $ 7 .9 5 paper.
Maurya Simon. The Enchanted Room. Copper Canyon Press. Port Townsend. W A,
1986. $ 9 .0 0 paper.
Michael Spence. The Spine, Purdue University Press. West Lafayette. IN, 1987.
$ 5 .0 0 paper.
Michael U m phrey, The Lit W indow . Cleveland State University Poetry Center,
Cleveland. OH, 1987. $ 6 .0 0 paper.
Ingrid W endt. Singing the M ozart Requiem, Breitenbush Books. Portland. OR,
1987. $ 1 5 .0 0 cloth; $ 8 .0 0 paper.

More
THE A M E R IC A N VOICE. (Spring 1 988) Louisville. KY. $ 4 .0 0 . B E LO IT POETRY
JO U R N A L. (W inter 1 9 8 7 -1 9 8 8 ) Ellsworth. ME. $ 2 .0 0 . B LA C K WARRIOR
REVIEW. (Fall 1 987) Tuscaloosa. A L. $ 3 .5 0 . BLO O M SBU RY REVIEW. (Vol. 8,
Issue 2) Denver. CO. $ 3 .0 0 . C AR O LIN A QUARTERLY, (W inter 1 988) Chapel
Hill. NC. $ 4 .0 0 . THE C H A R ITO N REVIEW, (Spring 1 988) Kirksville. M O . $ 2 .0 0 .
C OTTO NW O OD. (W inter 1 986) Lawrence. KS. $ 5 .0 0 . GREENFIELD REVIEW.
(Vol. 14. Nos. 3 and 4) Greenfield Center. NY. $ 5 .0 0 . IO W A REVIEW, (Vol. 17,
No. 2) Iowa City. IA. $ 6 .9 5 . KAN SAS QUARTERLY, (Vol. 19. Nos. 1 and 2)
Manhattan. KS. $ 7 .0 0. MEMPHIS STATE REVIEW. (Fall 1987) M em phis. TN.
$3.00. MR. COGITO. (Fall. 1987) Forest Grove. OR. THE N ORTH A M E R IC A N
REVIEW. (Dec. 1987) Cedar Falls. IA. $3.00. NEW PAGES. (No. 12) Grand Blanc.
Ml. $2.00 . THE N EW SOUTHERN LITERARY MESSENGER. (Vol. 3, No. 6) Richmond. VA. $ 2 .0 0 . THE PAINTED BRIDE QUARTERLY. (No. 3 1 ) Philadelphia.
PA. $ 4 .0 0 . PASSAGES NORTH, (W inter 1988) Escanaba. M l. $ 1 .5 0 . THE
PIKESTAFF FORUM, (Fall 1987) N orm al. IL. $ 2 .0 0 . POET LORE. (Fall 1987)
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Bethesda, MD. $4.50. POETRY EAST. (Nos. 23 and 24) Chicago. IL. $7.00.
PUERTO DEL SOL. (Vol. 23. No. 1) Las Cruces. NM. $5.00. RADDLE MOON.
(No. 5) Sidney. BC. Canada. ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW. (Vol. 41. No. 4) Boise,
ID. THE SEATTLE REVIEW. (Fall 1987) Seattle. WA. $4.00. THE SHORT STORY
REVIEW. (Winter 1987-1988) San Francisco, CA. $2.50. SIGNATURE. (February
1988) Glendale. CA. SMALL PRESS REVIEW. (March 1988) Paradise. CA. TAR
RIVER POETRY. (Fall 1987) Greenville. NC. $3.00. WILLOW SPRINGS. (No. 21)
Cheney. WA. $4.00.
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The Thief's Arm
slides into your sleeve
as if he welcomes
the raised hair, the slow chill,
the way blood thickens
when the wind shifts.
He reaches deep
for your favorite sweater,
the one you wore for luck
to all your hardest tests,
then steps into your skirt,
smoothing pleats over hips
slimmer, more muscular
than yours. At home
under your comforter, you know
the moon backlighting his hair
lays away recognition
like a good wool coat.
When he hunches
into a ruffle, it’s clear
why he chose you
from all the others.
Wrapped in his own dazzle,
he can’t see the eyes
folded like tissue between
the sleeves, ears coiled
in the open shoes, revenge
drawn and cocked in the soft
memory of everything
he stole from you.
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